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N-ATIONAL  ISDN  lNTRODUCTION  PLANS  ------------ - ···---
BELGIUM 
·,, 
of  the . 
Three  ISDN  field  triais  are  .;f~reseen  for  1985-86.  The  first  uses · 
••  1 ~-
,• 
two  connected  exchanges  'type . ,ITT  System  ~. 12,  providing  digital 
telephony,  teletex,  telefax  and  ..  videotex,  and  using  the  'S' 
interface  (mid  '83 . status)*.  Teletex  and  videotex  will.  access 
national  services  provided  by  packet  switching,  using  packet 
switching  capabilities  in the  local exchanges,  with  X75  interface  to 
the  national  packet  network.  The  second  trial  will  investigate 
applications  usage  of  an  IBM  Cadem  graphics  terminal operating at 64 
kbLt/s  with  a  V35  interface.  The  third  trial  involves  an  exchange 
type  GTD5,  connected  to  two  PABX's,  at  which  an  S  interface passive 
bus  (1984  status)  will  be  provided. ·  A variety of  terminals will  be 
investigated,  including  a  multi-combination  ISDN  terminal  simulator. 
A pilot  service  is  planned  for  1988-89,  with  about  800  basic  access 
subscribers  and  about  10  primary  access  lines,  which  will  be 
provided  on  a  limited  number  of  exchanges  spread  over  the  country. 
Public  service  is  expected  to  follow  on  from  this  pilot.  No 
estimate  of  the  number  of  ISDN  subscribers  in  later  years  is 
available. 
CCITT  no  7  signalling  with  TUP  is  scheduled  for  introduction  in 
1985,  while  ISUP  and  SCCP  will  be  introduced  for  the  ISDN  pilot 
service  in  1985. 
*  Note:  Unless  otherwise  specified,  the  term  "S-interface"  is  used  in  this 
report  to  refer  to  the  user-·network  Jnterface  defined  for  !SO-levels  1-3  by 
CClTT  Recommendations  1430,  1440,  I4'i0  .and  I4'il,  as  at  October  1984.  The 
varlous  CC£TT  rPference  points are  identified  in  figure  1 . 
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Figure 1  ISDN Basic Access Interface Definition 
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Interface points defined by CCITI Recommeooation 1210 
Additional interface points referred to in this study 
ISDN Exchange Termination (Line Card) 
Line Transmission Termination at Exchange 
Network Termination 1 (Line Transmission function) • 
Network Termination 2 (Distribution function) 
Terminal Adaptor  ·  . 
Terminal Equipment connecting to S interface 
Terminal Equipment with non-S interface (eg V. x:  series) 
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.  Ger_many  had. 25M  telephony  lines  in..  Digitalisation of  the  long 
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f  'distance ·, backbone  .·.transmission  ,·  ': w:Ul-' be  completed  in  1985 •. . 
_ ....  :·- "  ... 
1990  digital  .  _  _..,;.-
·:·:·>;.~·-·.)  .  ~- . .  .  __  h:~·  ....  _; .. _  -';:  · ·.-~·- ·_·_.·  >",•'  ;.· 
:o:_·,--·.! subscribers '·in  th¢  towris  of  Mannhei'm  and· Stuttgart.·  Two  exchanges· 
.;~~>  t-.:  .'.:.<:_-.  · _ ··  · ·  :;._:  '·- ·:  ·  · · ·,_ : ~ - <! 1 >: ·  ~r  ·,  ·  '  .  '  -··  -~~-i~A~.~ -- 1 :  ..  -;~  .•  ·- .  .•  •  •  ·  · 
·.  ··+:-will  be  used~ - . one ( . type ·  Siemens: EWSD; ;::;.t;he_ other  Sy~tem 12  from  SEL~ 
..  -.::<'~-,(  · _  ·  _ ·  -• .  ·-~-. :·  •.  ~  ·- ·  ·  ·:-:/··  ~-)>1tr·::  ·  ':_··  · . -· 
·  :  .··- Ea~ly information· indicated. that . baste access  only .wi  11  be  provided~ · 
Terminals · expected 
; include  telephony, · teletex, :facsimile.; . data .transmission  and  fix~d 
image'  terminals.  Public  service· is 'expected  to  follow  on.  from  the 
pilot  'project  in  1988,  ' and  a  penetration  to · 3M  subscribers  is 
forecast  for  1995 •. 
·CCITT  No.  7  signalling  will  be  introduced  from  1986,  and  ISUP 
operation will  form  part  of  the  pilot project. 
DENMARK 
• 
Denmark  had  2.5M  telephony  lines  in  1984.  Digitalisation  of 
transmiss lo·n  has  progr.essed :to  tihe  st_ age  that  70%  of  the  trunks  in 
the  inter-exchange  network  · ~o~ill  be  digital  during  1985.  By  1987 
digital  s~o~itchlng  will  have  reached  200  exchanges  serving  315,000 
subscribers  (12%).  The  Ericsson  AXE  10  switch  will  predominate, 
~o~ith  a  small  number  of  ITT  System  12  s~o~itches  in  two  areas. 
Field  trlals  are  scheduled  for  1986,  using  the  Danish-developed 
DIKON  concentrator  for  access  to  an  AXE  exchange.  The  S  interface 
passive  bus  (1984  status) ·  will  be  provided.  Various  terminal 
adaptors  ~o~i 11  be  used,  and  a  high  resolution  videotex  service  is 
planned. 
available. 
A  digital  telephone  ~o~ith  display  and  keyboard  ~o~ill  be 
... :_ .... ··  ...  ·.  '• 
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Public  service  is  expected to follow  on  graduallY,  from  the  tria1R, 
~-i'th . an  i~troductory  st.age  d~rl~g - which  only  services  compatible 
with  digital·  telephony- will  be  supported.  Penetration  forecasts 
envisage  15,000  subscribers  by  .1988,  with  120·,ooo  by  1991,  and 
, potentially 1M  by  1995. 
,(,  .·: 
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. France· had  22M  tele:phony  lines ·1ft  ·. }984 _ ~,·  after a'  rapid  growth  from.· 
12M:. in  1978.  ·  Digitalisation . of,· the  transmission  network  already  .  .  .  "  _.  - .  .  ~  . 
: allows . all  digital . loca  1  excha.ng~s  to  . be · fully  int;e"rconnec ted  by 
.  . 
digital  r6utes~  Most  local areas  ar~ already equipped with at  l~ast 
on~ digital switch,  giving a  current  penetration to  10M  subscribers, 
with  18M  (70%)  forecast  for  1990. 
A  64 · kbit/  s  . transparent  circuit  switched  network  (RTC  64)  is·  at 
present  in  a  trial stage,  with  service  opening . in  22  towns  later in 
1985,  and  extension according  to  demand  planned  for 1986. 
The  first  TELECOM  1  satellite,  launched  in  1984,  currently  provides 
20  earth  terminal  accesses  al  1.92  Mbit/s  to  major  business  users. 
Interconnection  o{  TE~ECOM 1  and  RTC  64  is planned .for  1987/88. 
An  ISDN  pilot  project  is  designated  RENAN.  First  trials  in  1986 
·will  cover  a  total  of  300  subscribers  in  Brittany,  connected 
directly  or  via  remote  concentrators  to  three  exchanges · of  type 
CIT-CGE  E10B.  A  second  trial,· in  1987,  will  cover  1000  subscribecs 
in  the  Paris  area  connected  to  exchanges  of  type  Thomson  MT25.  The 
S  interface  passive  bus  will  be  provided,  and  all ·terminals  in  the · 
trial will  use  S  interfacing.  Two  additional  subscriber  equipments 
will  be  (a)  a  module  for  connection  to  the  passive  bus,  allowing 
internal  communication  and  DDI,  and  (b)  a  PBX  based  on  a  configura-
tion  of  16  passive  buses.  All  services  of  the  basic  telephony 
• :. 
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network  .·will  be ·  Stlppor:tc<J;  ·  alpliuphotographic  videotex,  audi;) 
.  .  .  I  '  • ·  . •.•·  '  •  • 
videotex,  audiography  (sound _.and  telewr
1lting),  sttll  and  slow-scan 
picture  service  are  being 
•  !  :: 
·;  ccirr  No; .. 7,_:  ~  ign~1 '1 ing .  ,.llf  o;  ~,: trials 
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:·progressiye' introduction  from 1987/88- .onwardsw  ..  ' 
,''.· 
1986·,·· . with 
. -.·.· 
·UNITED  KINGDOM 
British Telecom  had  20M  t~lephony lines  in  1983.  Digitalisation of 
transmission·  in  BT's  main  ne~work  will  result  in  100%  of  long 
distance  traffic being. handl~d digitally by  1990.  Di,gitalisation of. 
switching  will  make  all  major  cities  fully  digital  by  1992,  with 
?1 
ISDN  capability available  to  80~ of  subscribers. 
BT' s  ISDN  pilot  service ·is  opening  in  1985,  using  four  switches  of 
type  Plessey/GE.C  System  X.  Remote  concentrators  will  provide  .60 
access  areas,  totalling 1000  subscribers at  basic access,  plus  40  at 
primary  r<~ te  access.  In  1986,  access  will  be  available  at  400 
locations,  and  in  1987  at  1000  locations.  The  pilot is  considered 
to  be  a  normal  public  service.  Interface  standards  will  initially 
use  80  kbit/s  operation  to  provide  64  +  8  kbit/s  B  channnel  access, 
with  terminal  adaptors  to  V  and  X  series  devices~  and  with digital 
telephony  integrated  into  the  network  terminating  equipment. 
Introduction  of  the  CCITT  'S'  interface  recommendations,  together 
with  144  kbi.t/s  transmission,  is  envisaged  for  1987.  A  second 
digital  switching  system,  AXE  from  Thorn  Ericsson,  will  be 
introduced  fr'om  1986.  Penetration  to  9M  subscribers  with  digital 
access  is  foreseen  in  1991. 
CCCTT  No.  7  signalling  is  being  introduced  by  BT,  and  international 
intrrworking,  including  ISUP,  is  expect~d  from  1988. 
~  .  . .  . ·.~·  .  .,  ~  . Alt.-;nattve . · nat .t~~•l '  · · an~ ;, ..  fnt~r~attonal :  digital  .· switched  setvtces 
.  .  ,.  '  ~  ·.:,  ."  . .  ·'· 
will be  provided  from  1986  by Mercury  Communications  under  a  licence 
from  the  UK  Gov~rnment. 
follow later. 
Develdpmtmts  towards  ISDN  services  will 
;J ..  '"->." . .. '  .,,....  •,  •' 
GREECE 
manufacture'· 
: ·, . 
,J.'"'  ,  .• 
By . 1995,  the  pen~tration  of  digital  s.witching  starting  fiom · 1986 
.  '  '  . 
will cover  45%  of  the  local  loops· ~ 
The  policy  for  the  digital:t.sation  of  the  Public  Switch  Telephone 
Network  is  to  proceed  in  conjunction  with  the  normal  capacity 
expansion  and  replacement  of  the  network,  increasing  gradually  the 
investments  in  switching  and  transmission  equipments  for  digital 
systems. 
At  the  ·end  of  the  80's  purchasing  of  new  .analogue  systems  will 
cease. 
In  principle,  for  the  digitalisation  programme  an  overlay  digital 
network  was  chosen. 
No  specific dates  have  been  set  for  introducing  ISDN.  The  evolution 
towards  ISDN · will  be  possible  when  the  PSTN  has  become  extensive 
(not  before  the middle  of  the 90's). 
Connections  between  · subscribers  for  64  Kbit/s  will  be  provided 
through  the  digital  part  of  the  telephone  network.  As  long  as 
digital  services  are  carried  out  by  the  digital  telephone  network, 
only  services  with  requirements  compatible  with  the  facilities  and 
limitations of digital  telephone  networks will  be  provided. 
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There  are  ·no  ,plans .. for  th~  broadband·  rsoN.  Possible  customer 
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·demands  wl  t I  bt!  · m~t  by  sper.ial  ROI.ut lons  ar{d  " at  1 atcr  stage  when 
need  arises,  will  be' directed · to  the . ~xisting . petworks. 
· ::di.stric 
digital switching. 
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Five  ISDN  field  trials  have·- been · started  already.  One, -in  Mestre 
and  Padua,  used  two  switches  type  Ericsson  AXE  10,  with  one .remote 
subscribe  ~:s  switch.  A  passive  bus  with  'S'  interface  cha~acteris-
tics ·was  used  at  ~he subscriber  premises, ·but  with .a  B+D  (64  + 16) 
channel  access  . to·  the  switch.  The  digital  t~lephon~  used  had 
display  and  ke~board  features,  and  other  services ~ere provided  via 
. terminal·  adiiptors,  with  a  packeti.sed  videotex  ·service . on  the  D 
channel.  Another  trial,  tn  Bologna,  involved  a  switch  type  ITT 
System  12, .  with  digital  subsr:riber  and  packet  switching  modules. 
Basic  '1C<-et; !3 ·  0 [  2B+D  (Jl;!~  khlt/s  wlth  echo  cancelling)  was  provided 
to  a  srua ll  numbei- •)f  lines.  Services .. provided  were  digital 
telephony,  tel.etex  (X25  at  2400  bit/  s),  facsimile  (V24/25  at  9600 
bit/s),  and  personal  compuH'r  data  (at  9600  bit/s).  In  a  third 
tri.:- 11,  I taltel's Proteo  UT  10/3  exchange  was  used  with  digital line 
and  packe t  handling  modules.  Line  transmission  in  burst  mode  gave 
B+D  (64  +  16)  basic  access,  and  the  following  ·services ·  were 
evaluated:  digital  telephony;  mixed  telephony  (16  kbit/s)  and  still 
picture  ·video  (48  kbit/s);  teletex  (2400  bit/s,  rate  adapted); 
audioconfe re nc ing  (60  kbit/s  high  quality,  6KHz  voice  plus  4  kbit/s 
,.;!"'ake rs  ldt.•nt i  [  lcat l.on  anc1  telewrlting);  combined  audioconferencing 
(48  kblt/s),  wi Lh  facsitnile  (8  kbi.t/s)  and  telewriting  (8  kbit/s); 
plus  other  servlce  combinatlons,  ~nd  packet  access  to  ho•t  computer 
(B  and  D  r.hannels).  The  r emaining  two  field  trials were  concerned 
·~ .\.  .~~. 
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A  pilot  service  is  scheduled  for  1987/88,  ca·tering ·for  a  total  of 
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Ireland  had  .0.61M  'telephony  lines  in .  1983.  Digitalisation  of 
transmission . will  cover  34%  of  the  high . capacity  network  during 
1985.  Digital  switching, . introduced  in  1982,  will include  SO%  of 
loca  1. exchanges  during. 198:5,  rising · to  85%  in  1990·. 
CIT-Alcatel  ElOB  and  Eri'cs.son  AXE. 10  a:re  used. 
Switch  types 
There  are  no.  flrm  plans  ye·t.  for  ISDN. introducti'on  • . but  both  switch 
suppliers will  be  able  to offer solutions  • . 
,. 
CCITT  No.  7  signalling will be  introdud;~d ·  in .1986·. 
2.9  LUXEMBOURG 
Luxembourg  had  0.14M  telephone  lin~s in 1983. 
No  information  is  presently . available  on  dig!,talisation  or  ISDN 
planning. 
·I 
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NETHERLANDS 
Netherlands  had . 5 .6M .  telep~ony  .lines . in.  1984.  Dlgltalisatlon  of 
transmission  will result  lon{i  cH '~- ·  ··-···~- .. 
.)ntroductlon of  SPC 
·:··  . 
ted  in 
announced~ :  'tnvolv '  .  .  .  .,  .  ,,·\ 
together  with . , t.h~ : 
5ESS-PRX, 
and  System  12  from  ITT. 
'. · 
·" .·  .·~  .·  " ;':. 
No  ·firm  plans  are  yet  ~d~ ;concerning . the . introduction  of . ISDN, 
which  would · certainly  be , ~ after >1988.  ·'  Provision  of  64  kbit/  s  .,.  ·.  .  :  :·· 
switched data service by  U:sing· data. ~ver v·otce operation on  analogue 
'  ' .  . .  '  . 
local loops  is also  considei~d a  possibilit~. 
CCITT  No.  7  s~gna1ling  is  scheduled  -for  trial  in  ·1987,  with 
introduction,  including  !SUP,  in 1988. 
In  view of  t~eir impending  membership;of  the  Community,  the·positions  of  Spain 
and  Portugal are also consideredhere: 
2.11  SPAIN 
., 
Spain  had  10M  telephony .  lines  in  1984.  Digitalisation  of 
transmission  and  switchi~g . in  the  transit  network  is  in  progress, 
and  will  reach  31  main  cities  by  1988,  and  all of  the  50  provinces 
by  1990.  Digitalisation of 'the  local network is expected  to  proceed 
more  slowly,  based  on  areas  where  significant  demand  for  digital 
services  is  forese·en,  and  where  equipment  replacement  ls  necessary. 
Current  plans  expect  about  25%  of  local  loops  to  be  connected  to 
digital  exchanges  by  1995.  Switch  types  used  are  System  12  of 
Standar<;I  Electrica  SA  (ITT)  and  the  AXE  system  of  INTELSA 
(Ericsson). 
Two  field  trials are  planned  for  mid-1985,based  on  these  two  digital 
switching  systems.  Services will include digital telephony,  teletex , 
' pa~ket 
.  :~{:i{rf''r!lf i~}~ \~f {~ff!1; e~Y~  i .!r:\~? ....  · 
ln-te;fac~/ :at 2.4 kbit/s)', .Group  3  facsimile 
•  J  •  •  •  -....  •  • 
9.6  kblt/s  via  a  V24  interface),.video~ex (via  PSTN),  and  data 
transmission  (at'  9.6  kbit/s  via  V24). .  Different  transmission 
,' '- ,·  l  systems  for _the  local  loop will betrialled  • . The  System  12,  at  the 
.  Diana  experimental  exchange,  w:Ul  handle .d:l.gital  subscribers  in  two 
2.12 
:\ itgital. subsc~ ·lber mod~les.  ~:: ·  ';  : . _ · ~·'['+,- )>  .... ··- <;;:: ,:.:  .  ',  ' 
•  .  :'i' . . ...  · .;~  .·  "·""'·" ''' ' ~'' 
t  . '·.  -;·  .·  /  .  :  .,_ ·.;  • .  ·:  ~  ..  J  •  •  •  '  ',  ••  ••  •  .  '  -~  ..... .  '., • .  •  •  •  .-
_.:  _.  A- co_ liunercical . ISDN  public  seryice ·is  .. foreseen  from · 1988,  in  Madrid 
and ' aarc~lon~} : with up '  to looo  sub~cdb~rs ::.  ~ 
) - . : .  "  -~  ' .  .  ~--.. 
•' 
'  , An  early  offering  of  ..  advanced  : t~lephon~ .  and  data  services  for 
:·- - . 
' ' different . clos_ ed  user  groups  of: business  customers  will  be  made  via 
IBERCOM,  starting in Madrid  during  1985.  This  service will  provide 
digita~  connec~ivity  via  the  IDN,  and  will  use  Small  Digital 
Exchanges,  , which  can  be · based  on  subscriber  premises,  and · will 
ultimately  be  integrated  into  ISDN  via  its  primary  rate  access. 
Over  50~000 IBERCOM  connections are expected in  P188. 
CCITT  No.7  signalling will be· introduced  in  the  IDN  from mid-1986, 
with  ISUP  av_ ailable one  or  two years later. 
PORTUGAL 
Portugal  had  approximately  1~5M telephony lines in 1983. 
No  information  is  presently  available  on  digitalisation  or  ISDN 
planning. 
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COMMONALITIES  AND  DIVERGENCIES 
Network Strategies 
··  the  · telephone·  to ·  offer- the 
possibility  of.  integr:ated  ' s .ervi~e' availability  to  all  users.  The 
progressive  introductio~  :o~  :-_  ~~igft~~tsatlon  based  . on  an  agreed 
. standard. of  64  kbit/s  tra'."smission  and .switching  is  resulting  in  a 
movement  tow~rds  an  Integrated_  Digi~al Net.work  in  each . of  the  EEC 
,.  countries.  The  rate -of  change  varies  in  each  country  because  the 
introduction  has  so  far  been  based  on  economic  justifications 
arising  from  the historic situation in each individual network.  The 
French  network  is  the  furthest  advanced  in  digitalisation, 
particularly  in  switching,  as  a  result  of  decisions ·made  over  ten 
years  ago  to  improve  the  network  infrastructure  significantly. 
Table  1  shows  the  planned  introduction. of  field  trials  and  public 
services witpin  the  Community. 
Statement  1 
,-- ---------·- -- -------------- ----------~-------, 
1 
I 
'  . 
At  present. ·all Network Operators  ~thin the Com.uoity envisage 
that the  ISDN  will be achieved by further gradual evolution of the 
· I 
I 
I 
I  I IDN. 
I  -------------------- - -·  _  _j 
Worldwide  penetration 
The  advantages  of  digital  transmission  and  switching  are  centred  on 
the  regeneration  of  d lgital  signals,  allowing  virtually error-free 
communications.  · The  benefits  for  telephony  are  low-loss,  low-noise 
connections  allowing  far  better  intelligibility,  and  transmission 
quality  which  is  independent  of  distance.  The  trends,  both  in 
~  .  '  . 
',} 
--~-'· .. ; .. 
.: . .  ·  .. 
Planned · introduction of field 
. trials and public services.  .  . - .  .  .. 
8384 
B 
\ 
L 
NL 
E 
ISDN trial (a)  wit~out ·s· interface 
(ti) with ·s· interface 
Pilot or public service 
(a) without 'S'.interface 
(b) v.:-ith ·s· interface 
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\ ~\l:~h:,;~ ~~i~r~~6~: ··,. ;..;!~ i: s ·;  .:;.~  ..  ~; .: ;  ~+;·::~·.:\ ~~::~< ..  ~ ~·  .·\  , ;  . 
··:·. 
growing  expectations  ·from . users,  and  economic  and  technological 
improvements  in  equipments,  make  it  c~rtain  that  dlgital  telephony 
end-to-end  between  users  will  ultimately  become  the  normal  form  of 
·' 
d.tgi  ta1 t.•  !l.epb<>ny 
service  has 
as  analogue 
'  '•  . .  ,·  -· -'  -~ - ~-~ ·. ,:.:_- i~ .  ,_;:.: · ,r..-...;;i· .•  ;_; __  .. . 
wrld~de ; penetration;·. bring:f.J,ig ', translaisaion benefits for. voice 
.  •  .  ; •  ',  :·  •  '·  '.  · _'  •  ,;  \< ;"  '.•  I' '• ' '  ·'  ~,~  .•  ;  ·:  ·.~':  •  ·,  · •.  '  •  •  •  .  • 
Which vUl  ·.also allow exploitation·, in nev ·ways  by aany other 
. <  .  .  ' 
services. 
.  : ~  I 
·'  .  ------·------- · ---___  ____, ___  ....;.._ ____________ ____ _ 
Network configuration strategies 
Most  Administrations  do  not  consider  the  ISDN  ultimate  structure  to 
be  significantiy  dlt:ferent . from  the  telephone  riet:work  structure. 
Switch  locations  arid  main  tr.ansmission arteries will follow accepted 
. zoning  and  hierarchical  patterns  for  telephony.  Of  course;  this  is 
partly due  to  the  evolution; through .digitalisation of  the  telephony·. 
networks,  but  it  is  still·  significant  that  no  major  changes  in 
zoning  or  routing are considered  necessary.  Such  overlay networking 
as  will  exist  during  the  i.ntroductory  phases  of  ISDN  is  merely  a 
transitional  stage,  and  not  the  introduction  of  a  new  overlay  for 
its  own  purposes.  Some  digital  islands  will  exist  also  during  the 
introductory  phases,  but  more  as  the  result  of  local  circumstances 
than  of  policy.  This  could  be  contrasted  with  broadband  network 
introduction  where,  for  example  in  UK,  some  islands  of  local 
distribution  systems  will  be  installed  significantly  in  advance _of 
interconnection  demands.  In  North America,  where  most  long-distance 
transmission  is  s~ill analogue,  large digital  islands  of  ISDN  could 
arise.  The  situation  in  Europe  is  more  favourable,·  with  most 
countries  already  well  advanced  in  national  digitalisation,  but 
there  is a  danger  that  Europe  as  a  whole  could  consist  of  separate, 
national,  ISDN  islands.  The  subject  of  international  interworking 
·•  .. 
·.;,· \  -..  ,,-.• 
far  been  littl~ nttentlon  wft~ln CEPT  or  CClTT. 
Statement  3 
r---:----.-- . ----- -----.--- .  _-- .---------------- - --~ 
.  1 ·  ,.Agre~ plans are urgently .  requir~d on  c~Jilpatibi~ity. bet'feen natto_ nal  j 
. -t· :ISDN'•,. and ori  the  intr()ducUo~ ~f an  int:~~t!~na1  di~t!&l ·.  .  I 
;• 1 }/nf~a~~~tu;~ ,.~~ -o  · •~ .~-icl_.·~~~ .ei,.'  .- •· >·.  · -~ ~£ .··  ··.  ·.·  ·.··-·.·  · ·.  ··~t~~nai~~-iSDN ·.  ~!'lands .I. 
..  .- ~~  v 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Net~ork · Operators  .~ lihicth  ... . -·.-·  .  .  .  .  ·, , 
service.·  plann'ing:  are  consid~rlng ·  signi£i'carit .  use,•:  of  r .e~te  : 
~oncentrators and  m~l~iplexors  ·  ~~  ·~he  ~arty  .. ~ha~·e~  ~ - :·  This'- ~~  to··~deal ­
econ~mically  _ : with '  the  sparse .  distrlb~tion ·· of  · customf!~s ·  e~~ected 
·initially.  To.  provide  a  nati~nwide  ser _vice~ at least between  large 
'  .  .  .  .  . 
business · communities.,  . some  out-of-area  subscriber  connections'  are 
planned.  This  will  'have  numbering,  tarrif,  and  there.fore  usage 
implications.  The  numbering  must  be  t Led  to  the  exchange  to  which.. 
the  _ISDN  subscriber  is · connected,  rather  than  to  his  physical 
location,  in order  that  a  telephony call originating· in the PSTN  ~an · 
be  economically  routed  to  ~he  ISDN  subscriber.  This  may  put 
pressure  on  the  national · numbering  plan,  ·requiring  the  permanent  or 
temporary  assignment  of  additional  exchange  codes  or  other  number 
groups  for  subscribers with  remote  working. _  ~his effect is  shown  in 
figure  2.  The  tariffing  for  the  ISDN  subs~riber .  may  also be  based 
<)0  the  exchange  to  which  he  is  connected.  rather  t'han  his .· own . 
physlcal  location and  charging group.  This  co\l'ld  be  advantageous or 
disadvantageous  for  the  subscriber,  depending  on  h~s  community  of 
interest  for  communications,  and  hi.s  degree  of  ISDN -usage. 
Statement  4 
--------------------
For  several network operators,- nationwide coverage will require the 
.._, 
I 
I 
I. 
use of  reaote concentrators or •ultiplexors in the early years. This 
could create charging proble•s in the .ediua term if the network 
does  not  include at least one  ISDN  exchange  in each charging area.  I 
I  _ _  ------------- ---,-------·-·------------------------___  _j 
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ANALOGU:: EXCHANGE  D  DIGITAL EXCHANGE  --.:._--. ANALOGUE ROUTE  REMOTE WORKING 
.  ANALOGU O.  SUBSCRIBER  DIGITALSUBSCRIBER  DIGITAL ROUTE  --- VIAMULTIPLEXOR 
- ·- ·- LOCAL CHARGING AREA  OR CONCENTRATOR 
Figure 2  Effect of Remote Working  on Numbering and Charging · 
No:e:  Possible arrangements for rer:note working will depend on available digital exchanges with digital subscriber 
capability, and on digital route availability. 
.·  ~· ,· •'  :  ~- ·. 
•( ......  { 
.  'l . 
The ,dCITT  recoimaendation  that  ISDN  numbering~,  be  based·  on  telephone 
:net- work , n,umberlng  plans  has.· been  accepted  by all Network  Operators. 
··  The:. possible.· Pr:!'!ssure  on the .. nadonal ,:numbering -plan .  fro~  remote  . ·_ -..  '.· ~ .::>·-<  -: ..  _:~~ -- ..  - _: ._~  ..  _ ·  '·:-~_-:_\: :'  - .··  .. :·· -~1~ : ·.):.~:,:· ·  ·>·,j.:.,._·:.'.·  · ...  , ,  . 
.. 
·•  .  . .'·  ;·  ~ :: 
y  been : descr.lbed  ~ - · _  ·_  ·.'.there'>is  a  further 
•  :  •  •  - - -·~  :....  ~~ •.l  ••  .  .  ,,  . 
digit~ ~hlc.h ~~y ~',bE! :·re~iii~~~ ·to  be . trans-
to _iden.tify:  th~ ~-: ~an,t~~ ~--~~er ·~~~~ _equipment. 
:  .  ~·- ·  ·.,  _-:._ . •.  -~ ,  .·  ',/:_-,(-."·''- '.  ·- ';.  ~  . 
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3.1.6 
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·I National nuabering scheaea aay need .to be  reviewed and aupented .in  1  _ 
I •ize or capability to eater for . ISDR  terainal addre  ..  iog,  and  1 
1 ·  o\lt-:o~~area _  re~~ate working  •  I 
,_. _ :____  _ _____  _j 
-Introduction of  CCITT  No.  7 
. In order  to  ·cater--for- even  the  most  basi- c  ISDN  features,  such  as 
•addressing 
I 
and  call  se-t-up,  an  inter~exchange  Commol)  . Channel 
Signalling  scheme  is , ·essential,  and  the  CCtTT  No .•  7  signalling 
syst·em  is · the  obvious  candidate.  Provision  is  allowed  within  th Ls 
.scheme  for  national · variations,  proyided  the  recommended  structure 
,is adhered  to.  Network  Operators  generally indicate  that  CCITT  No. 
· 7  will  be  used  in  their  national  networks,  and  Table  2  shows  the 
planned  introduction of  No.  7  throughout  the  Community.  However,  it 
is not  always  clear  which  ~ptions will  be  excluded,  or· even  whether 
a  similar but different  national  system will  be  devised.  Certainly, 
nat.ional  variants  will  exist  in  the  early  stages  of  ISDN.  For 
example,  Italy  has  specified  a  national  adaptation  covering  the 
Message  Transfer  Part,  Telephone  User  Part,  and  Data  User  Part. 
This  allows  for  additional  features  such  as  Closed  User  Group  and 
,  I 
. .  ~ . 
~ - ..  · .: '  . 
:·-..:": .:  ~  1  ~~·~·._:  .-. ~  ••  -- ••  -.i~~ ·  ;.<;~  ~  ..  ~ 
II'(,  ... 
, . 
'.  ·,•  ~· 
..  "',_;:  .. '  ; ~ 
TABLE2  .. 
Planned introduction of CCITT 
No. 7 signalling system  . 
I  . 
r--r--~~--~-r--~-r--; 
IRL 
L 
· NL 
E 
National or international trial 
(a) without ISUP  G) 
{b) with ISUP 
National or 1nterm1tional service 
(a) witt1out ISUP  Q 
(b) with ISUP  • l  ,,;r~;:rE:r:·i;;·  .  20  -
'"'I/  ~  •  '  '_;.', c\ • '.,  - ' 
' .. 
Calling and  Called  Line  Identity,  and  is being  introduced  already  in 
.the: speech  -and  data  network  -(RFD).  A  Second  phase  o·f  CCS 
introduction  ls  foreseen,  in  which  the  above  features  will  lie 
within  the  ISDN  User  part  of  N~ 7,  but  a  date  for  this  introduction 
is not  yet  given. 
I 
-·statement  6 
.....  ~  '.  ..... .  .  "' 
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}~~~5~Hr;:.~t:-~:_t~:·~:~l·1.-l_>oati~nally ·tbrougbOut.tbe  eo-untty·~;:;··<: - ·  1 
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3.-1.7.- Basic  and  primary_rate access 
Network  Operators  are  agreed  on  the  S  and  T  interfaces  for  basic 
access  terminations  to  ISDN,  and·  on  the  use  of  the  S  interface 
passive  bus. 
Individual  systems  for  subscriber  access  hav~ been  devised  for  ISDN 
trials and  pilot service.  These  have  been defined  in advance  of  the 
1984  !-Series  recommendations,  and  may  provide  different  data 
rates.  For  example,  the  UK  pilot  service  will  use  B+B'+D  channels_ 
at  64,  8  and  8  kbit/  s,  whils:t  some  Italian trials used  B+D  at 64,  16 
kbit/  s,  as  well  as  the  !-Series  format  of  2B+D  at  64,  64  and  16 
kbit/s.  These  differences  are  not  important  at  this  stage  of 
implementation,  as all Network Operators  have  agreed  to  use  the  2B+D 
format,  with  aggregate  144  kbit/s rate  for  the  ultimate  ISDN. 
The  primary  rate access  of  30B+D  is also generally agreed  for  use  on 
2.048  Mbi t/  s  c 1 rcui ts  to  PBX' s  and  multiplexors.  Some  coun·tr les 
have  proposed  smaller  groups  of  channels,  such  as  the  704  kbi t/  s, 
lOB+D  arrangement  described  for  the  French  RENAN  subscriber 
concentrators. 
Several  varieties  of  network  terminations  NT2  have  been  proposed ·at 
the  basic  rate  'T'  interface.  These  incorporate  local  switching 
functions,  as  shown  in  figure  3  and  Table  3.  Some  systems  propose 
.  -
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'a) with internal 
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and DOl 
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Figure 3  Possible Variations of Network Terminations for Basic Access 
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,,l·' .· · .. 
Variations of netwo'rk terminations proposed at the T 
interface 
B  D  OK  F  GB GR  I  tAL  L  NL 
NTI function only (no NT2)  e .e e - -
~~~--~~--~-+--~~--r-~ 
NT2 with internal calls  e .  _ 
~~~--~~--~-+--+-~--~~ 
NT2 with internal calls- e :-·::  -~;.· .. ~ e :-.  . .  ;  :·  . 
and DOl  .  ._  .  / ·  .... ..,·  -·~;,:· ..  ·.  .  · :  c,,,._  ,._.  ·  ...  ,  .. 
. -NT2 handling rnore-than·. ·,·f.? :~:>a  ~~f:~~  ¢:~~-r/ •  ·~~ -t.rr'  ,<~ltf  .... -...  ·  ;.,;. 
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the  use  of  the  passlve  bus  for  internal  traffic.,  which  may  invol've . 
complex  prcu~edures,  and  could  lead  to  blocking  of  incoming  calls. 
There  is  also  a  tendancy  for  some  .•  Network  Operators  to  propose 
adding  a  wide  variety of  message  typ~ _ s  on  the  D  channel  in addition. 
-:.-
to  the  call  handl~ng  messages •... It  ·.\is  possible  that  the  implicit 
costs  of. .,.· h~~dli~g 't t~is .  traf!(C::. i'  ··>  .  .  . ;  .  be 
. T.  -r~ference .: 
.~.>  ::·.-(·.;~--v,;_  ;: ~'~.-.;- -~ ~~  ....  ~~ : .:·:~,-
NT2 . functions :;:~;  •.' 
• . .  .  •  .·  .  .  .  :- i- .·  .... - ~--
as  ·well  as 
distribution of 
~  "• I  ·,.,_  I 
Statement 7 
------------------· ----------------~ 
Although the CCITT  basic. and  priaary rate access are generally 
agreed,  s~  countries are proposing varieties of network 
terainatlon which  could result in lack of equi~nt haraony within 
I  Eu~~~-~------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
---------l 
Local  loop  transmission  systems 
Many  researchers  are  active  in  devising  local  loop  transmission 
systems  for  basic  access.  There  are  no  agreed  standards  for  such  a 
system,  indeed  CEPT  has  excluded  the  relevant  'U'. interface  from  its 
considerations.  Two  main  · methods  of  operation  over  a  two-wire 
circuit  are  being  considered  - burst  mode  transmission,  with  so 
called  "ping  pong"  alternation  of  the  direction  of  transmission, 
andme.thods  using  simultaneous  transmission  in  both  directions,  with 
elimination of  known  transmitted  waveforms  and  their echoes  to allow 
detection of  the  received signal.  Neither  technique  has  yet  emerged 
as  superior,  although  the  echo  cancellation  systems  may  be  more 
adaptable  to  lines  with  impedance  mismatches  found  in  the  existing 
local  loop  plant,  and  may  also  have  a  potential  advantage  in 
maintenance,  through  immediate  detection  of  changes  in  ·loop 
transmission characteristics. 1··  ·  .';0;~,;~E;~,I·r;~;i2~·<,1 !;~ .... ,  ..  ~ 
2~  ·~  ...•  ··  ..  ·· · ...  ·· ·,  .·· .·: . 
A  North  American .standard  for  the  'U'  interface will  be. necessary if 
the  FCC  maintain  the  present  regulatory attitude on  what  constitutes 
Customer  Premise  Equipment·,  which  effectively  places  the  network 
..  ..  · 
3 .1.9 
demarcation  at  the  U  interface  instead  of  the  T  interface.  This 
location  has  operational  disadvantages,  as  it  prevents  the  Network 
I 
Operator  incorporating  maintenance  ·facilities  ·in  the ·  network 
~erminatio~.  Neverthel~ss,  it  is .  -~~ssi~~e .  ·  tha~,~· a ,  ti ·  ..  interface 
·I  loop  , 
1·  developed in _ Europe,. whilst it is possible  . .  that  a; ~.-.taadard for  the U 
I 
inte~face aay be  proposed in other parts of the world which do not 
I' use-the T  interface as  the network deaarcation point. 
~- ·-_____________ _ _ __  _: ___________ -- ~----,--------' 
Digital interfaces behind  a  PABX 
The  termination  of  basic  or  primary  rate  access  a- t  a  PABX  does  not 
preclude  the  use  of  proprietary  digital  telephone  interface 
techniques  at  the  extension which  a,re  different  from  the  recommended 
S  interface. 
In  fact,  many  PABX's  with  proprietary  digital  telephones  have 
already  been  installed,  and  may  be  early  users  of  ISDN.  In- some 
countries  the  regulatory  environment  may  permit  the  digital 
telephone  interface  behind  a  PABX  to  be  specified,  whereas  in 
countries  with  more  liberalised  supply  of  subscriber  equipment,  it 
may  not  be  possible  to  guarantee  an  S  interface in the  face  ofother, 
\ 
possibly  commercial  influences.  The  degree  of  penetration  of  S 
interface  points  is  crucial  to  the  market  size  for  ·s  interface 
terminals,  and  for  the  effective  cost  reduction  of  IC  devices  to 
implement  the  S  interface  itself.  It  would  be  ldeal  for  the  S 
interface  to  be  supported  as  far  as  the  users  desk  by  all  PBX 
manufacturers,  but  this  does  not  appear  likely to occur  in practice. 
/ i.~~~~N-i~r~:w:~~~~)~~f~J·:  -: -;  -~;_;;;~;:~:-~;:J?~~ ,_.:  _  -~ ·;,j}··.ftYJ' - . _ 
tlf~:~At:;~t~~,. :~:~1;f~:s.~;ii ; _ _  x:  ;~~~\rJ~~:f ~:-~;:- ."- =::sr \~:. -.:· -.' ·::: ·  •·· ·  .,,,  :./)~;:; ·!;,·: - : :.?:~;~ ·z  5  _ 
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·I At  present.  it d~a not  appear likely. that  tbe S  interface will  ~  I 
I .u~r.•ally  -~ted . hebiad a .  .  .~  ...  1~· ~·~  .~Udal  effKt  I  ' '  "" 
;;~~~;,-~.,----------:-:--,·--- · ..  : .J.  ,~{;,~~'f'  ;,t_ 
~!.~~~{r):~ r'r;~ tJ; .~ 
:;~~\i~{~~:~ 
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·r:  J..  .  . l  ·  :- ·•  J1  •  i~ : · ~·- · ~;-.  .  · :  · 
t~ ·, network. -.(as  ln  Italy)_ 
,·_'  ~  ....  r'',, r  • .  : '  • .  .  .  'I'  : \  r  •  •  .l  '.  ..  • ;:· ·; 
·•  _· :_s~ Lt:cned  ~- - data ,  netwot'ks. :;:,;/ ~evel:a 
· ~r  · e ,nhan~ed  speech  plus 
-~- dedlcate.d  c{~cuit or  packet  .  .  .  .  -
- ,  •  .  ' .r·, _. 
' 'administratio'ns  will  use  the 
-,.·: 
•,  .  ~  :  :  ~ . .  . .  ' .  '  ;  . 
·\, through .· the  ISDN. · to 
integration  . sc~nar .los.  with  switched  B  channel  access 
,~ '  <  ~:· ,·  0 ·,' I  •  :. ''  .  '. 1  _.  •  ' 
,  .  I 
··-··!-''·  :'"  .  ..  • 
'. · switched  network. 
a  gateway. · ~nterworking ·.port  on  the ·.  packet 
,·,;· 
The ·  UK_ has · indicated  .that ·dial  up  or  private 
•  1,  ,_  ~' 
circuit  access  to  PSS  will .be  obtained  in  this  way  in  the  pilot 
service.·  The  CLI  and  CUG  features  of· ISDN  will  be  used  to  simplify 
charging  arrangements  and  prevent  fraudulent  use  of  PSS  access 
points  reserved  for  specific  customers·  •.  The  maximum  integration 
scenario·  envisages_  packet  handling  resources  within  the  ISDN. 
accessed  either via  a  circuit  switched  B  channel,  "or  over  the  spare 
·capacity  of . the  (packetised) · D  channel.  The  French  RENAN  project 
.  I 
will  use  both  methods  of  access  for  virtual  calls  •  and  will ·allow 
connectionless service  on  the  D  channel.  Three  of  the  fleld -trials 
already  carried  out  in Italy have  investigated  packetised  services, 
with  a  packet · handling  facl lity  being  included  in  the  ISDN  local 
exchange  in  some  cases.  ~he Belgian  field  trial  in  1985  will  have 
integral  packet  switching  in  the  local  exchange.  Denmark,  however 
is  considering  the  minimum  integration  scenario  with  semi  permanent 
B ~  channel  access  to  the  packet  switch  network.  in  view  of  the 
restrictions  placed  on  packet  services  by  the characteristics of  the 
D  channel  itself  •  Only  packet  terminals  up  to  9.6  kbit/s  can  use 
the  ·D  channel.  with  maximum  user  data  field  of  256  octets  •  and 
conformlty  to  CCITT  recommendations  on multiplexing.  use  of  numbered 
infqrmation  frames.  and  compatibility checking. '  ... 
y.  ,. 
.·  ...  ·, 
'· 
' 
. :, 
·Planned interworking.betWeen ISDN and existing 
networks  '  .  . 
PSTN 
·  · ·,: ;  Lo~  spOOd csoN · 
•I  .'  ·.  _- , _- .  ·.:, · ·  :·  ·" . 
· Teletexon CSON 
Teletex on PSDN  ·  · 
. Videotex on PSTN 
Videotex on  CSDN 
Videotex on PSDN 
Facsimile on PSTN · 
Facsimile on CSDN 
Facsimile on PSDN 
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Access  to  teletex  and  telex  subscribers  is  also  included  in  some 
Network  Operators  planning.  .In  some  cases  a  circuit  or  packet 
switched  data  network  will  be  interposed  between  the  ISDN  and  the 
~ther  sub~~ ·riber  ' ~etwork. < This  . concatenati~9 of  networks. in tandem 
.  .  ·..  ·  _  _  .  ·  ··  : '~·: .- _'··:" .;·-- -~~r:::_·· · ·· · =:~ .... ~-..  :•,:~}·t:  ..  ·.: .... _.."  ·· . .  .-· ;._  · ·  ~-- - ·  - ·  .  , 
,::ise  to  souae 'addres .~  ;.problems· and, may  make it' difficult 
· . :,:  C~PT./  :  ·-.: ..  ~~\> -,(·"·  .  ,  .  . ~. · ., •  .  .  .  .  ,  .. 
; ( .  :c- .  /  -~:· 
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.  T ·: M•t:ortcai-'_  c~ -rc~ta~~s  count~,  :and no c.-on philosophy·, 
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. ·.  Early experience with 64  kbit/  s  terminals 
As  shown  in Table  5,  several countries are  proposing  to  introduce  64 
. kbit/s  circuit  swHched  services  almost  immediately,  to  allow early 
experience  with'  terminals  working  at  thr's  speed.  In  Germany,  the 
"model~'  network,  based  on  enhancements  to  ·the  exising  EDS  circuit 
switched  network,  will  be  11vailable  in  SO  cities  during  1985.  In 
- France,  the  special  network,  RTC  64,  has  planned  penetration  of  22 
switches  nationwide  in  1985.  In  Italy,  64  kbit/s  connectivity will 
be  introduced  into  the  speech  and  data _network,  RFD,  starting  in 
1985.  The  UK  pilot· service  will  be  available  at  60  access  po.ints 
nationwide  during  1985.  All  these ·  networks  can  support  X21 
terminals  at  up  to  64  kbit/s,  using. separate  call  control  units  in 
some  cases.  The  possibility  may  exist  for  interchanging  terminals 
or  interworking  between  the  networks  to  highlight  some  of  the 
problems of  64  kbit/s terminal compatibility  • 
Statement  11 
,----- -------- ___  ..  _ ---------·----------, 
1 
I 
I 
Early experience with 64  kbit/s terminals and  networks  is considered 
iaportant by several Network Operators.  but  there are  no  known  plans 
to interchange terainals or intervork the 64  kbit/s networks. 
I 
I 
I 
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~Proposed  early availability of 64.kbit/s circuit switching· 
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64  kbitls CSDN 
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Satellite Multi  Services  allowing  circult~i!  and  circuit groups  to  be 
..  ·: ea~lly  ' est~bllshed  ·will  be·.avallable  on 
.·  satelllte~ · 
~  .  _-,;  ~  ;,~ ·.  .  . 
not,·;' recoded .·  .• in;· thisr;.' way  are' . subject  to  .  --~~ 
.. ,.  .·i· ·  · .'  . 
,."  .'- transmission -delays  _ s- uch , that  ··twO -_ sateil,ti:e  _:links  should·  not  _ be 
).2 
).2.1 
·. Conne ·c · t~d in. taildem. for  voice.·  calls  •  ·" ·  .. 
Statement  12 . 
~------------.. ------· 
1  Network Operators austnot use satellite circuits' within 
""'l 
a  national  1 
1 switched  ISDN  as this could create probleas in  inte~tional 
I 
conne~tivity, in avoiding  two satellite circuits being uaed within  I 
I 
1 the saae connection.  I , 
L  _ _________ _  ----------------·-- - ______________  _j 
Market  Strategie~ 
ISDN  trials prior to  public service 
Some  ISDN  field  trials have  already  been  conduc~ed,  notably  in Italy 
in  1984.  The  UK  pilot  ISDN  service  has  also  been  demonstrated  in 
live  operation.  Nevertheless,  with  the  exception  of  the  UK  pilot 
service,  Administrations  are  planning  trials  for  several  more  years 
before  public  service  introduction as detailed  in Chapter 2.  In  some 
cases ,  such  as  the  French  RF.NAN,  the  trial  is  intended  to  develop 
into  a  public  service.  In  some  other  countries  there  is  no 
commitment  beyond  the  field  .. · trial  stage,  or  even  no  defined · field 
trial  programme  at  present.  In  most  cases  the  field  trials contain 
only  a  small  element  of  market  investigation.  They  mainly  cover 
technical aspects,  such  as  the  development  of  equipment  and  terminals 
.>  :...· .. 
..  ;·· '· 
'  r 
. ' f~l¥~~~~,f~Ktrll~,;!:::~;~f~~;~{',>Y'::ti~ : ~:; ;. I:~;t~,\'; 
.:·-~ 
-'.·.· 
I 
· ~~r ·  the  S  lnteiface.  alte~n~tlve :methods: oi local  loop  transmission, 
and  adaptation  of  nationally-used. exchanges  with  [SON  hardware  and 
software~  Some  countries· use. ex~h~u}ges~  ~otably the Ericsson  AXE  10 
and  the  ITT  System  12,  which  are  also  used .elsewhere  within Europe, 
and  in  which  the  amount  of  new  development  per  country  will  be 
small.  ·some  other  exchange· types ·are  ~n1t4u~ :to' ,one  country  within 
16p~;~t : :  eif'6~t  ..  ~st . be  borne 
.  .•·. ·- •  I'·  . -·- .  :'  ....  :  •  -·-~  .  .  . '. 
I There' is ·noeo-.on 
t- ~;,_ .~_ .;;: :.' < L~:>< ,:,  I and  public service for  ISDN • . nor.  - ~D.y ; co..o_ ll · Pr;ograllil.e for. 
.1  totroduefton. . 
I 
. .  - .  .  I 
3.2.2 
~---- ·---- - ·  ~--- --~ 
Identification -of  ISDN  cuatomers 
There  is  general  agreement  th~t \  ·"leading  edge"  corporation . major 
offices  will  be '  among  the  initial  u~ers of · ISDN,  with  subsequent 
penetrati~n  to  smaller  'offices  and  independent  businesses.  There 
are  mixed  views  about  residential customers.  In  some  cases ·they pre 
thought. to  have  little  involvement  with  ISDN  until  some  future  date 
when  digital  telephony P.rovision  costs  a~e directly comparable  with 
analogue  costs,  at  which  time  a  gradual  conversi~n from  analogue  to 
digital  telephony  will  occur.  In  other  cases, ·. residential  demand 
for  ISDN  is  considered  to  be  quite  strong,  with  customers  prepared 
to  pay  a  renta~ premium  for  better  speech  quality or  fo~ high  speed 
data  access  to  new "services  such  as  telesoftware  for. home  computers 
or  teleshopping  via  photovideotex.  Some  couQtries_ ,  notably France, 
are  taking  positive  action  to  encourage  the  growth  of  such  new 
services,  whilst  others  only  intend  to  follow  market  demand  when 
voiced.  Even  within  the  field  of  business  ~ommunications, it is not . 
yet  clear  which  features  of  ISDN  will  be  most  attractive.  In  the . 
early  years  of  ISDN,  traffic volumes  and  patterns  wil1  be  difficult 
to  forecast,  while  new  market  sectors  are  identified;  and  new 
applications  emerge. 
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Statement  14 
,- .--·:------ ---------·--·----- -----·------ ~------ -----------·-·---_ ---·--, 
1 Potential  ISDN  custc.ers are no.t  well,  :identified.  Targettiog ISDN  1 
at different  different network  j 
-~· ·  : .... ' ·-:  l .''<: 
=""' ----~-'-~~..;---..,....,..:...::-.-...,.:-,;------ ·-.:. .~,...; . ;,.,.. ,:.;:~,...;:.~  :.::,,.::-.,....;;.,:...;.:.,..:.---·-- ~- ---__  .J . 
:w 
,  .  the  ·'-opportuni  y  .· of ·  ce  .  . 
,_\:_,·- r~lea~ed .figures , fo~ ··  ·proj~cted  ..  ·· ~~tak.e'5:- ~f~  ..  : th~ :service.  · Italy  has 
. ,t·~  ·· ·:·  -,  __ ,·  .  .  -.·  ·-:·  ·./·  -~·-·::  ...  •  ·,;:  ·'·. ·:::.  -~  '  . 
".  indicated  that  the  ISDN  18.yer .could '·have  50·  ·tho\J~and subscribers  by 
1990,  with  capability . for  1  million  by  1994.  ·  .. France  and  Germany 
have  indicated  possible  penetration . to.  j  million·· users  by_' 1995, 
whilst  Denmark  foresees  1  million,  users  by  that  ·time.  Other . 
countries  intend  only  to ·  follow  user  demand,  or  have  no  flrm 
commitment  to  ISDN  at  present.  In  the  absence  of  firm  market 
strategies,  the  rate  of · penetration  of  ISDN  will  vary  greatly 
between  the different countries. 
Statement  15 
r-- ·-------------------- .. - ·------ _  --- .----, 
1 
I 
-There is no co.-on agreement  on estiaated penetration -of ISDN,  and 
there are different degrees_ of co.ait11ent froatbe Network Operators 
I 
I 
j  for  their own  published plans.  .  I 
I  ___  - ·-------------~------- - ____  __::_ __  . -----·--·-----·-·- ___ _j 
Tariff policies 
Only  a  few  Network  Operators  have  so  far  declared  a  tariff  policy 
for  ISDN  calls.  All  intend  to  charge  calls  by  duration  and  zonlng 
in  the  same  way  as  for  PSTN  voice calls.  This will probably  include 
cheap  rate  periods,  also  as  for  voice  calls.  This  tariff  policy 
fits  well  with  the  ultimate  objective- of  digital . service  to  all 
telephony  subscribers  and  the  replacement  of  the  PSTN  by  the  ISDN. 
The  policy  should  also  be  favoured  by  INTUG  and  KCMA,  who  have 
expressed  the  view  that  charging  should  be  a  function  of call usage, 
. ..:.· 
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circ.uit. 
differentiation  b~tween .  ,.  voice  o.r:  data  , o~cupancy  of  a 
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Higher  rental  and  installation charges ·for' ISDN  access  are 
als·o  proposed,  to  reflect  the  high  t~chnology .equipments  involved. 
But  some  administrations  may  have  proportionately  lower  charges  for 
•  1. 
primar:y  rate , access,  so·  that  at .,  a  · rE!.fatively  low  number  of  ISDN 
.  .. 
channels  it  will  be · cheaper 
\  -;~ .  - .  .  - .. 
·  ~tJ,mary  · rate, 
basic  fs 
(  ;' 
/ 
Impact  of Digital P  ABX' s ,  .  -~  - . 
..  · :-..., · 
..  '  in several  countries,· PABX  suppliers , are  already  installing  ·digital 
. PABX' s  with  capability  for  ISDN  access.  Private ~~gital circuits 
are  available  from  some  Network  Operators,  allowing  networking 
between  PBX' s.  In  the . UK,  a  national  signalling  system  has  been 
defined,  based  on  CCITT  No'.  7 ,.  to  .allow  PBX ·  fac-ilities  such  as 
transfer  and. ring  back  to  be· accessed  froln:· a · r~ote .  PBX  on  the  same 
netwprk.  The  system  is.  used  by  several: , suppliers,·  and  ·a  trial 
i'nvolving  networking  between  PBX' s  from  thr.ee  different  manufac-
turers  is scheduled  in  the  first half  of: 1985.  ·undoubtedly  a  method 
of  using  . ISDN  to  provide  the  networ~ing  capabilities  presently. 
provided  by  private digita• l  ctrcuits· will  be  required  by  users.  It 
is  also likely  that  users  will  want  to  split  a  30  channel  primary 
rate  access  arrangement  to  provide  some  circuits  with  switch~d 
access  to  ISDN,  and  other circuits with  semipermanent  connection  to 
othe,r  user  sites,  or  to  packet  switching,  telex or  other  dedicated 
network  facilities. '. 
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Statement  17 
r~- - - ~ - ------ - ----- ----.  .  ---------- ----------- ----- ---------- - .  -- - -----.  . 
I The·  SO~Jhisticated features available  _ _  ~~ - ~ern  PABX' a  will de1aand 
··1  t~ .':l.~~  an~ .a~ltet  ·  il~rateglti~ !" , ~!! ~~ ~: - .  ~---.-, _ 
: flexlbU~ty _ ln the  -~e 
-~ ·"~~~~·!,iL-',~''\;(-[Q;,-·,  :·.-,,  ·;,- , ~>~rY·r · ·  ··. ·.  J 
•  •  ·~· .:.J'- . . 
··operators will - -'64' kbit/s;- which  may 
' l>e'_.\'r~~~; -~ ·re-nt~;- as for  data·,.  or- - ~~~2 ~ -r~n~~~;~:n ·t  ,-for  speech,  in which  -. 
·  ev~: rit':, cii'gital . _speech  -ln~~;p~i~~'f~ri -~ :r:;'~~~ho
1 ! ·  ~;a~ ,c~llatiori~ .  or  other 
·  .. -- sig!lal  processing -systems  may  be  inct~ded in· the  path.  The  service 
e~tablished on  a  d~in~nd  ~r . non-immediate basis.  It is clear 
that  alLcountri.es will offer .demand  service,  but  the  non-immediate 
. offerings  may  vary.  A  se-cond  bearer  service  to  be  established  in 
all countries will be  1920'kbit/s -transparent,  non-immediate,  namely 
pr_imary  -rate  connections  between  major  users•  The  method  of 
providing  packet  switching bearer service is less clear and  may  vary 
between  countries.  Most  will  provide  virtual  circuit,  demand  or 
non-immediate,  using  X25  LAPB_ via  the  B  channel.  Some  may  also 
provide  D · channel  service,  either  virtual·  circuit  or  connection- -
less.  Table  6  shows  that .a  var  lety of  connection  types  are  planned 
for  trials or  ftiture  lntro~uction  • 
Statement  18 
.------------------------ --------- - --- - -------------- I  I A variety of bearer services are proposed,  but  the only switched 
1 bearer  servic~ universally available will be  64  kbit/s transparent, 
I circuit switched. 
L_  ___  - -----
Telephony 
Some . confusion  is  created  through  the  CCITT  not  having  explicitly 
defined  telephony  as  a  teleservlce,  but  rather  as  a  collection  of 
lower  level  connection attributes. - Nevertheless,  telephony  will  be 
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Connection types planned for trials or future introduction 
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supported  in  all  countries.  Speech  quality  should  be  improved 
through  lower  attenuation  even  on  calls  to  PSTN  telephones,  whilst _ 
between  twodigital  telephones  there .will  be  better signal.to noise 
low  attenuation  independent_  .-_-_ ·· ~iSt~nce~  ·~ several digital 
'  .  •  •  •••  •  ~  •  .  j. _,  ...  :-:~- ·;  ... 'i;.  ,:"".~  --·..  . .  . 
have  already· .  Most 
. - .· .... , :;·.~ :  ~.  .  . 
D . channel 
Sign~lling for  'message ; trans~er · between user~. 
Supplementary  services  for< telephony  have  been · define4  by  CCITT, 
'including  closed  user  groups: .,- -call .waiting  with  subscriber  number 
··. indication,  registration  of  incoming  calls,  call  diversion, 
completion  of  calls  to  busy  subscribers  etc.  Table  7  shows  that  it 
is  not  yet  clear  which  suppl~mentary services  will  be  supported  in 
each  national network,  or internationally. 
Statement  19 
.-----''------------ ------- -----------, 
r Even  for  telephony some  confusion. exists,  due  to the lack of a  clear I 
- ~  definition of· telephony as a  .teleservice.  Instead it is regarded as I 
I a  collection of 'IM!arer  service attributes.  In the diffet"ent  I 
I countries,  a  variety of suppleaentary services for  telephony are  I 
1  proposed by Network Operators.  I 
L.:__:_  ______ --- --- ---- :---- - -- --~- - --- ----------_______  _j 
Data transmission 
Several  Network Operators  have  indicated  that  they will support data 
terminals  to  existing  standards  of  V~Series,  X21,  X2lbis,  or  X25 
through  terminal  adaptors.  This  service  may  be  provided  for  many 
years  whtlst  customer  demand  for  this  class  of  terminal  continues. 
There  may  however  be  some  national  variations  of  the  rate  adaption 
schemes.  This  would  not  pr~vent  International  working,  since  the 
data  rate  adaption  is specified  by  the  user  at  the  initiation  of  a f;~:.:,.~ .:  ~JJr~ ~ ~0 ~fli.¥·<'1 tt~1;~~:·.t(  ..  ::;~·~~;r.'w  ·c  .. · •  ·  · . ·  · 
<  -<  ·  ·  Planned introduction of supplement~ry  ·services-on 64 kbitJs 
, .  switched connections 
•.  ,._._ ... _  ._ .... ..... . 
B  0  OK  NL 
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; .  _..  __  ,  __  '',' ··: ·.Abbreviated dialling .. 
• ,:'i.  ···/can  waiting 
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Call hold for enquiry  •  ' 
\ 
I.  •  • 
Calling line identification. 
"Secret" CLI  ··  •  •  -~  •  •  • 
Malicious call identification 
Call progress message  •  • •  Charging info:mation  • •  •  • •  Call charge meter  •  •  •  •  Reverse charging  •  •  • •  • 
Freephone  •  • • • • 
Payphone/Credit card calling  •  •  • 
Closed user group  •  •  • • • 
User to user signalling  • •  •  • • 
Change of service during a call  •  • • 
Direct dialling in  •  •  •  • •  Logging of incoming calls  • 
Do not disturb  •  • 
Priority  •  •  • 
Interception of calls  • 
Multi-addressing  •  • 
Sub-addressing  • •  •  •  •• • 
. 
Code conversion 
Speed conversion  •  • 
• 
Delivery confirmation  •  • 
Delayed delivery  •  • 
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·cnll.  but  a  gatP.way  conversion  function  m~ght be  requlred.  and  there 
would·  he  11n :  Impact  on ':> terJDI nal ;u nterchangcablllty  wlthln 
!  .  .  .  .  .  the 
Community.  Some  anomalies  will  exist  - for  example,  the  UK  Pilot 
··.· service  does  'not  support .()00) bit/s  ..  ' 
..  ;#~n~sta 'ndard '.:.t~ 't:e · ,· ri( ~ ~  .. ·· 
opera,tion,  but  does 
l  .  ,•  ~ - -~·  -
io':'s'  for ~. ~ata transabslon. it · 
1  ::  n~i: clear 'tdlich . 
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CCITT  defined Telematic  servi'ces 
., 
The  Telematic  services  which  have  been  defined  in  detail  by  CCITT 
comprise  facsimile,  teletex~  videotex  and  mixed-mode  te,letex,  the  , 
last being  a  combination of  teletex and  Group  4  facsimile,  sometimes · 
referred  to . as  textfax.  · The  CCITT  definitions  of  these  servJ,ces 
were  origlna~ed  for  earlier  networks  with  lower  ~peed& and  are  not 
specifically  valid  for  64  kbit/  s  transmission.  although  this  will 
not  cause  difficulties  in practice.  Videotex  has  a  wide. variety of 
standards  throughout  Europe~  and  increased  speed  will  be . handled 
differently  in  different  countri~s;  Germany.  for  example,  is 
considering  that  high  speed  videotex  images  in  the  B  channel  may  be 
accompanied  by  additional  sp:eech  information.  In  the  UK,  64  kbit/  s 
photovideotex  may  be  introduced.  In effect,  videotex  is  a  national· 
service,  with  individual  national  characteristics,  but  this  is 
partly  in  keeping  with  its  connection  profile  of  user  to  data  base 
communicatlons,  rather  than  user  to user  communications. 
All  countries  plan  to  support  t~letex and  digital  facsimile  in their 
· ISDN,  most  from  the  in-itial trial period nnwards.  Group  4  facsimile 
has  al\eady  been  demonstrated  in  the  UK  pilot service,  although  the 
terminals  used  are  still  expensive  and  in  short  supply.  Inter-
working  of  teletex and  Group  4  facsimile  with  appropriate  terminals 
..  .  \ 
'. .,,._,,,.,.".,,/.;:.>}_ ,·:: ..  :·  •. ~;~~~~ • ;,: .  ;: }i:~~i::i2%~%;~£,:~  t?;  ;",i[ ::.:: •  .•·•. •..  .  ,  . 
networks~  inCluding; telex .and. PSTN . telet:ex,  is 
..  ,  . .  ·•  . 
- > 
in most  countries,  but  the . implications  for  possible  speed  foreseen 
. \  conver~ 'ion  and  for  communication  betw.een  group . 4  and  the  lower 
.  f~csimile groups  are  no,t  comple~el,y.  clear! ,,.,  There  is at  present  no 
,  reason  why.  teletex  and  digital  facs.imlle .:terminals  for  ISDN · should 
;)_  .• _  .. ,;_,  __ .. ·.  :  .··  .•.  :.. ..  ·. .  .  '  :  .- .·_.,  ....  !  ··"·:~i-.,.:.:e-;  ...  :.·,,··:£  .. .  >~:· ; .<~·~:.  '  . 
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st'Jppiementary  services:. 
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Those  Network Operators  which  hav~ :: identified '' ~ .u~pleme~tary services 
for  telephony, ·  such  as  closed  · user  groups,  call  waiting  or 
diversion, _will  g~nerally be  able ·to  provide these services also for 
teletex and  facsimile calls. 
Several. other  supplementary  services  can  be· envisaged  which  could 
·also  be  classified  as·  Va-lue  Added  Network  Services.  · These  fall  in 
the  areas  of  :i,nterwor)dng:·  or  protocol  . conv~rsion,  information 
retrieval,  and  m~ssaging.  Most.  Network  Operators  have  plans  for 
some  or all of  these  serv.ices, .and  in  _ some  countries  the  regulatory 
environment  will  allow  independent  suppliers  . to  provide  certain 
VANS.  A  step  towards  standardisation  in  this  area  has  been  taken 
with  the  X400  Message  Handling  Systems  recommendations.  These  give 
.  .  . 
procedures  for  submission.  delivery,- and  confirmation of  receipt  of 
documents  in  store  and  forward  sys·tems,  sometimes  loosely  termed 
electronic mail. 
Several  telematic  services  which  are . not  yet -defined  by  CCITT -are 
being·  considered  for  introduction  in  national  I SONs.  Slow  scan 
video  is proposed  in  UK,  Italy,  Germany. and  France.  Telewriting is 
being  considered  in  France  and  Germany.·  Telealarm  or  telemetry 
.....  :i- ·•. 
:;·. 
- ~ '- ·  : J '' 
.... 
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services  will  be  uRed  in  l~nm~rk,  France,  UK  and  Germany. 
teleconferencing  is also  proposed  in several countries. 
Statement  22 
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Several  countries  . are  . already  involved ·  with  videoconferencing 
services  using  the  COST  211  recommended  techniques  at  2.048  Mbit/s. 
At  present  these ·  service~ .  use . : pre._arranged ·.  circuits  ~rlithout 
switching on  demand,  but  prototype  switches are being  studied,  and  a 
switched  2  Mblt/s  service  could  be  provided · in  a · future  broadband 
network. 
There  could  also  be  a  significant  demand .  for  narrowband 
videotelephony.  At  least  two  American  companies  have  already .· 
demonstrated  working  ~olour  vide~telephony ·  systems·  running  at  56 
kbit/s  including  both  video  and  sound  information.  At  present  the 
picture  compression  algorithms  are  still  being  refined,  and  the 
· equipment  has  not  yet  been  committed  to  LSI  technology,  but  when 
this  ts  undertaken  in  the  near  future  a  dramatic  reduction  tn size, 
power;  and  cost  will  result.  Market  forecasts  for  videotelephony 
a re.  notoriously  doubtful,  as  there  bas  so  far  been  a  marked 
reluctance  for  subscribers  to  accept  video  communicatlons. 
Nevertheless,  if  videotelephony  becomes  a  service  of  interest  to 
subscribers,  the  low, call charges  and  worldwide  ~ccessibility of  64 
kbit/s  narrowband · ISDN  could  prove  an  attractive  alternative  to 
higher quality broadband  offerings. 
\ 
'  \ .a·' 
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Statement  23 
,--.,-- -- ----"------------------------·--. ----------.. 
.,  Narrowband  vldeotelephony is just one exaaple of .a  new  aervice which 
1 could exploit the universality and relative cheapoess.of ISDN.  1 
L_  _____  -·---- ·  ----------------------- · -----'-- -_j 
..  ·,.  ....  . 
dependat1t  on  the  state of  technology and  of  itit:ernational standard-
ts·ation ·when  the  trial  was  initiated.  It can  take  several years  to 
prepa ~~i  and.  introduce· ~n  ISDN  trial.  Only  ~_fhe  · unit~~  Ki.ngd~m  is 
c ~ropl:>~ing  a  public  service  in  advance  of  . iJ1!plementing  r:..series 
te'J:.ininations  ._recommendations.  The  · initial .  subscriber  using  80 
kbi t/  s. transmission  and  64  +  8  + 8  channel  structure will  continue . 
to  be  supported  for  several  years,  but  the  -introduction  of  144 
kbit/s  basic  access  may  occur  from  198T  onwards,  and · a  migrati on 
from  national  interim standards  to  CCITT  !-Series is  foreseen. 
Statement  24 
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I Nati-onal interia standards will give  ~y to CCITr-1-series  I 
I  reco-enciations when  public service is introdUced.  or shortly  1 
1 'thereafter.  I 
I  ---------- ~------- -_j 
,CEPT  interpretation of  CCITT  recommendations 
Severa l  areas  in  the  CCITT  recommendations  are  open  to  national 
interpretation,  or selection of  options,  and  some  necessary require-
ments  of  Network  Operators  in establishing a  public  service  have  not 
been  covered.  This  is  only  t~  be  eipected,  considering  the 
worldwide  nature  of  the  CCITT  forum,  but  lt  leaves  scope  for  futher 
work  in  applying  the  recommendations  in  a  common  way  throughout 
Europe.  CEPT  has  had.  a  special  study  group  on  ISDN  for  several 
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·years,  which  has  contributed  ·significantly  to  establishhg  the 
!-Series  recommendations,  and  which  is  continuing  to  oversee  the 
activities  of  several  working  groups ·  on  ISDN  techniques  and 
.  .· .. ~  ..  ·  ,. 
An  action: plan ,for  C .E~'l:,  'studi~s · :~n .  ISDN  for  the  period 
has .  be~n  i~it  l~ted J  ..  :  ~-:  :. ·',  .  ;.  -:- .rlts  are . o.f  obv.ious 
;  '  ~  . 
I ··.:CEPT  is continuing to do vaiuable vork ln.  achieving a  co_,n 
· l · E~~opean interpretation of ISDN.'.but  ..  :ac:tivit;i~a 'are not yet firaly 
..  ·r  '·1 .  focussed on priority issues. 
'  / 
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Harmonised  transmission plans 
ISDN  telephony  is  fundamentally  a  zero-loss,  4-wire  medium  between 
dig'ital  telephones  at each  end.  The  transmission  plan  for  this 
service  could  be  universally  appl{ed  throughout  Europe,  so  that  all 
instruments  have  the  same  transmission  characteristics.  The  send 
and  receive  levels  must  be  set  in  accordance  with  two  operating 
constraints  (a)  between  two  digital  phones  and  (b)  between  a 
4-wire  digital  phone  on  ISDN  and  a  2-wire  phone  on  PSTN.  In  the 
latter  case  the  transmission  losses  will  vary  .between  countries . 
according  to  the  existing  telephony  plans  and  the  points  of 
lnterwork  ing  between  PSTN  and. ISDN.  Signals  transmitted  from  the 
digital  phone  will have  zero  loss  paths  to  and  from  the  PSTN  2-~ire/ 
4-wire  hybrid  conversion  point,  making  the  hybrid  return  loss  more 
objectionable  to  the  digital  phone  user •  Many  digital  phones 
propose  hands-free  operation,  which  brings  the  possibility of  room 
echoes  returning via  a  path  with  lower  loss  than usual  to  the  2-wire 
telephone.  Such  digital  phones  usually  include  voice  switching  (or 
variable  attenuation)  to  combat  this  problem,  and  it  may  be 
beneficial  to  standardise  the  technique  used,  or  even  to  include  it 
in  digital  phones  which  are  not  hands-free.  This  would  result  in 
symmetrical  transmission  paths,  which  would  reduce  the  likelihood of 
one  user  dominating  the  conversation.  Transmission  Ptandards  within 
_.,~,..,  .... .- .  . 
/ '  '  ~ .  , 
'  ·:· •  )~  j. 
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may  ~lso vary across Europe. 
Statement  26 
---~-----------, 
Due  to the influence of_tbe already-existing PSTN on trans.tssion  I 
plans.  a  specific  ~ffort is required to bar.ooise trans.tsaion plans 
within Europe.  and create_ the  opport~ty  of-~ universal  digi~al  I 
I 
~:~-~~one.  I 
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3.4.5 
Rate  adaptiorr  schemes  are  deta.iled  fn CCITT- 'recomlnendation  X30.  ·At 
present  it  can .  ~nly  be  assu~d that  ali  countries -will  conform  to 
these 'schemes  in_, their  public  service  ISDNs.  Failure ·to . conform 
-would  eliminate  the  ·possibility  Jof  common  terminal  adaptors 
throughout  Europe.  -Alternatively,  the adaption could  be  provided  in 
the  terminal itself. 
Statement  27 
,-------------------------------- -----------------------, 
1 
I 
Agreement is required on adherance  to standards for data rate 
adaption  to ensure Europe-vide transportability of terainals_,  and . 
. ,  co...aon  terainal adaptors. 
I 
I 
I 
!  _____________ --------- ---~-----J 
Bilateral international agreements 
From  the  info-rmation  presently  available_,  no  known  bilateral 
variation  of  standards  have·  been  determined.  It is  possible  that 
groups  of countries  may  adopt  mutually compatible  arra~gements which 
are  in  some  way  at  varianc·e  with  the  rest  of  Europe.  Of  the  EEC 
countries,  Denmark  may  be  in  this  situation  as  a  member  of  the 
Nordic  group,  but  the  implications  of  this  are  not  yet· clear..  The 
standards  to  be  used  for  international  lnterworking  of  ISDN's  have 
not  yet  begun  to  be  studied  by  CCITT  or  CEPT. 
.  ~'' .... 
.. :,··· 
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Statement  28 
r--.------------- .. -----------------------------.------------------------., 
1 Tbe  lack of standards for  international intervorking of  ISDN's  1 
1 leaves open a  possibility for groups of countries to adopt  1 
I intervorking  arraogeaen~s which .ay ult~~tely be at variance with  I 
·I ·  the .rest of Europe.  . 
. :I)!,';:  ;,:.1~{~~~~~~~;2i('  ,.'-,,:n>•:·  .;:.  :~:1:'  <-',::.~~ ..  :~~;~:.':  ',  ~:·  ·.~ ~,·.~~t·{i)~.~ <~~\}.i  __ ... ::f;~ .  ':·~·.v  _.  ------~-J 
'\·~ 
.  swJi~~y of~.':cotive~serictes .  ancL!niv·~·r:~;~~~i-es 
'  '  I  >,.  ;  •  •  '  -:'  '.  •  ,~  •  \  ;  •  •  \, !  '• ; ,· ,T 
:.;;_.i 
'•,. 
This  Chapt~r has  reviewed  current  plans  for  the  introduction of  ISDN 
in  the Member  States of  the  Community,  identifyi~g convergencies  and 
divergencies  of  approach:-
All  Network  Operators  envisage  ISDN  evolving  from  the  telephone 
network.  However,  some  countries  will  force  the  evolution 
rapidly,  some  will  follow  customer  demand,  and  some  have  no 
firm  plans  as  yet.  Some  countries  do  not· expect  to  introduce 
an  ISDN  before  the  mid  1990's. 
Current  plans  do  not  guarantee  compatibility  between  different 
national  !SON's.  There  is  such  a  wide  variety  of  connection 
types  and  services  supported  in the  different  networks  that  the 
only  common  prospective  service  which  ~ppears  realistically 
achievable  is  the  transparent  64  kbit/s  circuit  switched 
bearer. 
No  international  digital  infrastructure  is  currently  being 
planned.  There  is  no  common  interpretation  of  international 
signalling  options.  Standards  activities  in  CEPT  are  not  yet 
focussed  on  priority issues. 
Tenninals  in  each  country  will  be  significantly  different. 
Transmission  plans  for  digital  telephony  are  not  yet 
harmonized.  There  is  no  agreement  on  terminals  to  be 
supported,  terminal  adaptors  or interfaces  for  terminals  behind 
a  PABX.  A  large  variety  of  European  local  loop  transmission 
systems  are  being developed. 
'  ·:  ~  ' .j 
';~ ...  '  i  '; 
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No  common  policy  exists  on  numbering  schemes  for  ISDN 
terminals,  or on  the basls  for  ISDN  tariffs. 
Market  assessments  are  weak,  without  firm  identification  of 
leading edge  or  long  term customer  requirements. 
Statement  29 
~-- '  - .: ---------, 
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NETWORK  INTRODUCTION  PHILOSOPHIES 
- '  An'1examination  of  the  nature  of  new  telecommunications  networks  and 
.  .  ( 
the  broad  alterrtat  ives  in  their  provis~on-· will  help  to  identify 
.  I.  •  - -
fundament~! causes. for  divergency  .. in ISDN  in~r_oduction plans and  set 
1.'  ·,  ·-'  ··-·  .  .  .  .  . 
'· 
•  t :1. ;:.  1  '~  '.'  ' 
'· 
. ·lnfrastructural · ·  ·. 
imp~rtance- for .ali. EC  count~ies·;  comparabi~;. to :other  infrastructure 
components  such  as  the  road  system.  In all countries  the  provision 
of  public  telecommunications  networks  is  regulated,  with  a  monopoly 
environmen~  (or  one  with  strictly limited  competition)  for  network 
operators- whether  they  are  organised  as  a.pure·administration,  a 
public  ent-erprise  (with  a  monopoly  for  at  least  part  of  their 
activities),  or a  private enterprise  (holding an  operating licence). 
Whilst  all  countries  fund · investment  in  certain  lnfrastructural· 
sections  vla ·tax  revenues  (arid  .thus  only  indlrectly  by  u~ers), 
-investment  in  telecommunications  networks  and  services  ts  generally 
required  to  be  covered  by  service  revenues  from  users  and 
subscribers.  Nevertheless,  the  privileged  .. monopoly"  environment  is 
intended  to enable  the  network  operators  to  invest  in  telecommunica-
tions  infrastructure  and  the  development  of  new  services  on  a  basis 
which  is broader  than  short-term commercial demand-and-supply. 
Stc: ._ement  30 
,-- ------.  - ---------~ 
j  A1ta1ough teleco-Un.ications is generally regarded in Europe as a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·natural" 1110nopoly,  the network carriers have  beco~ accustomed  to 
beh-_  ''log in their financial activities like private enterprises, 
requiring early profitability and  introducing new networks and  new 
services in a  "deaand-oriented"  investment pattern. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L_  ______  ---------- -----________  _j 
It  follows  that  investments  are  generally  required  to  be  based  on 
market  studies  and  "forecasts"  of  demand  for  the  product  or  service 
which  the  investment will  ir.troduce. 
.. 
... 
- ~--'  ' H'r-~:;;r1~J~.W ""-':  "_: _  -_  -_ ;  - --
But·  lt  1s._clear  .. tluit  a  w!'lole·  range  of  investmentR. 
l  •. ·--.',.1 
'  ...  #-
4.2 
4.2.1 
those  which  can 
be  regarded/Initially or  permanently  as  s~pplyi.-~g  a  ·new  _infrastruc-
ture  •'  cannot . be  justified  or' 'timed  on' ',the  'basis  of  firm  user 
demand.  This  is  the  reason  why  many  such  infrastructural 
investments are  conducted  through state-funding. 
In·  the  case  of  establishing  telecommunications  services,  the, 
Commerc~al operation,  of~ering  se~vices to  .. customers  on  the  basis 
of user- demand  and  prnfitable supply. 
The  role  of  the  network  operator  (as  a  vehicle  for  infrastructure 
develop'merit  or  as  commercial  concern)  ca,n·  be  di'fferent  from  network 
to  network,  from  service  to  service,  and  with  . time  over  the 
life-cycle of  telecommunications  systems. 
Network Alternatives 
Today  there  are  in  Europe  different  types  of  telecommunications 
'network,  and  it  is  important  to  distinguish  between  them,  to 
recognise  the  fundamental  character  of  particular- networks,  and  the 
influence  this  has  on  the  lntroductioh  philosophy  for  new  networks 
and  services~ 
Fundamental  networks  and  their introduction 
There  are  networks,  such  as  the  Public  Switched  Telephone  Network 
(PSTN)  or  the  Telex  network,  where  the  network  was  technically 
specified  and  planned  first;  then,  in  conjunction  and  subsequently, 
appropriate  terminals  were  developed  to  use  the  network.  We  define 
these  as  Status  I  networks. Statement  31  ------
r-------------.------------------. --------------------.  -- ------~ 
j  Status I  Retworks are public networks,  of vhich·the·PSTN is the  .  I 
I  priae  e~ple, which have  ~en technically defined and  planned  1 
I independantly of pre-ezistlog terainal characteristics.  They offer  ( 
... ·.  I totally nev. possibil~ties for  ~ranSIIission of. traffic, and. the  f 
·jl,.:;·~r.~Y1ttl~~li~i~:(J>.~.fJ~i{~t··-w~:~!~·~~~-~,~~~  ... ~~~~~s~~-·  ... ~~~~:~~  ~,~.~~~~:.::.~~~~~-~~;~.1~"·?·-.~~~fr:·i·~.":l ,  .. 
'::~t-:r  ::t:~.~~-~·:~:-:: t  :.f·'th~·.c~ractert~t~,~~  ·~·f·:·~~.e  ~etvork ~efi'4ed;[~n~~·~te~nal~ ar~se·.,  ..  ·.·>.>. r 
'-·•·.:.r.:_,:~-:t~.~.-~r.r_~_.:_{  .. ,  :·~~tt:~~~~:~f~,~~~~ip~~~ti~  ~·~~~}~  ·v  ~··~~\,·::U;:i~:;":;; !···· 
·:  ~~~- ,.,.~.~.-.  __  '":1~(_•·',  ··.J-::.}:  ~._'·,-·•  •;,.  ~r'  1,  -.~··  -~·;·  ~:-;- t,::  ....  ':;~·~-~~~.·~·,·-:':'/.'_r~·,  1_ ....  _.~~~-'::·:,:~:::,:._,·  '~,':'  ••• :· 
.. 
Since  by  definition  Statu~  I  networks  include  significant  new 
elements  and  permit  new  tel~communication  s~rvices,  they  ~xhibit  a 
·number  of  important characteristics  which·st~ongly influence network 
introduction. 
Statement  32 
r--------- ---------------------, 
1 
I 
Status I  networks  require a  significant planning and  investaent 
period before the first subscriber can be co0nected.  We  call- this 
Phase 0;  Phase 0  may  last for as  Ion~ as  10  years. 
I 
I 
I  1 period 
L __  _  ______________  _j 
The  value  of  a  new  telecommunication~ service is directly related  to 
the  number  of  potential participants. 
Statement  33 
r------- -----.-----, 
1 
I 
For a  new  network the  usage  value  to an individual subscriber is 
initially very low and  grows with  the number of subscribers 
I connected. 
I 
I 
I  ,  __  --------------- -----.-_____________  _j 
Tnterworking  with  existing  networks  and  services  can  increase  the-
initial  usage  value  of  a  new  network. 
"'"  .•  , 
{ 
'.' -~ .  -. 
'<',  48 
,-----------------------.-.  -----------________  _. ______ ------------------. 
1 For  ~/status I  network operator, initial costs per  sub~criber are  I 
I inversely related to the network_' s  usage value to the individual  I 
I oubscriber.  I 
---....,.-.---=------------------------
__ _j 
N~twork costs  per  subscri·ber are· very high ·a~ .-the outset,_ falling as 
.  }he ,  nUmber  ·Of ·  subSc~.l.bers  ~ro,~t·  ·?P&(:~~~,~~.~~~~~~f~!~·~t1H~~~;-~usf  be :  .·. 
related: to us'age' val~e·  ·and  the.  longer.·:ter1Jl.·COst-:;pe_t'.:~·.subscribe;r. 
·  .. ··statement  35  .. · ;  \,~~~i~.i.J:%: •}h  ::;;f·.·,~\;;··,.;~···· 
'.;·  }  ' 
I  --.  ·- .. ----~ 
-~  For any status I  network there exists an introduetory phase of. 
(  operatio_ns  (which -y last for 10 years or .,re) during which 
I 
subscriber· ·revenues  do not. cover operating costs.  ·We  call this 
f  Phase  1  of a  status I  network. 
t· 
I 
I 
I  L_  ______________________  .:_ ________  _  -·- ____  __j 
For  the  customer,  the  value  of  a  network  lies only in  the  services 
he  can  obtain,  and  these  are . represented  in·  most  cases  by  his 
terminal. equipment. 
Statement  36 
,---------------- I 
I The  value of  a  status I  network depends  on the availability of_  j 
j  adequate  terminals.  I 
!  _____________________________  :__ ___________________________  .  ____  ! 
Terminals  which  exploit  the  new  features  and  capabilities  of  a 
status  I  network  can  only  be  defined  and  developed  after  the  full 
technical  definition  of  the  network.  Services  on  such  networks 
require  that  the  communicating  parti·es  have  terminals  which  work 
together  - ie  are  standardised  for  interconnection.  The  degree  of 
standardisation  may  vary  up  to  full.  service  standardisation  (OSI 
layers  1-7). 
~- '. 
_;~  ..  ,'  ,'-- 49  -
Statement  37 
r---------------------~-- --~-------------l 
1 During Phases 0  and 1  of a  status I  network private industry cannot  I 
1 take aarket decision& on the  develo~nt ~~- ieratnals specialised  1 
_ ,  __  .  .  1 for_· the. new netwrk until the·  n~~wo~k over&tor. c~ts  to its  1 
~~~~0' 1 L~~~~E;1J~~2~~~~:st~~~;i·~~·rj~~~.~i~.~:=.~~:~~~~~.ii{{{{{i(i(~~~~~~u~~~~~~-~·v- 1 ,  l"'-~r·-·t~-·~-d,t'f'·--V'~,.  .  ...__ ____  --J · 
f±ii:t~,t~~X~~~/~2t~~~~t  ...  ~s \; ·----- .....  t..l·~t~.~  '.t~  ..  :,:;,,~~ii~.~:~w.H;a-g~~Jr~~~:~_; ______  ,  ·-~-__, 
·~·- ~ 
.... 
· 1 Because of the: large changes ·  iti.  ~alue  · to.' the .  User  during Phase I, 
I reliable forecasts for  custoaer.~eaan~ ·for the new network cannot be 
1 aade •.  True_custom.er  deJMnd  cioes_not_exi,st until the network bas 
I reached  a -certain threshold of·nu.ber of. users,  and.cannot be proved 
·:-1  by a8:rket  studies during Phases  0  and  t·.  .Jt follows  that decision.s 
- ......  '('<!"  .-...... -
_I  for investaent by the  net~orlt operator cannot be  justified by 
j  customer demand,  and aust be  based on other criteria such as: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
potential for ·innovation . 
influence on .the econo•y as a  whole 
industrial aspects 
I  _______  _  ---------------·-----------------
Statement  39 
r------------------------------------ .. -.. -------:------------:--·-------------, 
I Pilot projects in Phase  0  can only reduce· technical risks.  not  the 
I risks of investaent decisions.  Because of tbe small scale, pilot 
I users will not  show "real" .customer acceptance or "real" de.and. 
I Investment  risks can only be  reduced by waiting for the experience 
I of other countries.  This would  inevitably lead to a  long period 
I where  the home  aarket is suppressed,  and  indnstry is uncoapetitive 
j  on  the world market  for new  networks  and terainals. 
t__  ________________________ _ 
It is clear.that network  o~erators should  try to  reduce  the  duration 
of  Phases  0  and  1  for  a  new  status·  I  network  and  reach  self-
supporting commercial  operation as  quickly as  possible. t,.._·,,- '  -50.-
"-1  ,;  '\ 
,I',·' 
,----- - -'  .. - - - - - .. - --- - ----- ------- - ---- ---·-------.- - - ---~  .- ---------- - ---- ------, 
I-..  Rapid  i~tr~uc::tlon of a  status.  I  network. is aigniflcantly .assisted  I 
1  by operator actions such  as:~  I 
I  I 
I  ea!lY publishing of the network technical  defin~tion for  I 
I  suppliers  · I 
··t  I 
f::'~~~~f:'l~t0::.~:~t?t~~:~~~~\1,~1~~;~~~~~}K~~0f~~i~,·  ...  ·  :~·I 
~  :.f  _::;~-.:_;_,._,."·.-:  :1o~teria~~a.::~-ff  -~lic7-.;joi:--tiub~~r1W.x:a~:<nth lGitial:defi~it  ·- •1 ·  { :  .'/ '; l  ::~,-, ~~  -~~')·~~ :\  .'' :  ·~ :>. -~~;i}!i~;;:;. :  : :  .  /V>:~\  ~ ,:J;:  •. ·  .·. :·; .  .  ·~ ; .  I  ' : .  ..  . .  .  .  .  . ..  ·:: ,. 
1  _network interwOrki'ng to .enhance the user eo-unity  1 
t  I 
· 1  a~equate encourageaent for aasa  produet~on of terainals  1 
I  I 
When- the  number  of  subscribers  in. a  n~w telecommunications  network 
passes  a  threshold  level  (at  which  network  costs  per  subscriber  can 
be  balanaced  by  network_us•ge  value  to  each  subscriber)  a  new  phase 
of  operations  is  entered,  which  we  call  Phase  2.  Pure  infrastruc..:. 
tural  inve·stments  are  no  lo_nger  required,  and  further  development  of 
the  network  is  influenced  by  factors  which  are different  from  those 
in  the  introductory  phases.  Phases  in  the  life-cycle of  a  status I 
network are  showri  in Figure. 4. 
Statement.41 
r-- ------·  -----------, 
In  Phase  2  of a  status I  network.  customer  d~nd can be  forecast  I  f 
I and  the network operator will base expansion investment on growth in ·1 
I demand.  I 
'------~-----
Statement  42 
r------ ----~ 
j  In Phase  2  of a  status ~ network.  service tariffs aust  produce  I 
1 revenues  which adequately cover network costs.  I 
1  ___________  _: _____________  _.:_ _______________  ~-- ____ __j 
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;  '"'  · · -.  '.Statement .43 
4.2.2 
-~  ---- ,-. -----.- - . - - . - ·---------- .  -:- --,------- - --- ----------------·-- . ------. 
f-In  Phase  2  of a  status I  network the operator benefits fro. aass- I 
f  ,production econoaies in network  equlp~aent.  New  technologies  ar~  J 
1 only introduced if they are aore cost-effective than existing ones.  J 
L____  ---- -- _ __j 
As  .a  status  I  network  expands  and  its  usage  grows  over  time,  the 
replacf!ment  of  ..  ~lder  equipment ·.begins  ~ -.·.and . several.·· technology.·. · 
,. 't  I  '  ..  ~:r..~  -~  .- ll  ,:t  ,'.,  t,,  .,.'  ..  ,,~,- t,  .. ,;"i,·--~1f  ~~  ..... ;.::'1.,1,_  .... 1•:  - •;  <  ~ ·,.,,'"  ',\_  •  ~  .~<·,',~~{;"  < 
ge~~ratlo_~~-.:·~:may<.co~exist  '·for  'eq~~pment''  !ai~~ementing_:-:_ the  same 
·. ·>·-_technica:l_.netwo~rlt  :·  feature~.  . . A·. wl4e ··.'.:range_  of.-:. te~minals  ·.  becomes· · 
.  .  ·avai  lahi~·- ·>·t·6~~  ... ·us~.rs  .:· . · ·When·~-. the  nJ~b~r-.~~:·:.of .. eu~scri  ber~  ha~  .. ·: passed. a 
- ~  '  '  ,I  '  •  '  '  '  '  ;  - •  .._  '•  .....  '  ~  '•  •'  I  •  I  '  '  ' 
'.  furth~r-.tht~shold level  (perhaps  arot,ind  50%  of all  h~usehold's or  20% 
of  the  population),  we  may  ob~erve an  additional  operational  phase 
in  th~  network's  life,  which  we  call  Phase  3.  Again,  new 
characteristics govern  the  network's· role. 
Statement 44 
r---------- ----------, 
1 
I 
I 
In Phase  3  of a  status I  network.  service and  subscriber revenues 
•ust generate significant profit levels in order to fund  the infra 
structural  invest~nts for future new  networks. 
I 
I 
I 
L__- --------~--------- -- _____  _J 
Statement  45 
l 
In Phase  3  of a  status I  netwOrk.  additional  revenues  and  profit for I 
tbe'netvork operator will arise froa novel applications not 
originally envisaged when  planning the network.  I 
I 
-----------_____  _j 
Dedicated  networks  and  their introduction 
In  contrast  to  the  fundamental  Status  I  networks  for  telephony  or 
telex,  there  are  networks  in  Europe  which  are  of  a  distinctly 
different  type.  These  were  introduced  by  network operators  to  serve 
some  already existing class of  communications  traffic. 
t  •  >  _: 
'  ... ·  ... 
53 
A  basic  _example  would  be  the  flxed-c.onnection  or  leaaed-circult 
networks  provided  for  voice-grade  and,  more  particularly,- data 
transmission.  These·  facilities  ar~  "dedicated"  to  the  traffic 
arising  from  an  existing  class  of  terminals  ~  eg  computer  systems 
and  their  ancillary  devices.  The  switched·'.data· networks  are  more 
recent  examples  of  .  s~ch  dedicated· 
- ;~-~-f~;-:\. ·  :· __ .  ·  .. :; s  t~  ~J~~J~~t~~·~~~t-kfj:~:-~:~·~':f:._/i~\;}d;:~:-/_;·~ :  ... ) 
~~  ,...  ,, .. 
·-.·~  ;  .'  ·  __ 'i ~:  .·(,.:.:· ,.i, ,\  ' ·)i::  .. :··.~-~-;~~;~·-;,,,•_- i(  ·:< 
··Statement·· 46 ·,  ··.,  ··h ··':":/·!·,.h", 
··~·,  ~'  .:·.·.:;·  .·'.·.r,:.··:  ;~-: ..•..  _  ..  :·:~·.,,{_._~:/,::\·';::.'}~'~/?>::~  ..  ~­
~--~-:--
I  .Stat~ II  netwOrks are public networks ~cb  vere technically 
I defined and  planned for previously established types of traf{ic and 
I terainals. 
L_  _________  -__  --------------------
Whereas  for  status I  networks,  terminals are specially developed  and 
''dedicated..  to  the  technical  specifications  and  features  of  the 
network,  in the  case of  status II networks  the specifications of  the 
network  include  standardised  interfaces  "dedicated"  to  the  special 
requirements  of  selected  established  terminal  types  with  existing 
traffic applications. 
The  factors  influencing  introduction  of  a  new  status  II  network 
differ markedly  from  those  for  a  status  I  network. 
Statement  47 
~---------------------------- -~ 
I For  a  status II network,  the  terminal 
I are already established and  therefore 
I before network introduction. 
L__  __ _ 
Statement  48 
r------------·--------
types and classes of traffic  I 
custoaer demand  can exist  I 
I 
_j 
--, 
1 For a  status II network,  cu8to.ers understand potential applications 
I well enough before network introduction to perait reliable market 
I 
I 
j  studies and  demand  forecasting.  I 
'----------------------------.. --~-------------------------_j 
',,,,. 
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Statement 49 
r--- --~--------- --~-------------.-------------.,-:---------------- ~, 
1 The  only pre-operations infrastructure develo~nt ~equired for a  1 
I status II network is inves~nt in. service and access to .eet the  I 
1 initially forecast deaand.  I 
I  -------- ---------- I 
.  ,  - Thus  the  phase  0  (J!_t!riod  of  __ planning. a~~-; :investment  _  prior  to 
~:~~~~~  ·~~~  .~' 
Statement  50 
r------------_:--- ~--------.--- -----:----------,----, 
I Becaus~ there is- pre-existi~B deaand_,  t:be value of a  status II  · j 
I network for an individual subscriber aay be  independent of the total  j 
(  nuaber of subscribers connected.  ·I 
L_-------~---- _____ __J 
This  is  clearly  so  in  the  case  of  leased-circuits,  but  is  also 
largely  true  for  switched  data  networks  since  these  are  frequently 
employed  as  a  more  economical  alternative  to  fixed-connections  in 
"closed''  applications. 
As  a  consequence  the  phase  1  operational  period · (building  to  a 
threshold  subscr-iber  level  with  cost-covering  tariffs)  can  be 
relatively short  for  a  status II network. 
Statement  51 
r---------------- -, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The  network operator can introduce a  Status II network to a  known 
user deaand,  without high  infrastruc~ure investment or ter.inal 
develo~nt costs,  and rapidly reach the profitable Phase  2 
j operation. 
' 
L_  _________ --------------- -----------------_  _j 
It  should  be  noted  that  there  is  no  separate  equipment  market  for 
terminals  specially  developed  for  status  II  networks.  Rather,  the 
established  terminals  (for  example  data  processing  devices) 
.,.. 
·.·, ; ' · 
'• 
. 
-- - ----- ------ - -- ~ ---- -
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- ---- ---------··- ---- --~----·  '  .  . 
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:epresent  an  ir\deperident  market  which  develops  and  grows  largely 
uninfluenced  by  the  status II  networks-which  service it. 
4.3  The  Existing Telecommunications  Networks  in Europe 
-·- · . 
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The  broad  categorisation of  telecommunications  networks  presented  in 
section  4.2  can  .be  confirmed  through  the  example  of  existing 
networks  in Europe.  A  history of  the  different  networks  also  shows 
that a  new  network's establishment· is strongly influenced by:-
the  introduction philosophy  (infrastructural or demand  driven); 
the  development  of  termina'is; 
initial tariff policies; 
In  fact  ..  ~his  reflects  whether  . the  new  network  was  perceived 
predominantly as  being  of  status  I  or status. II,  and  this difference 
in  approach .:by  . network  ,operators  may  also  help  to  .explain  the 
divergend~·s  emerging  in. ISDN  plants  in  the . EC  countries,  noted  in 
'Chapter 3.  .;_;: 
·' 
' 
It  should  be  noted  that  a  new  telecommunications  network  is  taken 
here  to_ include  not  only a  p~ysically totally new  resource  but also 
. a· network  which  9f  fers ' new  transmission  or  service  options  although 
employing  parts of existing networks • 
• f  ·•  -· ' 
network  and  for 
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1nve6tments  can  be  J>lanned  to  follow  n·etwork demand. 
Again,  for  many  years,  the  introduction  of  new  technology  into  the 
PSTN  (eg  SPC  exchanges,  PCM  Transmission systems,  digital exchanges) 
has  in most  countries  been  based  on  purely  commercial  considerations 
in  conjunction  with  regular  replacement  of  old  equipment  and  steady 
growth  Ln  network size. 
Although  there  c~rtainly were  infrastructural  investment  phases  for 
the  PSTN  in  all  countries,  these  were  so  long  ago  that  they  have 
largely been forgotten. 
Statement  52 
r------------- ----------- \--:--- ----~ 
I The  PSTN .is a  status I  teleco-unicatioos netwo:rk Which  in all EC  .  I 
I countries has  reached  ~Yture phase  2  or phase 3  operation.  .  I 
L___,.._ ·  -..,.- --------....,..-----'-_j 
It· would  not  be  app~opriate  ·. her~ - to  attempt  a  country  by  country 
his  tory  of  the .·  PSTN. · · ·However,  the ·example  of  Germany . provides'  a 
relatively .recent case,  .. _ whe:re  the ·post.:..war  PSTN  was  planned  in 1953. 
· The  German ·network  _.-inves 'tm~nt  plan  was  in. no  way  l>ased  on  .actual 
demand,  but  against  a . target  of  establishing  equal  service  access 
·throughout  the  count.ry  by  1957  coupled  wit·h  provision of. subscriber · · 
.  .  . ~  :'  ,·~  . :  .-._  ·,  ·.:  ·""  .  ·"'·  ... :;  .  .  , .:_~;  .. -'  .·:·  ·.·,..:  ·_  .:·-~.  ', ~  '·' .  ':·  . . .  ;·  .  _:_  :  .. 
line  plant .based  on  a .. thiJ:'t~ _,year  foreca~~ ;:,of  n~,twork  _.penetration  •.  ,_~-r·.· - ~ . 
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llowevPr,  Fr<tuce  reversed  thlR  9ltuatlon  durlng  lht• .1970's,  when  the 
development  of  a  telecoiJ!DiunicatiQns  infrastructure  was  declared  ~ · 
"national  programme"  which  was . not  directly .demand  related.  Today 
the  PSTN  in  France  has  achieve~  a  superior  standard,  with  a  high 
proportion of  modern  digital exc'hange& and  transmission equipment: 
Statement  53 
r--
1 The initial develo~nt and growth of a  new status I  teleca.aunlea-· 
1  tiona network is highly influenced by ita intended ult!.ate aarket  I 
.I 
1 being either universal (ie all business aud private households) or ·a  I 
1 restricted group  (eg business users).  I 
'----------· ------------___________  .  __ _:_J 
The . demarcation  between  special ·groups  may  vary  or·  disappear  over . 
time.  Thus  it  is  possibl~;!  to  argue.  that  a  network  which .' ·ts '· 
initially orientated . to  one  group  could·  later  be  enlarged  to  serve 
....  ···  - - ,  r 
. ~thers  (eg  from  corporate  business·,  :to. ~ small  business,. ·and. then/ to  ··~ ._· __ :  .  .,  ~t .. - ..  ~- ,.  ' 
,·· 
private residential households).  .Indeed,  actual demand  for  services'  .. 
.  \.  •  .  .  ·.  .  •  '  ..  ;'c  . ,,...  :·.  :  ~ .·: · ~ . 
on  a  status  ~  network  may  typically  follo.w  thls  pattern -:- even  .whtm :·.··.;i:· : ~.-. :  ::·.,  · 
. conceived  initially.  as  a  univerf,;.al  service. 
But  tb~re .  is  • ;~;:;~ ; ;~'~%'~ ; , . . 
difference  between:-:- ·  . 
:I 
a  network  planned  from  the  out~et  ·for · the .entire poputat;ion;. :· · 
I .  , . 
and: 
a  network  planned·  for  a ·  special  consumer  group, ·  with 
possibility of  sub~eque~t ealargement if demand  from other groups ·  ·· 
actually materialises. 
'j . 
J?espite  the 
, : obs~~~~d. ,that. the. 
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introduction  policy,  and  later  examples  suggest  that  demand 
justification for  enlarging a  network  from  a  special target customer 
group  to other groups  may  never arise. 
The  Mobile  Telephone  Network 
The  mobile  telephone  network  has  the  characteristics  of  a  status  1 
network.  In  the· past  no  EC  country  introduced  it  as  a  universal 
network,  but  rather  it  was  targetted  to  a  very  restricted  special . 
customer  group,  and '  historically  this  matched  technology 
restrictions  which  limited  the  number  of  network  subscribers. 
However,  with  the  new  cellular  technology,  very  large  subscriber 
\ 
populations  could  be  supported  in new  mobile  telephone services. 
Whether  in the  long  term a  universal  "popular"  service  deve~o~~ will 
depend  on  how  network  operators  treat  mobile  service  introduction 
. from  the  outset  either  planning  for  a  high  volume  infrastructure, 
or  introducing  a  premium,  restricted  target · ser.vice  (which '.  will 
normally require relatively small  investment  in infrastructure). 
·'  ,, 
The  Telex Network 
The  telex  network  is  a  status  I  network;  but  it  has  clearly  been 
orientated  to  big  business  users  and  iritroduced  in all countries  iri 
relation  to  demand  amongst  a  very  restricted  user  group. ·;_~:This has 
·, 
been  reflected  in  relatively  small  scale  network  lmpiementatiori,  . ~. 
' ,J  • •  ·,  ;_  J  - - • 
together with:-:-: 
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:high  sub~cription } ·· 
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•  Statement  54 
.-- --- ---------- ---- - - --- ------------------------~----- --~ 
1 The  exaaple of telex shows  that if a  status I  network is targetted  ~ 
1  fr~ conception at restricted groups of users  then de.and will be  I 
1 constrained and  only  de~elop within those groups.  The network will  -I 
I stay s.all.  I 
L_  _____ - ----------------------------...,-----------_j 
Statement  55 
.------ I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Restricted introduction philosophies lead to particular: 
service definitions, or 
patterns of provision and costs 
which  themselves  prevent· the  e~rgence of further demand  fr~ other 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I users.  I 
L---------,-- ___ _ ___  _:__ _ _ _________ - ------------- · · _ .  __ ..: -----...J 
As  a  pointer . to  appropriate  introduction  policies_ for · ISDN,  we  may 
observe  that  demand  for  text  transmission  services  from  residential 
households  is  unlikely  to  exist  unless  it  is  created  -by  the 
availability of a  network  pniversally offering a  suitably cheap  arid 
effective  text service. 
Videotex Networks 
For  the  purpose of  this  stu~y w<:  have  included as  new ·networks  those 
which  .offer : new  transmission  and  service  opportunities  to·  their 
users,  whether  or  not all the  physical component,s  . are , new.  . In this 
,;  ·, · 
sense  v- ideotex is a · new  net'iork, ' however  whether it. is :a'  status··r  or 
s_ tatus  II  ·network  is  not  entirely  clear,  since · it.  has ,'~:b~en 
introduced  differentli in  diff~rent  EC 
.  .  .  .  .. '  ;  .  . ·.  '  -~-~ . 
~  . ··;f:-.;,:'i';~ .,  :_ ·- ~,  .. may  look at.  '"'""rAY  in France,·•' 
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to  of[er  the  videotex  service  universally; 
-
to develop  special videotex  terminals, to exploit ·tfie  network. 
Videotex  in France  therefore is a  status I  network orientated  to  the 
general  public.  Significant  infrastructure  (rather  than 
demand-based)  investments  were  made  to  establish  equal  access 
arrangements  throughout  th~ country and  particular encouragement  has 
been  provided  to  ensure  the  development  of  terminals  for  mass-
production  (Minitel)  - these  are  characteristics  typical  of  phase  1 
of  a  status  I  network;  particular  applications  (eg  fo'r  directory 
information)  are  promoting  the  growth  of  a  large  subscriber  base, 
and  as  a  result  the  videotex  service  in  France  has  reasonable  __ 
prospects  for  a  development  pattern similar  to  that of  the  telephone 
service  in  the  past. 
Videotex in Germany  ...  , . 
' , • 
' .-
Videotex  in Germany  was  initially planned  as  a  status  I  network~ ; fo,r c 
general  public  use.  The  technical  standards  of  the  network  were<·:/ 
defined  independently, - and -high  infn~structural  investments  .w~~~\ ~·J",  ,. 
~.  .. 
made  in  a  Phase  0.  But _ ·the  operational  service  has: not  attr!lcted  · _ _  · ;._):' 
subscribers  in  ·anything . like  the  ,numbers  forecast  and  is  mainly:,_:::·, ,_-
oriented  to  a  restricted :business  user group, .sihce:-
high 
_including_ 
ne_ twork, 
sets) have 
#  ~·.·· 
should  be  noted 
_:· stan~ards·.~-~were >defined  :~ ( CEPf -:~ 
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u  status II for  the  network,  following  an  existing  type  of  demand  and 
becoming  subject  to  the  progress  of  another  market  (personal 
computers)  rather  than establishing its own  identity. 
Videotex  in  the  UK 
The  British  Telecom  videotex  service  in  the  UK  (Prestel)  was 
conceived  as  a  status  I  network  for  general  business  and  domestic 
public  use.  Although  subscriber  numbers  are  far  behind  the  original 
forecasts, ·the  network  now  has  some  50,000  subscribers  and  a  growth 
rate  of  some  25,000  per  year  (and  thus  may  exceed  the  number  of  UK 
Telex  subscribers  within  two  years).  Around  half  of  Prestel 
subscribers  are  now  residential  rather  than  business  users;  however 
initially this  was  not  the case. 
Significant  Phase  0  (pre'-serv.ice)  infrastructure  investments  were 
made  - particularly  in  establishirig  national  access  arrangements  -
and  a· relatively simple .terminal specification was · published,  but:,.. 
no  mass  pr~duction  was  speci.fically  p_ romoted:  teriDinal  industry 
waG  required  tO  predfct  network  accceptance; 
initial services andt·arlffs· general1y were  not . attractive. 
.  .  . 
This  was  compounded- by  the  -fact  that - _initially  Pres tel  did  not 
.  -
support  _ external  ·computer  systeins,  but  only  offered  BT  operated 
data-base  services  _tariffed · tO'  external  Information  Providers. 
Initial  take  up .was - rather  slow_  - ~nd - ma-inly'  for -business  and  trade 
information retrie'vaL.  .  \ 
' 
,;~~t:~  ~ recently,  __ : _~, i!:;rd _ 
. ,  \()p'erato-I-s  have · been  , en,e·o•p'l~~e'l!l 
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tdgulflcantly  bootJted  vldt'otcx  subscrlber  numben;,  pRrlf.cularly 
amongst  resldential  users. 
Statement  56 
,---- ---------------------- ----------- -----l 
1 Videotex exaaples confira that the  pattern of  develo~nt and of 
I cuata.er deaand  for  a  network are largely influenced by the overall 
I philosophy behind  the  introduction of  the network. 
I 
I 
I 
L__  -- ___  _..J 
The  Dedicated  Data  Networks 
Dedicated  data  networks,  as  section  4.2.2  has  already  suggested, 
originated  chiefly  to  meet  the  needs  of  t he  EDP  world  in 
connecting  remote  peripheral  devices  and  data  stations  to _central 
computer  systems .  ( eg  for  remote  job  entry  computing)  and  in 
inter~computer  transmission  of  data  (to  support  distributed 
computing). 
In  the  first  instance  their  needs  were  met  through  leased-
circuits  which  were  allocated  to  a  particular use  and  a  specific 
customer  and  this  is  still  common  practice  for  data  users 
today. ' 
. Since  this  "fixed-connection"  service  was  always  introduced  by 
network  operators  p~rely  "on-demand"  from  · the  existing  EDP 
market,  such  networks  can  .clearly  be '  classed  as  Status  II 
networks.  Indeed,, for  terrestrial circui'ts 'there was  normally no 
phase  t>  construct-ion ) period  physical·  pl~nt - ~ro~  .- the 
telephone 
any  s~bscriber  could . 
nVPR  rmo  ..  n  .. > li~d ''to  0~CUr  ~ before'  .. 
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would  normally  be  on  behalf  of  the  public  switched  network 
infrastructure. 
Circuit-Switched Data  Networks 
-Only  a  minority  of  the  EC  countries  have  introduced  a  public 
CSDN.  In  principle ·these  may  be  viewed  as  networks  for  "switched 
dedicated  data  circuits"  in  that,  although  not  permanently 
allocated  (and  thus  more  economical),  they  are  extensively 
employed  in  self-contained  fixed-connection  data  applications. 
These  networks  can  thus  also  be  classed  as  status  II  networks, 
oriented  to  a  restricted group  of  customers  (having  EDP  systems). 
Historically  the  introduction  philosophy  for  these  networks  was 
based  on  direct  demand  (forecast  from  existing  EDP  use  of 
dedicated  circuits or  the  PSTN).  The  networks  were  dedicated  to 
existing  terminal  types  (through  use  of  defined  interface  x.21, 
etc.)  and  no  support  was  dl  rected  by  network  operators  at  new 
terminal  ~evelopment.  To  meet  ini'tial  demand  levels  a  modest 
phase  0  was  necessary  (to  put  exchanges  in  place).  Subscriber 
penetration  of  CSDN  has . remained  low,  even  amongst  the  special 
target  customer  group. 
From  a  technical  po.lnt  of  view,  there . are  similarities  between 
CSDN  and  the· narrow-band  ISDN  (ie  circuit  switched  transparent 
digital  channels)  and  thus  the  existing  customer  base  for  the 
CSDN  is automatically a  potential' market  for  the  ISDN.  Therefore 
it is  important  to  repeat  that  the  CSDN  is  a  status  II  network 
dedicated  to _only a restricted user group. 
The  Packet-Switched  Data. Network 
· Packet-switched  data  network~ :(PSDN)  were  developed  • to. provide . a 
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Although  a  limited  phase  0  period  of  pre-service  investment  was 
necessary  (to establish  the  network  exchanges,  etc),  all  network 
operators _ have  introduced  the  PSDN  based  on  a  demand-oriented 
strategy,  extrapolating existing  EDP  data  traffic demand  and  cost 
trends.  PSDN  network  interfaces  (X.2S,  and  particularly  x.28, 
etc)  have  been  defined  to  adapt  existing  classes  of  EDP 
equipment;  there  has  been  little  sponsorship  of  user-terminal 
development  especially  for  connection  to  the  PSDN  (which  in  any 
case  offers  no  fundamentally  new  telecommunications  capabilities 
for  EDP). 
Marketed  on  a  demand  basis,  the  subscriber  penetration  of  PSDN 
has  followed  trends  in  remote-access  computing  installations,  but 
even  in  this  special  target  market  subscriber  numbers  have 
remained  relatively  small.  Marketing  of  PSDN,  together  with 
services  and  tariff structures,  has  nowhere  been  directed  at  the 
general  public. 
In . servicing  the  remote-access  computing  market  many  PSDN  have 
provided  interfaces  and  tele-service  applications  (such  as 
EDP~terminal  protocol  management  and  conversion  functions)  which 
are  specialised  to  this  restricted  user  group,  and  which  go 
beyond  the  traffic services  normally  identified for  ISDN. 
Statement  57 
r-·--- ------- ---------·- - ---- -~ 
I Dedicated data networks  show that status II networks  do  not pro.ate  .I 
I a  terainal industry.  aDd  re-a:i,n of saall size in restricted target  I  ,  I aarkets.  .;·,··  I 
,. 
L_  ___ ·  ...  ----·--- ~· 5. 
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CIIARACn:RISTICS  OF  THE  NARROW-BANU  ISDN 
Although  the  narrow-band  ISDN  in  all  European  countries  will  be 
derived  from  the  analogue  telephone  network  - through  dlgitlsation 
of  the  switching  and  transmission  equipment · and  exploitation  of 
existing cables,  including  the  subscribers  local  loop - there  can  be 
no  doubt  that  the  narrow-band  ISDN  (as  defined  in  CCITT)  permits 
totally  new  types  of  traffic  and  has  all  the  characteristics  of  a 
fundamentally  new  telecommunications  network. 
Statement  58 
.------ - - -------------~ 
1 The  oarro~band ISDN  ~t  be  regarded as a  funda.entally new  I 
I teleco ..  unications network.  I  ________  _j 
The  major  new  characteristics  introduced -with  the  ISDN  are: 
New  transmission  speed  of  64  kbit/s in  the  B  channel 
Two  B channels  oa  the  same  subscriber line 
Transparency of  the circuit switched B channels 
Outband  signalling via  a  separate  16  kbit/s D channel 
Inter~exchange common  channel  signalling 
These  characteristics are  well-known,  but. their significance is that 
in  combination  they  present  a  powerful  new  ·communications  medium  to 
subscribers,  and  that  indi~idually any  one  could  be  exploited  as  a 
new  networking capability. · 
Statement  59  .\ 
.------ - -- .--·-. - . 
I Each one of the nev·ISDN 
.  .  .  7:- .  · --~~- -- .  -:---- . -----::-]  .-· . 
characteri.stlcs. :~,  ' .~~ powerful as to open.  1: 
I upa  I 
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Thl s  range  of  capability  and  individual  new  features  encompassed  tn 
the  ISDN  may  be  seen  as  one  of  the  main  reasons  for  the  markedly 
different  approaches  to  narrow-band  ISDN  introduction being  taken  by 
network  operators  in different  EC  countries,  as  reported  in  Chapter 
3. 
S.l  Different Attitudes Towards  Narrow-band  ISDN  in Europe 
As  indicated  in  Chapter  3,  European  network  operators  are  agreed  on 
the  basic  principle  of  ISDN,  as  defined  in  CCITT,  as  an  evolving 
replacement  of  the  existing  telephone  network  - with  newly  defined 
interfaces and  terminals  developed  to exploit  new  network  features. 
I 
Statement  60 
r-------·-·----·--·-- -- -----------------~ 
1 In principle all European network operators regard  ISDN  on a  long 
I'~  basis as a  Status  I  network,  with the ultiaate objective of 
I bringing digital co..unications,  including digital telephony,  to all 
I households  {both business and  private).  I 
L:..  __ _ _______ _________________ _  ---------------------------____ __I 
However,  perhaps  because  the  narrow-band  ISDN  (unlike  the  broad-band 
ISDN)  does  not  r~qriire a  tot~lly new  physical  network,  or because it 
offers  the  opportunity  to  solve  some  current  network  problems,  the 
introduction  philosophy  for  the.  ~arrow-band ISDN  in. all EC  countries 
appears  to  be·  based  on  commercial  criteria;  some  operators . have 
adopted  a . demand-based  strategy  for  ISDN,  others  appear.  to  be · 
basing  introduction  on -eventual  equipment  replacement  in  the  mature 
te'lephone .network  •. ·  .. 
. •  . J·  .;,  . 
;  ~~!~  ·~.  ,;ih~~vi· 
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' statement  61 
A  fundamental  issue for  the European  Co ..  unity is whether.  froa 
outset.  and  throughout  the Comaunity.  the narrow-band  ISDN  is 
-, 
the  1 
I regarded as a  true status I  network. 
I 
I 
L_  _________  _  ----.. - --__  __j 
While  the  long  term  target  is  unanimously . agreed.  for  the  initial 
introduction  period  the  national  network  operators  have  differing 
philosophies  and  marketing  strategies.  Whereas.  if the  narrow-band 
ISDN  was  recognised  by all operators  as  a  fundamentally  new  status  I 
network  for  the  entire  population,  then  important  aspects  of 
introduction  philosophy would  follow automatically:-
ISDN  ·introduction cannot  be  demand-based,  since  new  demand  cannot 
pre-exist  for  a  status  I  network  in  phase  1. 
ISDN  introduction ·cannot  be  "dedicated"  .to  existing  demand  (eg 
traffic  transferred 'from  exi·sting  data· ne.tworks)  since  this  is 
characteristic  of· status  II  networks  which  do  not  establish  new 
potential.-
ISDN  introduction cannot  be -commercially justified  in ~ its initial 
phases,  because  the  investments  must  be  .treated  as.  largely 
infrastructural  and  justified  th~ough  br6ad~r  national  or 
community  economic  arguments. 
A  demand-based  strategy  ~ill follow 'the  patterns ·.already established 
in  the  national  dedicated  networks  .•... :  It 'wiTl  pe'rpetuate,  the·  wide  .  '  .  .  . 
.  variety  of  existing · data ..networks;  t·erm~na1s:  ~and  ser~ices  in  each 
country.  Each  network  ,opera:toJ:,"  ._  wi.p  ' ':s ·~e _ t}te  :: i.JD.port~nt ·' new 
characteristics · ~f  ISDN "through Jtbe  perspecti."~ -.of  'ht~ '·'o~  ·e~i'sting ·  - ~·;.-: 
Individual  .  . r~cle i~istics  ·:~u_i ,:  .  ·,. ·.: .  .  .  :fe ·r~n( ·  . -
.  ...  •·:  .. 
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Statement  62 
,--- -------:--------- .. ---- - ------ ----- ----- ------------ --------- -·- -- - --, 
1  NetWork  operators in EC  countries currently show different attitudes  I 
1  to narrow-band  ISDN.  In general the full  ISDN  characteristics are  I 
I not  being pra.oted;  different countries emphasise different selected I 
I new  characteristics of the  ISDN  in a  status II network fashion.  I 
---------------' 
Emphasis  on data circuit  sp~ed in ISDN 
So1ne  network  operators  (and  significant  sections  of  the  EDP 
industry)  appear  to  attach  most  importance  to  the  availability  of 
transparent  transmission at  up  to  64  kbit/s over  a  single B-channel; 
they  expect  the  main  initial  applications  of  the  ISDN  to  be  the 
exploitation of  this  feature  for  computer-based  systems. 
Thi s  attitude  to  ISDN  classes  it  primarily  as  a  new  status  II 
network;  an  appropriate  introduction  philosophy  in  this  case  would 
be:-
demand-based; 
oriented  to  a  special  customer  group  (not  the  general  public); 
reliant  on  EDP  terminal  developments,  rather  than  sponsoring  new 
ISDN  termlnals. 
The  result  of  . this  introduction  philosophy  for  narrow-band  ISDN 
would  be  merely  to  Lncorporate  with  the  telephone  service  a 
dedicated, circuit-switched  4at~ net~ork with  a  new  higher  speed. 
,.,·  .. 
Statement  63 5 .1.  2 
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Emphasis  on  additional  signalling channel  use  in  ISDN 
From  the  various . new · characteris.tlcs  of  the  narrow-band  ISDN,  some 
network  operators  place  initial emphasis  on  the  separate  signalling  .. 
D-channel  and  its potential,  viA  custome~ virtual circuits  for  data 
transmission  and  various  teleservices  such  as  teletex,  videotex 
access,  telecommand,  telemetering. 
Since  the  D-channel  shared  for  these  applications  operates  at  16 
kbit/s it would  also  be  possible  to  support  such  traffic  in existing 
telecommunications  networks  (either  the  PSTN  or  dedicated  data 
networks).  The  promotion  of  this  particular  aspect  of  ISDN  in  its 
early  phases  cannot- provide  either  a  commercial  justification or  a 
general  economic  case  for  introducing  the  ISDN  network  as  envisaged 
in  CCITT. 
Statement  64 
r----- --------------·-------- ------------.------, 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Transmission via the D-channel in the lSDN  does-not  in principle 
introduce significant new capability for  custo~rs (or for industry) 
which  could not be  realized on existing networks.  eo-unity level 
activity in this area would only be appropriate in ensuring that all 
countries were able, to cover an established deaand. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L__  _ _ -- - --- -- - - - -- ---- - --- ----~- ---- ·  ·---------- ,  _  _:_ __  . __ _j 
Interworking of  ISDN  with Existing Networks 
It was  pointed out  in  Ch~pter ' 3  .that  in  the  introductory  Phase  1  of 
a  new  status. I  ne:twork,  the  value  of  the  network  to  each  subscriber 
depends  directly on  the total· number.of subscribers in the  network-
and -that  interworking  between  the  ·•  n~w net~ork ·and  existing networks 
can assist  in building  the ·number  of - cor'i:·esponden.ts. 
or.ly  an  expedient 
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must  be  avoided.  This  arises  when  lnterworklng  with  an  existing 
network  which  was  restr-icted  to  some  special  group of  users:  in  thIs 
case  there  may  be  a . tendency  to  market  the  new  network  only  to  the 
same  group,  although  its  true  potential  is qcite  different  from  the 
exlsting  network.  For  the  ISDN,  .f. t  is  not  interworking  with  the 
PSTN  which  carries  this  risk  (since'  that  has  a  universal  subscriber 
group)  but  rather  the  interworking  with  existing  "dedicated"  data 
networks.  Although  this  is  necessary  and  appropriate,  network 
operators  should  be  careful  not  to  establish ..  the  ISDN  as  a  better · 
version  of  the  dedicated  network-orientated  in  coverage,  specifica-
tions  and  cost  levels primarily to  the  rather  limited customer group 
which  uses  today's data networks. 
Statement  65 
r-------------- ---- ---------- _ ------- ---- -----------~ 
I With  proposed  ISDN  interworking with existing restricted data  I 
I networks,  and  i ni tial marketing to the special groups using those  I 
I networks,  there is a  risk that the universal  ISDN  will not develop  I 
I in Europe.  I 
L_  __________ -----------------________________  _j. 
ISDN  Customer  Base 
Many  network  operators  expect  that  initial  demand  for  ISDN  will 
arise  chiefly  through  PABX  traffic.  This  may  be  because  the  larger 
. businesses  .operatin,g_ . PABXs  are  also  customers  for  existing  data 
networks  and  for "!'.advance'li"  services -in · generaL  But  it should ·be 
recognised  that - ' th~ :\:dominant  . chara(!teristic  of  ·ISDN  the 
'---~- ...  /(:,·,  .•  -~:./~:~ ..  ·:\; ~ 
-combination  of  aU'(the{maln _new  features  defined  in  CCITT  - is' .not 
r:.:.;.\:·~·_:-·,,-.:/:i~\_  -~-~-::  .  ;  .· 
so . -important  for .:, PABX ·-:! based  , users, .  since  the 
·•.  '  ,•u  '  "'{ ~ ~  ,•  I  il  '  ',; I  ·/.  ;  ~";  J  '• 
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!:• tatement  66 
r--- ----------------------- , ----------------, 
I If deaand-based  introduction strategies for  ISDN  are followed.  I 
I targetting PABX  traffic initially.  there is a  risk that universal  I 
I ISDN  needs will not  be  addressed sufficiently early in Europe.  A  I 
I genuine deaand  for  ISDN  aay  then arise only following  terainal and  I 
1 service  develo~nts fra. elsewhere  (eg USA  or Japan).  1 
L_ 
While  network  operators  have  not  established  a  clear  view  on  the 
ultimate  target  customer  base  for  ISDN  (or  on  the  appropriate 
initial  services  and  terminals  to  offer)  and  hope  for  significant 
early use  via  PABXs  there  is  a  risk. that  specifications  and  markets 
for  terminals  will  develop  entirely  differently  for  main  line 
connection  and  for  connection  beh~rid a  PABX.  This  might  encourage  a 
continuation  of  the  ~urrent  trend  for  proprietary  terminal  types  to 
be  required  purchases  for  connection  to  particular  PABX  models  - a 
trend  which  could  impact  customer  choice  mo(e  acutely  for  text  and 
data applications  than  today with  the  telephone. 
Statement  67 
r-
1 
I 
It is important  for  the  Co ..  unity that as  large .a  aarket as  possible 
'  is established  for  ISDN  terainals specified for connection at .ISDN 
j aain lines in Europe. 
I 
I 
I 
I  --------'. 
Effects of  the Diverse Approach ·to  ISDN  in EC ,Countries 
In earlier sections  of. this  chapte~ varfbus  commercial' just-ification 
approaches  to  the  introduction  of ~:IS.DN \have<b~en . examined·· and ·it is 
.  (' . '  ·- · - .:~·_  ..  ·.·~  ::  ·,·_;;_.:: ·;::·  ......  ~ .  '-:··~~-: ;·  '·  .  .  ·:  .  .  .. 
concluded  that  the  basic factors·'fbr; ne·twaT~~fdevelopment; . discussed 
.  .  ..  - .  ~  ->.  ·-·:.. • .  '·'  ·r·,.-.:·  ~ .  ,  '  ,;  .  ~- , 
Ln  Chapter  4,  are.  likely· '\to  ·  '· 
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Statement  68 
,--------------------- -· -----, 
1 The  varied approaches of network operators  towards  introducing ISDN, 
I and  particularly the  tendency  to seek a .current deaand-based 
I 
I 
justification, run  the risk that deaand  for  the universal  ISDN  as 
defined in CCITT  ~11 not  ~rge, and  that ISDN  networking will 
I reaain "dedicated·  to restricted cuatoaer groups. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L__._-------------- ·-- ·----_j 
In  Chapter  3  the  examination  of  current  technical  plans  for  ISDN  in 
the  EC  countries  identified  more  differences  than  commonality, 
although  in  many  detailed  areas  a  number  of  network  operators  have 
not  yet  come  to  firm decisions. 
On  the  other  hand  a  few  network  operators have  published  firm  ISDN 
introduction  plans,  which  differ  in  many  service  details.  These 
implementations,  partic~larly in  term• of  service  features  developed 
for  the  current  generation  of  exchanges,  can  be  expected  to  persist 
for  around  10  years. 
Clearly without  some  coordinating action at  the  Community  level,  as 
further  network  operators  specify their chosen  solutions  in the  next 
few  years  the  situation could  become  worse. 
Statement  69 
r---~----- --- ------ -- . -------------------
1  The  opportunity to take steps for a  co.-on European approach  towards 
r·.  ISDN  still exists  I  but .  only for a  narrow time window of one or two 
.  . 
j years.  If these steps are not  taken, .the different approaches of 
I the, ~twork carriers will lead io  a  .situation which cannot be 
-~  '  . 
<4ifferent  ' technical  ·speci(icatfons  of  field  trials  ·and  the 
.  possibi  11 ty-of their  developm~nt as  public services; 
·-'.  i - 74  -
the  variety  of  bearer  services,  particularly  thoHe  provided  via 
the  D-channel; 
the  variety of  supplementary services,  many  dependent  on  exchange 
support  and. advanced  network  signalling; 
interworking with different existing  (data)  networks; 
variety of  telematic services,  and  associated facilities. 
Statement  70 
r----------·-- ·-
1  Up  to 1995  the current approach of network operators is unlikely to 
I produce any international service on the  ISDN  beyond  3kHz  telephony. 
I 
I 
______  __j 
Figure  6  shows  possible  interconnection  struc.tures  for  ISDN 
networks.  A significant. factor  for  international  ISDN  working  will 
be  th~ complexity  of  signalling  required  to -select  a  standardised 
service  and  bearer  capability  across  the  inter-network  interJace 
point  N. 
In  addition  to  the  technical  differences  in  network  specification, 
more ' commercial  issues  can  also  significantly affect  harmonisation 
potential,  such as:-
marketing orientation to different inital customer  bases; 
different  tariffing  policies  for  ISDN,  particularly  in  relative 
tariffing versus existing networks. 
Add ltionally,  although  only  indirectly ·~ in  the  province  of . network 
.  •  •  I  . 
operators,  variety  in digital  irtterface ·s ·~ ·for---extension  subscribers 
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EJropean  wide  market  for  ISDN  terminals  will  not  be  able  to  develop 
in  the  next  decade. 
The  technical  specification  for  an  ISDN  terminal  must  be  related 
closely  to  the  services  offered  in  th.e  ISDN,  both  in  terms  of 
invoking  appropriate  services  (through  signalling) ·and  exploiting 
these  services  for  the  user.  Since,  on current  planning approaches, 
the  service  details  of  the  ISDN  are  likely  to  vary  ·in  each  EC 
country,  different  ISDN  terminal  specifications will  follow. 
Statement  71 
~-- - -·------------·-:--·----------, 
1 Before  1995  there is .little chance of a  European-vide aarket for  new I 
I ISDN  terainals. given current approaches  to ISDN.  I  .__ __________________________ _  ____  _J 
Even  if  type-approval  procedures  in  the  Community  move  · towards 
mutual  recognition,  the  situation for  the  ISDN  terminal market  would 
not  improve,  since  technical  specifications  would  still  differ 
between national  networks. 
It  is appropriate  now  to  note  that  the  analysis  of  ISDN. plans  in 
Chapter  3,  also  observed  a  number  of_  important  common  features 
amongst  the  intentions  of  network  operators  in  EC  countries. ·  Among 
these were:-
~ '· 
Adoption  of  the  CCITT  defined  customer-network  interface  for 
basfc  and  primary  ISDN  access; 
Introduction of  inter~exchange signalling sy·stem  (CCITT  No.  7); 
Extensive  implementation of. digiUsation: in the· .· c:urrent  PSTN;  ~- .. 
for 
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Statement  72 
'\. 
~- -------- - ------- ----------- ----------- ---~ 
I  ~Digitisation in the  PSTN  is sufficiently advanced in all EC 
I countries that this need not be  an obstacle to the early 
I introduction of ISDR  in Europe. 
I 
I 
I 
L__  ___ _ _ --------------- ------_J 
The  agreement  of  all  network  operators  that  transparent  64  kbit/s 
B-channels  will  be  provided  via  the  CCITT  standardised  passive-bus 
iqterface  for  basic  subscriber  accesses  (2B  +  Dl6),  and  via  CCITT 
standardised  primary  access  groups  at  2  .Mbit/  s  (JOB  +  D64)  means 
that  there is a  fundamental  basis  for  a  common  European  ISDN. 
Statement  73 
r----------------------- ----~ 
I 
I 
I 
Acceptance in principle by all EC  network operators of the  ISDN 
user-network interfaces (both basic rate and priaary rate) as 
recommended  by CCITT  ensures  the possibility of a  European  ISDN 
1  network. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L_ ------.,-------------------------
________  __J 
Although  there  is -a  fundamental  acceptance  of  an  ISDN  in  all  EC 
countries,  the variety of  approaches  currently being  adopted  are not 
converging  on  common  services  or  implementation  features,  and  this 
must  be  reflected in equipment  requirements. 
Statement  74 
r-------
1 
I 
The  present diversity of ISDN  approaches  in EC  countries iaplies 
little scope,  over the''next decade,  for  reducing the current 
.  .  ...  ,:i  - '  .  . 
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A common  plan  for  ISDN  introduction should  aim  to: 
Reduce  the  variance  between  ISDN  implementations  in  the 
F 
Community; 
Reduce  today' s  wide  range  of  equipment  for  public  switching, 
PABXs  and  terminals; 
Encourage  broadband 
broadband  network with 
developments  through 
initial application for 
a  Community-wide 
narrowband  ISDN; 
Lead  to  greater competitive strength  in  the  European  telecommuni-
cations  industry. 
·"  4'.  ·\· 
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A  COMMON  PLAN  FOR  ISDN  IN  EUROPE 
The  First Step 
The  first  step  towards  a  Common  Plan  for  ISDN  introduct ion  must  be 
an  agreement  as  to  what  type of network  the  narrowband  ISDN  will  be. 
Action Point  1 
·:.·  ··;'. 
--------------------------------------------------------- ---., 
Tbe  eo-unity should agree  to regard  the narrowband  ISDN  as a  Status I 
I  network  targetted ·for universal penetration to all households.  .j 
_j 
This  means  that  the  network  will  be  oriented  towards  all customers, 
and  not  to  any  restricted  group.  A  real · acceptance  of  this  view 
must  include  agreement  on  the  need· for  an  infrastruc'ture  commitment 
justified  on  the  basis·  of  the  potential  for  innovation,  the 
influence  on  the  economy,  and  .the  fndustrial  aspects,  rather  than 
one  based  on  customer  demand~ 
This  agreement  would  be  a  major. step  forward. 
The  Need  for Joint Action 
We  believe  that this  report  has  clearly  shown  ..  that  until  now . the 
Network  Operators  in  their .  curre~t  planning  have  used  an  investment· 
strategy  which  aims  to .· follow  demand  to . a  large  extent.·  , We  have 
explained  that  for. Status,  ~ ·. networks,  which  provide · new  terminals 
and  services,  the  c~stom~r deinand ' cannot  exist until: . 
:  .. ,  \• 
•·.·.  . \. 
the  technical 
a  "criticai'  the 'end 
The  continuation  of  present ' ~olicies would  lead  to  an  uncoordinated 
-.. ..  .. ~ ·.- . ~-·  ; -
.  .•  l  •., 
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situation in  which:-
the  large  infrastructural differences  within  the  Community  would 
be  perpetuated 
the  opportunity  for  Community-wide  technological  innovation would 
be  lost 
duplication  of  effort  would  occur  in  developing  technical 
solutions  to  common  problems,  but  the  resulting  equipment&  would 
also be  incompatible 
different services would  be  offered,  in response  to  the different 
existing dedicated  network situations 
the  opportunity for  Community-wide  markets  would  be  restricted  to 
transmission  equipment,  with  ISDN  exchanges  and  terminals  having 
distinct national characteristics 
the  application  of  ISDN  would  be  restricted  to  the  business 
world,  delaying  the  spread  of  new  information  technologies  to 
private households. 
This  uncoordinated  situation  is  of  significance  because  we  are  in 
the  innovative introductory period of  ISDN.  If the ·ISDN  had  already 
reached  Phase  2  of  a  Status  I  network,  then .a  real demand  for  ISDN 
service  would  exist,  and  its  further  development  could  be  handled 
quite  effectively  by  demand-following  investment  strategies~  This 
is  the  natural  task  of  the  Network  Operators,  who  are  accustomed  to 
this  responsibility. 
In  the  introductory  period,  however,  there  is  a  real  need  for  joint 
and  coordinated  action,  and  it must  follow  that  activities  in  this 
period  should  involve  the  European  Commission,  since  the ·issues  at 
sta'l{e  are. so  large. 
:·Action Point  2 
•.  '  :  ~ ., 
~ , \  I  .. _;. 
. I 
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6.3  Extent  of  the  Introductory Period 
''•  . 
We  define  the  introductory  period  for  ISDN  in  terms  of  our  Status  I 
network,  namely all activities until Phase  1  is  completed~ 
This means:-
Phase  0 
Phase  1 
Network  definition,  development  of  equipment&,  and 
investments  needed  before  the  connection  of  the  first 
subscriber 
Continuing  investment  on  an  infrastructural  basis, 
rather _ than  demand  following,  until  a  critical  mass  of 
subscribers  is passed. 
The  extent of  the  introductory period  could  be  debateable,  but after 
due  consideration  we  believe  that  the  self-sustaining critical  mass 
of  subscribers  ought  to  be  achieved  within  five  years  of  .connection 
of  the  first  subscriber.  The  starting  point  for  first  subscriber 
connection we  set at  January 1st,  1988,  recognising  the  situation in 
different networks,  and  accepting  that ··some  networks  will  be  in 
motion  before  the  start  of  the  five-yea'r  plan.  · For  the  critical 
mass  of  subscriber  connections,  we  estima.te  S%  of  the  telephone 
subscriber  population  in  each  country  at  the  end  of  1983.  This 
critical mass  is related  to  the attainment. of  the ultimate objective 
of  penetration  to all households  in each network considered,  and  the 
use  of  1983  figures  (or  1984  · if  available)  allows  us  to  be 
quantitative.  It  is . also  evident  that  ISDN  access  must  be 
widespread  throughout  each  c6untry. if the  ultimat.e  penetration  to 
'  ' 
all households  is to· be  achieved~ 
. ,. .  .  ··~ 6.4 
... ... 
• •  ·  1  lo  . ·;: 
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I  Give equal acceaa fra. 80% -of the surface area and  80%  of the 
j  population of each country 
I 
I  Achieve  the above criteria in a  five-year progr.-.e by 1993 
I 
I  Create full interconnectivity of national ISDIIa  by 1993.-
These  objectives  are  realistically  feasible,  and  are  within  the 
ranges  already  announced  by  some  countries.  Beyond  this  threshold 
level  for  narrowband  ISDN,  network  carriers  will  be  able  to  follow 
real customer  demand,  in Phase  2. 
With  Phase  2  investments  proceeding at  a  slightly greater  rate,  due 
to  continuing  reductions  in  equipment  costs,  this  plan  is  in fairly 
close  accord  with  some  earlier  planning  propositions,  notably  a 
suggestion  by  Sagatel  that  a  penetration of  ISDN  to  20%  of  telephone 
subscribers  could  be  achieved  by  the  year  2000. 
Definition of  the  Common  Plan 
Statement  75 
---, 
All of the aajor new characteristics of ISDR  should be  introduced in I 
the  c~unity from  the outset.  1 
__ __J 
This  is because  the  universal availability of  a  standardised network 
interface  at  an  early  stage  is vital  in  creating  a  terminal  market 
where  mass  production  benefits  can . apply.  The  CCITT-recolDmended 
user-network interface-,  the S-interface  psiu~ive bu_ s,  should  be  used, 
situationin all Member  States; 
_-r  ,-• ' 
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establtshtng  international  links  to  create  a  Community-wide  ISDN 
avotding  national  islands, 
the  common  plan should: 
support  Community-wide  teleservices in Phase  1  which are  a  simple 
but  useful  set  from  the  wide  range  of  ISDN  possibilities. 
To  achieve all this,  a  period must  be  allowed  for  further definition 
of  the  Common  Plan- however,  the  time availabl e  is limited. 
Action Point  4 
I The  CO..unity should establish the details of the ea.-on Plan, in  1 . 
I cooperation with Industry,  and  CKPT,  by the end of 1986.  I 
L__  j 
Statement  76 
The  eo-on Plan aust be  published on a  widely-available basis,  and 
aust include:-
a  coaplete technical definition of the network,  services and 
terainals to be  supported in Phase 1. 
an agreed,  and  resourced,  infrastructure  progr~. 
Within  each  country,  Network  Operators·  may  introduce  additional 
network  features,  provided  that  the . basic . services,  features  and 
interfaces of  the  Common  Plan  are  adhe'red .to • •  . . 
Our  recommendations 
•  •c  .  .  . •  '  -'  • .•  - .  ::··.\  •.  -··. 
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COMMUNITY-WIDE  FEATURES  FOR  RAPID  ISDN  INTRODUCTION 
Network  Strategy 
In  accepting  the  view  that  the  narrowband  ISDN  is ; a  Status  I 
network,  targetted  for  universal  penetration  to  all  households,  it 
becomes  obvious  that  ISDN  has  a  very  intimate  relationship with  the 
analogue  PSTN,  and  that  the  infrastructure  proposed  in  the  Common 
Plan  is  really  the  beginning  of  the  replacement  of  the  analogue 
telephone  network. 
The  requirement  of  the  Common  Plan  for  equal  access  to  80%  of  the 
population -and  80%  of  the  country's  surface area  by  1993  means  that 
overlay  techniques  must  be  used,  involving  remote _ concentrators  and 
multiplexors,  segregated  digital  transmission  routes,  numbering  and 
charging constraints,  as  discussed  ~n Chapter 3. 
Howe vet,  the  use  of  overlay  -techniques  must  not  create  a  separate . 
overlay  network,  since  the  existing  PSTN  must  evolve  into  the  new 
ISDN,  through  common  network  infrastructure . wherever  possible  and 
compatible  numbering  and  routing. 
Action Point  5 
r------------ l 
1 For  Phase  1  of  ISDN,  an overlay strategy should be adopted,  based on I 
I the structure of the analogue  telephone network but not creating a 
I separate new overlay network.  The  PSTN  will evolve into ISDN 
I through co.-on network infrastructure and coapatible nuabering and 
I routing. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
----------------------------------~----_J 
As  defined  in  CCITT,  the  ISDN  is  foreseen  . to . h~ve  a  15-digit_ 
numbering  plan  ultimately-;;- .  For  Phase  1 ',  · .  however,  · the  ISDN 
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a  privcity  issue. 
Action Point  6 
.. ---------- -~ 
A continuous  review of telephone nuabering plan allocations for  ISDN 
will be essential during Phase 1, to cope with the pressure on 
nuabering wbich will not  be fully relieved until a  longer national 
nuaber is introduced, as foreseen by CCITT. 
I 
I 
I 
!  __ _j 
The  timescale  for  planning  national  Phase  l  networks  is  very  short 
if the  Common  Plan is to  be  achieved. 
Action Point  7 
r----------:---------·  ~ 
I For each country and for  the ComDUDity  as. a  whole,  iapl~ntation  I 
I plans aust be agreed at latest by the end of 1986,  covering:- I 
I  I 
I  the structure of the  ISDN  exchanges within each country  I 
I  the configuration of the exchariges  into a  nationwide network  l 
I  the international gateways  for  ISDN  in each country  I 
I  the Gom.uoity-wide  international digital infrastructure  I 
I  the national and  international introduction of ca.-on channel  I 
1  signalling system No  7.  I 
L_  __J 
Services 
Statement  77  I  • 
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Telecommunications  services  can  be  divided  into  bearer  services  and 
telematic  services,  as . discussed  in  Chapter  3.  For  the  bearer 
service  of  64  kbit/s  (transparent,  circuit  switched),  standardisa-
tion  applies  to  D  channel  protocols  at  the  first  three  layers  - Dl 
to  D3  - and  to  the  B  channel  layer  Bl.  Protocol  relationships  for 
layers  B2  to  B7  are  open  to  the  users  choice.  For  defined  telematic 
services,  however,  standardisation  applies  to  all  layers  Bl  to  B7. 
All  functions  of  the  network  and  terminal  are  standardised 
sufficiently to allow worldwide  "open"  communications. 
As  shown  in  Chapter  3,  there  does  not  currently exist  a  harmonised 
specification  or  schedule  of  introduction  for  Community-wide 
teleservices,  due  to  the  wide  variety  of  basic  and  supplementary 
services  proposed  in  the  d.ifferent  networks,  and  the  influence  of 
services already  provided  on  dedicated  networks. 
Teleservices  can  be  divided  into  three  categories:-
Services offered  by  the  network 
Services  offered  via  the  terminal,  but  with  network  support 
.. 
Services  which  are  offered  by  the  terminals  without  network 
support. 
An  example  of  the  first category·might  be  re-routing on  busy or ring 
back · when  free.  The  second  category  would  include  a  voice  to  data 
"swap"  during  a  call,  with  network  transmission  path  adjustment. 
The  third  category  would  include  simple  end  to  end  facsimile 
transmission.  (Note  that  we  are  not  considering Value  Added  Network . 
Services  at  this  point,  since  they  are  essentially conducted  over  a 
call connection  between  a  user  and  a  service  provider,  in which  the 
connection  itself  can  be  categorised  into  one  of  the  three  classes 
defined above). 
"·~  ....... .. "-1- ~-.....  ---·----
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Since  the  terminal  is so  important  to  subscriber appreciation of  the 
available  communications  services,  a  small  number  of  standardised 
Community-wide  teleservices  ~  should  be  actively  supported,  to 
e~courage customer  take-up  of  ISDN  in  Phase  1.  Since  the  timescale 
foreseen  is  1988  to  1993,  the  services  must  be  a'ble  to  be  carried by 
means  already  standardised  by  CCITT,  or  capable  of  early  agreement 
within  CEPT.  In particular,  Phase  1  teleservices should not' require 
international  use  of  CCITT  No  7  Integrated  Services .  User  Part 
(ISUP),  which  will  not  be  standardised  in  time  for  the  Common  Plan 
definit ion in 1986. 
Action  Point 8 
~----- ---- --, 
1 To  encourage subscriber take-up of ISDN  in Phase 1,  the Co.-unity 
1  should agree to standardise a  saall but useful set of eo.aunity 
I teleservices for Phase 1, which should: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
use only 64  kbit/s transparent circuit switched bearer service 
be  terminal-based,  without  dependance on network support, other 
than  the use of the D  channel for control of connections. 
be  addressable internationally using CCITT  No  7  Telephone User 
Part  (TOP)  only. 
Action Point  9 
r--------
1 Subscribers should also be able to use  nonstanda~dis~d~ but 
1 approved,  compatible terainals which are' ~uttabi~ '~~··tor'\ ~~tic~la .r . ,)  : 
I 
I 
purposes,  have  t:erainal-based facilit:iesr :and 
cate over  64 .'. kbtt:/a : )) ~  ear:e1r., 
' .. 1 · suppor.t •..  '·'  .,  : .-. 
· L__~- ·-~-~·~~~~~~~~~ 
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these  services  can  just  as  well  be  carried  on  existing  networks,· 
such  as  the  analogue  PSTN,  or dedicated data networks,  in Phase  1. 
Action  Point  10 
r--·  I 
I We  propose  the  following four  ·eo--unity teleservices·:- j 
I  I 
I  Digital voice  I 
I  64  kbit/s text  (based on teletex reca..endations)  1 
I  64  kbit/s facsiaile  (based on  Group  4  reca..endations)  j 
1 - 64  kbit/s aixed aode text and fax  (based on teletex aixed aode).  1 
L_  _J 
7 .3  Terminals 
The  introduction  of  the  standardised  teleservices  offers  the 
possibility  of  introducing  terminals  - we  call  these  "Community 
Terrilinals"  - which  could  be  sold  by  manufacturers  throughout  the 
whole.  Community.  It  would  also  be  an  important  contribution  to 
stimulating  'the  Community-wide  market 
equipment~  and  indirectly for  services. 
for  telecommunications 
Standardisation  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  the  Community 
Terminals  themselves  must  be  uniform,  but  that  the  communication 
parameters  of  layers  Bl  to  B7  must  be  standardised,  together  with 
the  use  of  the  S-interface  passive  bus,  including  power  feeding 
arrangements.  (see  figure  7),  and  D  channel  protocol  for  call 
connection  (see Action  Point  16). 
Action Point  11 
•  -'4,  •• 
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Teraioals to. utilise the ec-wnty teleservtcea should be'.developed 
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Action  Point- 12 
r------=-- - - ---------------------·- --, 
1  All Co.aunity Teraioals should use  the CCITT  user-aetvorlt 
1 S-interface and  be capable of S-passive bus operation.  This will 
I ensure a  substantial aarltet  for S-interface devices and justify the 
I inveat8ent needed  in developing  s~interface integrated circuits. 
I 
I 
I 
I  L_  _____  _  ____________  J 
Within  the  Community,  several  digital  telephones  are  already  being 
specified  or  developed  for  field  trials  by  different ·  Network 
Operators.  As  explained  in  Chapter  3,  differences  in  pre-existing 
PSTN  transmi~sion plans  could  c~use the digital phone  specifications 
to differ sufficiently that  they are  not  directly compatible  between 
networks.  The  introduction  of  a  digital  voice  terminal  Community-
wide  offers  an  opportunity .for  harmonisation. 
Action Point  13 
The  CO..uoity Digital Voice Teraioal characteristics should be 
defined as part of a  har.onised transaission plan -for Europe.  so 
that the voice teratoal can be coapatible With any of the ec-untty 
networks. 
As  pointed  out  in · Chapter  3,  the  CCITT  definitions·  of  telematic 
services  were  originated for earlier networks  with  lower  speeds,  and 
are  not  specifically valid  for  64  kbit/s transmission.  However,, th~ 
extension  of  the  definitions  to  64  kbit/s  operation .  is  quite 
straightforward. 
More  difficulty  may  be  experienced .in  selecting  from  the  range  .of 
possible  options within  the  definitions,  to  achieve  a  .service which 
is  useful  for  customers, . yet;_ ·sufficiently simple  to 
.  ~  ~ ·  - .  . -.  .  ' 
to  be  produced, in volUm~ = 'fo~  Pha~~ :C 
''  .  .·,. .  .  ·- ·,:  ·-- ".}'.  . .\:>\:~  . .  >}~:);:,_· . 
• ·,  .  .!:  ~:' .- . . .  ~  •. 
;  .!:  ,,f'J:~~~~it~~tf~'::~f;!\}  i ,\i•·. r  :,  [J.!o; \ 
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Action Point  14 
-~ 
The  eo.aunity  T~r.inals for  text.  fax and  aixed-8ode should  ·be  j 
defined by extension of existing teletex and  Group  4  facsialle  I 
reca..endationa  to allow operation at  the  new  speed of 64  kbit/s,  I 
and  by selection of a  single aet of features  and  characteristics  1 
vbicb allova staple but effective co ..  unications for  Phase 1.  I 
~------------------------------------~-----------------_j 
The  use  of  non-standardised  terminals  directly  or  via  terminal 
adaptors  is ~iscussed in a  later section. 
7.4  Addressing 
It  is  a  characteristic  of  the . S-passive  bus  that  a  number  of 
terminals  of  the  same  or ·of different services can  be  connecte.d•  In 
a  fully-developed  ISDN,  there are elegant methods  of differentiating 
between  the  different  possible  services.by  use  of  ser~ice compati-
bility indicators ·within  the  D  channeL connection set · up  protocols, 
or  possibly  by  use  of  the  subaddressing  capability of  the  protocol, 
or  even  by  means  of  user-to-user  communications  via  the  D-channel 
protocol  prior  to  establi~hing the  B-channel  connection.  Figure  8 
shows  some  of  the  subtleties  of  identifying  devices  by  ISDN 
numbering  when  the  full  rarige  of  ISDN  support  features  is available. 
However,  for  an  early introduction of Phase  1  in the  Common  Plan,  it 
will  not  be  possible  to  rely_  on  the  full  elegance of  later ·phases. 
Rather,  it is 
be  compatible 
· l_ ater . on,  but 
CCITT  No  7 
the analogue 
·)  ;. 
necessary _to use. a . simple  addressing method  which  can 
~  - ~- '  { 
with  'the  lntroduction  of .more  sophisti~ated ~·-illethods 
whi<:h'  ~c~ri :  ~~\i~;iemented  ~ through .  simpl~  ve~ ·sions  of 
- · ·- /' 
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If it  is  necessary  to  use  manual  operation  at  the  ISDN  passive 
bus  to  distinguish  between  voice  and  data  calls  from  the  PSTN, 
there  will  be  several  negative  factors  holding  back  Phase  1  ISDN 
growth: 
Communications  between  PSTN  and  ISDN  will  tend  to  be  limited 
to voice  calls only, 
Automatic  working  between  terminals  will  be  restricted  to 
connections with  ISDN  terminals at both ends, 
The  chance  for  ISDN  to  interwork with,  or  replace,  the  telex 
or teletex networks  will  be  much  reduced. 
Action Point  15 
Autoaatic discriaination between different terainal types 
connected  to an  S-passive bus is necessary for efficient traffic 
handling and  unattended operation.  In Phase 1,  this discriaina-
tion should not  be  based on cO.patibility indicators within the 
D-ebannel protocols.  or on subaddressing,  because this vould 
involve international working .ethods .vbich are not yet 
standardised. 
The  eo..unity aight try to achieve rapid agreement  on CCITT  No  7 
ISUP  signalling; alternatively,  suitable discrialnation can be 
achieved using the destination address. 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
_j 
We  propose ·  that  a  common  method  ·of  addressin~  terminals  be 
adopted  for  Phase  1  throughout  the  Community.  This  method . is 
amongst  those already discussed  and  under  consideration by  CEPT. 
l'  ;. :.·.  - ~  ...  ~.:  _;_·, ..  <.·  ·  Action Point  16J ·  ..  '".:;':;:(-'~  .. /\· ··"  ..  :  ·:.'_.,.:  ..  ·. \·-''· · ·· ~<·::  t. ~ 
~~~~lfili~'~fflJ; :  ·-~ ~i~~i~ii~itk  .  .  .  '  -~~;?~~;;;Jiif/,f;~;~;;i):~ -~;~;} ,J'' :i1l1;,~J-i 
·''  · ·:,· · .=·::.~·:.·. · ; .. ,  .. ·,:.  I  , ..:. t ~'. Tile ISDt(~~~.:l~~e ~/s '.ti ,~~~~~f~eci : by : · th~ ·  ~ec:an~las _t '  digit of  I·  : ·~ ·  _., ·  ; 
' ,  I  . the  ~~~  .. ~.;~~e~i~~ - ll~~ ·~:;·· ·  :·  . . "· ' · · ·  ·.  ·  · ·  · ·  ·1  t: 
1  Selection· between  t~rainal types on the  s~pas•ive bua is  I 
I  identified by  the last digit of the IsDR  •ubeeriber ·nuaber. ·  I I 
I 
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The  last dlglt vlll be  signalled  forward  to the passive bua  1 
within the D-cbannel  protoco!.  (this is st.ilar to the aethod I 
I  of working for DDI-PABXs).  I 
L_  __________ _  ----- -- --------------- _j 
This  technique  is  simple,  and,  being  part  of  the  national 
numbering  plan,  it is  under  the  control  of  the  network carriers. 
It also  provides  a  method  for  customers  connected  to  the existing 
PSTN  to  select  the  correct  termina~  type  for  co11111unication,  even 
where  there are  several  terminal  types  on  a  passive  bus. 
As  mentioned  earlier  in  this  Chapter,  this  method  imposes  some 
pressure  on  the  national  numbering  plan,  hut  the  effect  should 
not  be  severe  because: 
the  number  of  ISDN  subscribers will  be  low initially 
numbering  plans  are  already  intended  to  increase  from  12 
digits nationally  (CCITT  E.163)  to 15  digits  (CCITT  E-164), 
remote  'access  and  overlay  working  will  in  any  event  require 
continual  monitoring  of  the  numbering  plan,  and  special 
treatment  of  ISDN  subscribers,  throughout  Phase  1. 
The  addressing . method  only  allows  ·differentiation  of  terminal 
types,  rather  than  individual  terminals. 
felt  to  be  a  disadvantage  because: 
However,  this  ls  not 
for  tel~phones,  with  the  greatest  chance  of  several.  similar 
terminals  being  used  on  the  passive  bus,  the  subscriber 
himself  can  determine  -with  which  terminal  he  will  .answer 
incoming  calls  (and  the·  Community  Voice· Terminal · specifica-· 
tion must  allow  for ' this kind of operation) 
for .·  other  terminal  types  it  is_ less  llke~Y.  that  several · . 
teriiai~al~ ;·~ill -- b~ - u~ed .  ~~  .. tne\ ~sst~e - bus;·{i, b'~~:.:.-iri .: this'·. _ event':,  _·. 
_:·  '\;,·~:~-:~1';·~:~~~~~;~; \.:}:).J, i'"' .;  .\:--._  •  .:. •  -~ - ·· •  ·:  _:  .,;,:  .. .  L ·::·  ·  ;·.·;1;,; ·.  :l7~···,:~~-~i":~:  . ~~·:i~  ..  :,.~~~.r -::fj·!f7iS;~r:;.}~>;f; ;  :·/~{·.· ·.:_ .::;  ;.- - ~(  i~ ·; __  <: ·,.. 
. BJl' 'j iutomatic  _·~priority :' order  .'.'Qf  ;··an~ting - !ica[{ '. :< l)e;f.>eqU:ipped.:· in\:  .. 
....  ~ :;~~k~~~ :-t;;r\~,.~,;:%f;i:~J;;!~·;:,fi'J;in~:,f,t~:iif~:~i;>(t,,~t;,, ·· ·· 
a  d1ange' from' one  serVice  to  ~mother after the  set-up of  the 
B-channel  con~ection is  still  possible; by  llleans  of 1.0-band 
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signalling  from  end  to  end,  or  by  verbal  or  in-band  textual 
agreement. 
no·  restriction  is  placed  on  the  simultaneous  use  of 
B-channels,  and  multifunctional  terminals  can  be  implemented 
either as  a  single  device  address  with  in-band  change  of  the 
service  used,  or as  a ·dual-port  device with different address 
digits. 
Action Point  7 
r--- I  I We  propose  the  following standardised addressing,  Comaunity-vide:  I 
Last digit 
0 
1 
2 
· 3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
L._  __  _ 
eo ..  untty digital voice terainal 
C~ity text  terainal (64 kbit/s) 
Co:  unity fax  or  aixed .ode teraioal  (64  kbit/s) 
Spare for future ec-.unity Tend.oals 
- s  r e  for  future C'-unity Terainals 
Spare for national allocation. 
Spare for national allocation 
Analogue Terminal Adaptor 
X21  Terminal Adaptor  (64 kbit/s and 2.4 kbit/s) 
Unspecified Teraioal (using transparent 64 kbit/s) 
--
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  ., 
I 
Publication  of  the  ISDN  subscribers  number ·in  a  directory  will.,-
obviously  be  required,  either  in  a:  sep~rate  ISDN  . dire~tory,  or 
more  probably  as  part.  of  the ·.  PSTN ·  directory,  at  the  Netw~rk 
Operators  choice.  · In ··either  situation; :· tlie ·publication  of  the ·,. 
full  list  of  - ISDN  numbers.  subscriber .· 
behind  a 
.. , '  -.  .  '.  ':'(,~ · :~';.-"~:!.~,.',_:r,.:i.;,_;~~:  ~ti  .\  :,  '-;  -.  ·.' .. ·  :~~ - >:.::  ~- ..  --~ - • .  :,  : '.,·  .. 
PABX,"  ,."where · · ndividual  'extensions. can ·be . identified 
('·- ···;·:d·,: .- .~- - ;  '•1- - ~··1·  ·:~-- ,,  ·  .•  •  · -l~ 
Figure  9  shows  the ,  n~mbering  allocation  .more  .  .' visually  at  any 
.. :·  :·· 
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It will  be  of  vital  importance  for  the  success  of  Phase  1  of  the 
Common  Plan,  that  the  popuiation  of  terminals  with  which  inter-
communication  can  take  place  shall  be  as  great  as  possible, 
including  existing  terminals  used  on  the  PSTN  or  on  dedicated 
data networks.  Chapter  3  has  shown  the  wide· variety of  arrange-
ments  for  dedicated  data networks,  and  there is no  possibility of 
standardising  the  interworking  arrangements  Community-wide 
lnterworking  between  tSDN  and  dedicated  data  networks  must  be  a 
national or bilateral decision of  Network  Operators. 
However,  it is  possible  to  standardise  a  method  of  operation  for 
interworking with  the  PSTN,  or for  using existing analogue  or  X21 
terminals  on  an  S-passive  bus •. 
Action  Point  18 
..-----·  -- -----·------------------'-- ------------, 
The  use of tenrlnal adaptors during Phase  1  will increase the 
value of the network for custa.ers vbo  already have significant· 
invest.ents in existing tenrlnals.  Although these tenrlnals will 
generally not utilise fully the speed of 64  kbit/s,  tbey,can 
continue  to be used on an S-passive bus in parallel with 
Comaunity Tenainals. 
,__ ___ -.. ..  ---- - ------
The  l>enefits  to  the  customer of  thls approach will arise from: 
extended  use  of  existing · high-cost.  terminals . provided  for 
PSTN 
·,  ~·. 
.....  ...  .'' 
;'  ~  ;' .  ' 
The  use  of  terminal · adaptors  for  co'llllliunicatiori  with·  PSTN  is 
chosen  in  preference  to  a  centralised. interworking method  within 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
.  }  '.-;,-1 
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the  network.  A centralised  sotution  would  be  difficult  to  agree 
internationally,  and  would  involve  infrastructure  to  be  provided 
in  Phase  1  which  would  become  obsolete  when  only  ISDN  terminals 
are  used.  In  contrast,  terml.nal  adaptors  will  be  introduced  or 
phased  out  individually in  response  to  particular cusiomer  needs. 
Two  terminal adaptors are  proposed  for  Community-wide  support,  to 
enable  already-standardised  interfaces,  particularly  for  X2l 
terminals  and  for  Groups  2  and  3  facsimile  modems,  to  be  used  on 
ISDN.  The  adaptors  can  be  uniform  physical  devices  for  use  in 
all Member  States. 
Action Point  19 
~-- --- ---------- -------------, 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The eo-unity should initiate the develop~ent of an Analogue 
Terainal Adaptor coaprising a  PCM  codec,  together with D-cbannel 
signalling arrange.ents for the S-passive bus  interfac~.  This 
will allow an analogue  ~dea, or a  terainal with in-built ~e. 
such as a  facsiaile terainal,  to ca.aunicate with another at.ilar 
device, either on  the  ISDR,  or on the aaalogue  PSTN.  The 
analogue TA  will be addressed by the last digit: of the ISDR 
I mJaber,  in Phase  1 • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  L_  _______  _ 
- -------------__  __J 
The  internationally standardised  X21  interfaces are classified by 
speed  classes  (CCITT  x.l).  The  most  commonly  used  class  within 
the  Community  today  is class  4,  namely  2.4  kbit/s.  This is used 
in _ some  countries also for  teletex via a  CSDN. 
The  speed of,64  kbit/s (class  30)  is not  much  in use  today,  being 
found  mainly  on  point  to ..  point  connections,  -but  it  can  be 
expected -to become  a ··valuable .general  purpose -interface for . ISDN. 
structure  used  enables  the .data rate to :be  easilydetermined,so 
:-- .- .~ i  · ~ 
• 
·.  \ : 
·.\ 
' ,· ._  .~ 
., 
\ 
'  I  ·_  ~  ,'Jo 
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that  the  adapter  can  automatically  accommodate  to  etther  of  Lhl' 
two  speeds  and  handle  incoming  calls  correctly.  Use  of  the 
standardised  rate  adaption  format  should  simplify  interworking 
arrangements  with national  CSDN's. 
A Community-wide  agreement  is required  to  extend  the  speed  of X21 
working  to  64  kbit/s,  particularly  regarding  the  method  of 
disconnection,  which  cannot  be  signalled  in-band  at  this  speed, 
and  must  be  handled at a  higher level,  or via  the - ~channel. 
- Action Point  20 
.------ --··-------------- -------. -- l 
1 
I 
I 
I 
The  Co.-unity should initiate the  develo~nt of an 121  Terainal 
Adaptor which  provides »-channel signalling arrang~nts for X21 
ter.inals operating at 64  kbit/s, and also provides autoaatic 
rate adaption at 2.4 kbit/s,  using the foraat  reco~~~~ 
I CCI'rT. 
I  --C.--------- -----------------------------
No  terminal  adaptor  is ·  proposed  to  fnterface  directly  with 
v-series  terminals.  This  is  because  there  is  no  agreed 
adaption  method  directly  between  the  V-24-type  Signalling  levels 
and  the  64  kbit/s data stream.  Such  termina~s normally work over 
the  PSTN  via  modems,  which  may  be  connected - ~o the  analogue  TA 
already proposed.  The  analogue  TA  also  provides  a  more  universal 
.  .  .  ··....  . 
solution.  catering  for  different modulation· schemes  which  may  be -
.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
used  in various national  networks,  whereas  a  directly interfacing 
.  .  .  · ;  . .  ·  .·  .·  .  .  .  '  ' 
adaptor.  would  effectively  .contain  a . "pseudo-modem" . which  would 
'  -·  ' cause  _ regula,tpry·  pro~~em~ - ~  .:_'_~s  ·_ well -as  _- compa,tibility .  app~~~al 
problems  wit~iri  ;_  ea~h . network. ·  Another 'factor. is ;;the  trend, _· in 
"  '  . ;  ~  . 
adaptor is _  not  pos~d ' wlth 'in · .·:ph~~~ --- .i -~'"''·. This  Is  b~~~~se of. the. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,_  , ... 
variet y  of  metti~d~':- iO:~oived :  in 'different  network~  for  handling  -
- .  r'. 
.  ,··.  1  .•  -.-·. 
. \"  ,; 
',;  :. o:;,y:i;,'ri'~( :,:::~t'.{:r~? ·  -_. 
!':il~:~:;yft.iJ \;'·. -
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pnrkrtlsed  traffic, with  varlous  degrees  of  Integration scenarios 
proposed  over  B or  D-channels.  No  doubt  the  arrangements· · -.for  X25 
traffic  can  be  clarified  and  implemented  with  some  uniformity  in 
Phase  2,  but  for  Phase  1  of  ISDN,  we  believe  the  handling  of 
packetised  traffic  must  be  for  i-ndividual  or  bilateral  arrange-
ments  by  the  Network Operators. 
Action Point  21 
r----------- -- -------------, 
1 No  terainal adaptor is proposed for v-aeries or I25 interfaces.  1 
I The  foxwer  can wie a  .-.odea plus the analogue TA.  whilst the  I 
I  arraoge~~ents for handling X25  tenrl.uals and  for intervortiog with  1· 
I dedicated data  ~tvorlts using packet switching aust reuin a  I 
I national or bilateral ..  tter for Pbase  1  of the ec-»n Plan.  I· 
L__ -________  ._. ____________ __________ _  _: ____  ,_ ____  ·-- ~-~ 
Terminals  or  other  communicating  devices  which  are  addressed  by 
last  digit  '9'  in  the  Phase  1  numbering  plan  are  "Unspecified 
Devices"~  This  allows  the ·flexibility  for  establishing  closed 
groups  of  users  employing  compatible  but  non-standardised 
devices, ' such  as  communicatio!ls  proc·essors, ··encryption devices. or 
.  .  \ 
proprietary  terminals.  These  <lev ices  must  be  able  :to  use  the 
Phase  1  ISDN  in  the  same  manner  ·as  .the  Community  Terminals, 
namely  by  correct_  .D-channel  interfacing  for  call  control,'  ·with 
transparent  use  of  the 'B_,.c·hanne1. 
Action Point  22 
,--- -- -:-----~- - ;." " · ~ -- .  '  ---------- --~ 
I .The  C~ity  '~~d  llhlpPort ·coainection_  :to ':the' ·:Ptuuie  ~1 - ·ISDN  of -.. ·  I 
1 ·unspecified  De~icee~ - approved· for use in  . .leetiog particUlar ·  .. - ·1 
I c~to~M!r  ·requir~n~'~ '  '::~~~tfied  'Devices~  ~Y  ·include ~y - -.• - ·:J:·_ 
1 tenrl.oal -or  tenrl.~l" ~a~~~~~r  :~~~h- .is ~able : to  ln:t~ri.ork di~tli  ·-
1j 
I  .  ·  ·:  . ,>  ,:<:'· .. : v~ ::~.  · Tt ''~a  ·.  ~r·~  · ·  ··· 
·: ..  ··.  .  .•  ~' . 
.  ~' •  I  .. ' 
•· · 
·- ~-
'  .  ~- . 
-~  ~  •·. 
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Basic Access 
Basic  access  for  ISDN  !:efers  to  the  provis.ion  of  a  local  loop 
transmission system,  able  to connect  the  user-network S-interface 
into the  ISDN  exchange  or  remote  connection point. 
Action Point 23 
..- -----..,.., 
I 
I 
I 
In each country,  the network teraination for basic access,  NTl, 
should offer the S-interface passive bus reca..ended by CCITT, 
with transparent circuit switching of  two 64  kbit/s B  channels 
I and signalling via a  16  kbit/s D channel. 
I 
I 
I 
I  L_  ___ _  ___  __j 
Chapter  3  has  shown  that  there  are  several  different  local  loop 
transmission  systems  under  development.  These·  have  arisen 
because of  the different electrical characteristics of  local area 
telephone  distribution practices  used  in diffe-rent  networks,  and 
because  of  different  requir~ments  for -the  d~gree of  penetration 
of  the  local  loop  plant  by  Network  Operators.  Nevertheless, 
Chapter. 8  will  show  that  the  Community  can  only  afford  two  local 
loop  transmission  system  developments  for  economic  effectiveness 
in  i~tegrated circuit  manufacture.  Some  effort  must  be  made  to 
reduce  the  number  of  developments  in progress. 
Action -Point  24 
r-.  --:- ~-.:....----~------.--·--·-.  --_ ----- -------:-- ·  -~-----------, 
1 Although tt does not  seem practicable to achieve a  single  1 
_, : I ·u-i~terface• st~rd, · ·_the eo-unity should try concertedl,- to  ) 
1  reat~t~t  ·the  ~-t.er of  ·dif~erent lfTt  types by agreeing to develop  1 
I ~  ~e  _.only_  a  _fe~ .  _traa~~~~Ol!- sys~e.s on the local  loop~  , ____ ,,,  1 
~ ; il~  -~ ,·  -~" "'';&  2L "-:;,Ji£i~~).j it~:}i:0::!Jj~~;~~~,;.~f :\;'  : ~~t;/ 
~~·.:.The .·  i  eme  · ~. of,'·:t:he >.;tocal/;1oop  :.  transmi~sion  ·'system  ··at· ·:. the 
;)i~ri~  ·.,: ~~~t1A t~li!• ,, ~:~~···j~f.\·~~'~:~~#t;{[~7{i]~\.:·~;A~:ii{~ ~'i~i~t~~i ~~~  ~t :  :_: ·ex~~~~g~  ·~ ·  · 
~  ~~;.;./·~~:t;  . .  't~~~¥~;~~(,  ~t:.~tj ,~~- ~  _  ....  ~~~~1 ~;~~1r : ·~ ~;··:f~<~  ..  ::~.~\t-~:~~ ~::~-A~-1;:  ...  ~.-1:~:-:i ·,,~,~ .~ ~ ·~. · · :-~·" · "~!  ~ 
> -:-- s~itching ·•xequ  p"ent ·· used ::·w:ithin .~ the  Community.' .  Ten · different 
•  -- •  ·:~ :~ '::~<<~·~) ;·-,:~.!" ; . '_  ..  :" :: >  ,·,.:<• <::~ ~ r:•; :·.:;l :,'f~ '  ~ . (~  ..  :·:~- '  :  •,  .<  ....  •'  '·._  •  ',  ;.  I 
digital  switching_··· systems' ·.  are.·· identified·  in· . Chapter  2.  Any 
•  !  . .  .  :  ~- ...  '.  ·- ,-1  •  ·.'  • .  ("  ' _  '  ... /.,,  '  •  •  •  '  ,. 
attempt  . t~··.'~t~ndardise  · ·o~ 'a  U~ interface wpl·result in different 
. .· 
implications  for· the different suppliers,  ~ince in most  cases  the ' ~  ~/  ~ >  .~ 
t  :· ,1~  ... : { 
..  { .. 
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lor:al  loop  transmission  system  is  included  physically on  the  line 
circuit  cards  of  t"he  exchange.  This . means  that  -changes  in 
implementation,  for  example  the  adoption  of  a  "Community"  set  of 
lntegrated  circuits  for  the  local  loop,  may  impact  on  supply 
-
voltages,  electrical  interference,  and  other  fundamental  aspects-
of  the  exchange  equipment  practice and  basic  technology. 
Statement  78 
r-------- ---------------- _ ~ 
1 
I 
I 
A  reduction in the nuaber of switching systetas used within the 
Community would  be desirable  (and aay be econoaically 
inevitable)~ but it is unrealistic to expect that this vill 
I 
I -
I 
1  happen tor Phase  1  of  the to-on Plan.  ,  I 
L___ --- --------------------- _::. ______  ~__, 
Because  of  the  different  switching- systems  involved,  and  the 
aspects  of  line  maintenance,  which  require  an  isolat~on  point 
between  the  local  loop · and  the  terminal  at  the  subscribers 
\ 
premises,  the  NTl  should  remain  the  responsibility of  the  Network 
Operator.  The _  separation  between  NTl  and  NT2  is  a  vital factor 
in  creating  a  market  for  terminals  which  can  -be . used  in  all 
Community  countries.  it  is  necessary  to  give  this  support  to · 
.  .  .  I 
terminal  suppliers during Phase  1  to allow terminal innovation so 
that  the  take  up  of  _ ISDN  will  be  successful.  There  may  be  some 
scope  for  Network  Opera:tors  to  provide  ter- minals  with  integral 
I 
NTl  functions  during  Phase  2,  if this  is  allowed  by  regulatory 
conditions  in their countries at that  time,  but  they must  refrain 
from  this  offering  during  Ph~se  ·  1  or · else 
terminal market  will ·never •naterialise. 
Action-Point 25 ·  .. .  ~ . - •f: 
;.·. 
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The  nu,mber  of  basic  accesses  to  be  used  within  the  Community  is 
yet  to  be  defined,  but  if the  view  of  ISDN  as  a  Status  I  network 
with  eventual  penetration  to  all  hou~eholds  is  accepted,  it 
follows  that  the  number  of  basic  . acce~s channels  will  ultimately 
exceed  the  number  of  primary  rate  access  channels  by  a  factor.  of 
at  least  10.  For  Phas·e  1,  bearing  in  mind  the  potential 
usefulness  of  ISDN  to  small  businesses  which  do  not  require  a 
sophisticated  LAN  or  PBX,  it  may  be  appropriate  to  assume  for 
planning  purposes  an  equal  number  of  B  channels  provided  via 
basic  or  primary  rate · access.  This  may  be  influenced  in  some 
networks.  by  the  degree  of  remot~  concentrator  or  multiplexor 
use. 
Action Point 26  ' 
.-------------------,---- -r 
i·The  ea.-unity should investigate the possible  develo~nt of a  I 
I re.ote access equi.,.ent• ,mich could be used eo-unity-vide, to  ·I 
I provide a -nuaber  ~f b&sic'accesses ·to  1~1  loops, -concentrated  j 
I  or ~tiplexed onto a  priaary rate systa. to the ISDR·exchange.  1 
I (the basic accesses would  use  the  Co~unity U-interface and  local· I 
1 loop transaission. systea if th:i.s  can be achieved)  1 
L_  _______ _ .,;. _ __  .--'-----·  _  _:_ ______  . -----·------·--- --- ·~--' 
PABX  Access 
Interface at 
.  T~e  regulat~ry . 
in 
• '  _}._  ·. 
·.- ~ 
.~,  '  .·  .  .  ·.  ' 
:-:- . . • 
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I· 
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Statement  79 
r---------------------·---- . --------- -... -------------I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Despite  the lack of direct regulatory influence on  the internal 
solutions at PABXs  (or LANs  vith access to_ISDR),  s~rong support 
by the CO..unity for  the S-interface passive bus  and  for the 
eo-unity Terainals and  teleservices vill influence industrial 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I develop~~ents.  .  I  L_  ___  _ 
--·------------------ - -----____  ___J 
The  success  of  ISDN  Phase  1  depends  on  the  Community  Terminals 
and  teleservices  being  used  by  PBX  customers  as  well  as  basic 
access  customers,  and  this means  that  the  S-paasive  bus  should  be · 
available also  behind  a  PABX. ·  A  true  ISDN-PAB~ should  be  able  to 
provide  the  S-interface at  any  or all extensions.  This  does  not 
mean  that  the  local  loop  transmission  system has  to  be  used - the 
PABX  (or  LAN)  can  use  any  appropriate  technique  to  provide 
internal  transmission  but  . the- interface  ·presented  at  the 
extenslon should  conform  to  Co~unity S-interface  standards~ 
Action Point  27 
,------- -;-- . --~- .  -, 
1 The 
I the 
eo-unity should influence PABX  (or LAR.)  suppliers to offer 
capability of anS-interface passive bus at extension lines,  , 
I vith full coapliance with eo.aunity standards  (including last 
I digit addressing for discrf,.aination of tenainal types). 
I 
I 
I  .. 
I  L__  __  .... .:.. ____  _ 
-------------------------------~----~__j 
Primary  rate  ac~ess 
Primary  rate  access  is .·  e~pected to  be.  used  .f~t  _the : J~~jor.ity , .'·<lf:~·  ·.  :: ;; ; 
.  ,  .  ' 
PABXs. 
it  ls  expected  that 
remote 
.  .. ·· 
prl~a~y ·  rate 
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Action Point  28 
--.-1 
1 In each country,  the prt.ary rate  acc~ss of 30  B channels of 64  J 
I kbit/s with signalling via a  D channel of 64  kbit/s, should  be 
I offered at the line rate of 2.048 Kbit/s,  and  to CCITT  · 
I reca..endations.  Flexibility of usage of  the channels will be  a 
1  cuata.er requireaent.  .  I 
L__  _____ _ ___ ___________ _ -. __ .  ____ ____ _ --- -. ____ _____ __ ____ _____ _] 
Not  ..  11  PABXs  will  require  30  access  channels,  even  with  mixed 
usage,  .and  therefore  smaller  groupings  of  channels  should  be 
available.  Some  combinations  of  channels  offer  simple 
multiplexing,  in  which  there  is  no  attempt  to  combine  the  D 
channel  signalling,  there  is simply  a  sharing of  the  2.048 Mbit/s 
i ine.  For  example,  three  groups  of  9B  + n  would  occupy  a  total 
of  30  channels;  four  groups  of  6B  +  D  would  occupy  28;  or  five 
groups  of  SB  +  D  would  occupy  30  channels.  If  any  such  schemes 
are  used,  with  non-standard  bit  rates  {the  potential  is  shown  in 
figure  10)  then  the  interface ·  presented  at  the  customer  PABX 
should  still  appear  as  a  30  B  +  D  format  at  2.048  Mbit/s~  but 
with  so111e  channels  unused.  The  tariff  implications  of  small 
channel  groups  are- discUI:;sed  in a  ·tater section of  this  Chapter. 
Action  Point  29 
~---- -- - -------- ----~- - ----· ·-:--------, 
;·'· 
1 
I 
I 
I 
Saaller channel. groups,  such as  9  or lOB+ D should also be · 
available to encourage the takeup of ISDN  at a.aller PABXs  in 
1-. 
I 
I 
Phase 1.  BO...ve~, even 1f  .~standard tranaaission arrange.-ents 
are used to provide  th~se groups,  the interface to the PABX 
should still  :~pPe4r at :,2 ~~8 ~ Mblt/s - aa:  for the 30  B + D 
but 'with 
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There  is  room  for  debate  on  whethe r  th~  NTlp  function  should  be 
combined  with  NT2p,  slnce  some  equiprno~nt  economy  could  result. 
llowever,  current  pr.actice  i !i  f<>r  primary  rate  access  to  a  PABX  to 
be  a  full d'uplex  binary interface at  2.048  Mbit/ s,  r'lther  than at 
a  line  transmission  rate  and  coding  (interface  Up  in  figure  10) 
which  may  he  a  national  option.  Also,  the  ,.,..,  of  the  binary 
interface allows different  line  systems,  such  as  fibre optics,  to 
be  used  ln  future;  allows  comparable  primary  rate  access  to 
private  circuits  or .  inter  computer  llnks;  and  provides  a 
maintenance  separation  point  for  the  Network Operator. 
Action Point  30 
,---- -- ----·------ --------·------·-- - --:------- .. ----------·-.. -- --, 
I The  network teraination for  priaa~y rate access,  NTlp, .ust be  I 
I separate  fro~ the  PABX  {or other NT2p)  at least in Phase 1.  This 1 . 
1 provides easily aaintainable  access~ and aliows.PABX  design to be  1· 
1 ·independant of Network Operator'  a  transllission techniques.  This  I 
I will help to encourage  a  eo ..  unity-vide  aarketpl~ce in PABXs.  I 
I The  NTlp will be  a  national physical equip.ent which is the  ;.  I· 
1 responsibility of  the Network Operator.  I 
L ____  --. ---- ~ --·----.- _____ ___ _  :_ ______  ---------.--------'"--;...  ___ J 
Action  Point  31 
~----- -,-.... ---- :-------------------...  ------ ~ .  '. --.,.--------------1 
I The  Co.aunity could also agree to develop a  c~n  design of .  ·• .··1 
I  s~aall  ISDN-PABX  for use in Phase  1  as a  stand-alone  PABX  for >  ·i :.:,_": 1  ;~ · :. 
I  s11all  custo~rs, o.r 'as a  separate sWitch for' a  specialised  gro~~ -~ /'- 1· '· · 
I  of usen{at a  larg~~)~~X~  ·  The design could have . co..ana~itl~s ;:'·c.:  1 
I ~ith digital .' co.lc~nt:ta't'cir .~ - f~ed 'tor reaote access in_ Pbaa~  , l ;:·<~ :q 
I·  referred  to in  ·A~t;io.iYPoi~i: · ·26)  / '  ·  .  '  ·  <~ :'~•~'~;\' ','  .  .  .  ··· 
L.- ~ --.  - --'-~ ·  ~· 
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- ~' . ·  .. :'  ::). '' .. 
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provlded  by  satelllte,  partlcularly , for  regions  which  are 
isolated  or  have  low  traffic  (see  Chapter  8).  The  use  of 
satellites  for  national  switched  ISDN  circuits  is  best  avoided) 
due  to  the  possibility of  two  such circuits  being  involved  ~n an 
international connection. 
Ultimately,  an  international  broadband  overlay  ne_ twork  is 
envisaged,  possibly  provided  on  fibre  optlc  cable.  This  could 
carry  narrowband  ISDN  channels  for  communication  and  signalling, 
as  well  as  broadband  communications  channels. 
Action Point  32 
,----------- - ----------------- ----------- ---------- -. 
1 The  Ca.aunity should agree.  during the planning of Phase  1  I 
j infrastructure.  to 
!:early as  possible. 
introduce digital interoatiooal circuits as 
but taking into_ accouot  that  they could  fora  I 
I 
1 ·part of  the  proposed. internattoaal broadband overlay network. ·  1 
L_  __ --------------------- - __ ___  :_ ------~-----_j 
In  Phase  1,  the  destination  terminal  type  is  identified  by  its 
address  rather  than by  service protocol indications.  This  avoids 
the  need  to  pass  ·service  compatibility  indications  · forward 
through international signalling. 
However,  s lnce  the  ISDN  numbering  plan  is  integrated  with  the 
PSTN  numbering  plan,  it  is  not  possible  to  tell  from  the 
destination address alone  whether  the  wanted  n1,1mber  is an  ISDN  or 
a  PSTN  terminal.  _ ,. 
,. 
.  •  .  .  ,  •  _ :  .  ·. .  .:  . ~.  ~ .  :. ·;  ...  :_  -~j  ... • •  •  •  • 
· One  .solution  to  -this ,-'problem) -is .· shown  ,-in·.,figure  11.  When  ·an· 
'  .'_'\_  '.'  I,  • ....  _  ..  ~)  ','  -~-.  :':··,· ··  .: · ·'  ,.}: : ·,,·~~- ',_.,  ~  ~  ,,·  ' '  •-; ~  '• 
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If  these  procedures  are  adopted,  it  is  also  possible  to  allow 
analogue  international  traffic  to  overflow  onto  digital 
international  circui  t6  L  f  this ·  should  prove  necessary  or 
expedient.  This  should  only  be  done  if  sufficient  digital. 
capacity  is  available,  as  it  ls  not  permissible  for  digital 
traffic  to  be  blocked  from  using  the digital circuit groups 
Action Point  33 
,--------------- -----~ 
1  A staple strategy for  international routiog can  be  adopted,  based 
I on priority (or exclusive) access 
I circuit groups  froa  ISDN  callers. 
to interoatiooal digital  I 
I 
I 
L_  _____  _  _____  . ____ __ __) 
Tariff Considerations 
Tariff  policies  have  always  been  regarded  in  principle  as 
national  matters,  particularly  where  the  absolute  level  of 
tariffs is concerned,  but  fundamental  matters of  tariff structure 
and  tariffs  for  international  circuits  have  been  ·discussed  more 
openly,  certainly  within  CEPT  working · groups.  The  great 
influence  of  tariffs  on  user  investments  in  terminals,  and  on 
user  acceptance  of  ISDN  generally,  justifies  discussion  and 
action  within  the ·Community  to . harmonise  tariff  structures  for 
ISDN,  not  only  in  the long  t~rm future,  but also  in  Phase  1. · 
Statement 80 
r------ · -- .·:..- . ----:-·:--:-- . -'--- .  . --~-- --~-- . ---:----·----~ 
I With  the  introduction .~£ cost-eff~ctive high capacity  traoa- ·1 
.1 aiaaioO:  systeaa_ ,  the  iaportance  - ~~ dis _tanc~ on the 'cost .of  I 
1 · connection 1s decreasing  tr~doual~~ and  this effect is  I 
I expected ·t:o  continue.·  '•  ..  I 
L__.:__:_~~:_~_.:__  .  -__ J 
~ii!J~;~~4~f~~~; 
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StAtement  HI 
r----------- --- -~ -- --------- -~-- ---------- --- ·----------------·. ., 
I For connections established via transparent 64  kbit/s B channels. 
I the cost of a  connection depends  largely on  the duration of  the 
I connection,  rather than the c~ication  speed or teleservice  I 
I foraats  uaed  by the ter.inals.  I 
L__ __  - --------------·------- -------_:_ _ _  .J 
Based  on  these  facts,  it  should  be  possible  to  reach  Community-
wide  agreement ' on  general  tariff  principles  for  ISDN  single  64 
kblt/s  B  channel  connections.  'It is  not  expected  that  agreement 
could  cover  the  use  of  the D  channel  for  user traffic in addition 
to  signalling,  because  the  proposed  applications  of  the  D  channel 
vary  widely  in the  countries concerned. 
Action Point  34 
,.---------------------------------·--- -- - ----- -- ~ - ---, 
_  I The  general tariff principles for B channel connections should  I 
I be:  I 
I  ~sed on duration of the connection  I 
I  independent of the  type of traffic  I 
1  relatively independant of distance  1 
L_  ___  ------- ------- __j 
The  effect  of  · independence  of  distance  also  applies  to 
connectlons. withln  the existing  PSTN.  A  ge~eral tendancy of  this 
-····".«; 
effect  would  be · to  reduce  the  number  of  tariff  zones  used  within 
- . 
a  country.  However,  this  is not' practicable within  the  PSTN,  as 
a  reduction  in  the  number . of  zones  wo~ld result  eithe~ in higher 
charges •tO  ~ustomers for .certain connections, ·.or  reduced· overall  '·. 
income  for 
' t' ·' 
;,  :~t:t:'·.•d 't·,':; •  _-·  .\1\')··  .t\- . :~-~-i-·.  _-_.  -~  .· 
. ~r  ':'fpe:rformance('/ ·of :.  ISDN 
.  .  .  ...... :  ·' ·  .  ·.,. 
con  nee; t ions,  . the ::: 
;  .':~  \: ·. ~;'#; · _'-.~~::.  ,;~~-;~  :~:_·;  ·{t:  ~-··  •..  :-
automatically  lead ._  to ; ~ ·decrea'se  in charges. 
number. -of  zories ' .need . riot 
· \ 
, . ..  · .. 
·'  ' 
-'  ·;: ·  "~;~i;~{t{sy_ 
'  ·'  ·_:;  .  •'  : ,,: :•t".  :£~i~~~~.:  '/":;·'!;\i?-:B~if!JMf~;[f:X: · I • 
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Action  Point  35 
,--------- -------·----.,-------·-- -- _ __ ..;. _____ _____ ------·---------- - ~ --, 
I Because  voice u&age  will dollioate  the network traffic .in the  I 
I foreseeable  future.  the tariffs for  ISDN  should be related to  I 
1 voice froa the outset.  I 
I  --------- _____________  ___J 
Action Point  36 
~--------------------------------
The  C~ity  should try to achieve a  eo..unity-wide agreement  I 
I 
I 
I 
that  the aaxiaua level of ·B channel tariffs --should  be equivalent 
-, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
to the highest national usage charges  for an analogue voice 
channel for all national connectiooa,  with the exception .of the 
I cheapest existing zone  in the  PS~. ie local calla. 
L_  _______  _  ·---__________  __j 
Action Point  37 
~------------- - -------- -------'---------------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The  eo..Unity should aiso try .to achieve a  eo..unity-wide 
agreeaent  that-tariffs for ·interoatiooal .connectiooa..ahould be 
the saae for all destinations within the eo.iauoity  • . The  inter 
national tariff  r~te should also .be equivalent .. to the ;highest 
:  1· national usage charges for an  . anal~gue  ·.voice ·channel in .a 
I national connection. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  L_  _ _ __________________  _:_ __  __________  _j 
Statement  82 
--- - -----------~ 
The  introduction of '·these: two ·agreeaents  ·:vould lead to -a  zoning 
'.  .  .  .  . ·  (.  .  . 
.  policy for ISDR  B. cbaooela eon8istiog·.of'  ~o:ly two ··&ones: 
.  ;  .  . 
·. -..  ,- '  ':'  •':;;_·;.  ,  ' 
cheapest ·national.; zone;  <ie'·1ocal area; 
..  ,  .  -· .- .. ,·_  . . 
•  .  •  ~  l  '.•_.  )  •  .  .  .  - . ..  ~ ...  ;.,~. :- :- ' 
PSTN,  the  rental•··and  .· in~Jtallation ·  termination 
:  ·,~~ .·  .  -..  ...  . . . 
can  be  higher  ' th~n for.<•.an· analogue  subscriber  -- ~ine, ·because  of 
· .,_. 
·I 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
. ·:-'-·-
..  ·· ... 
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the  high< r  performance  of  .the  ISDN  main  station  ;.u:d  the  higher 
costs of _provision and  equipment. 
Action Point  38 
.--------------------------- -----"----- -------- --------, 
j  For  the sake of uniforaity of approach between the different  .  I 
!_network carriers,  the Ca.aunity should try to achieve Community- I 
1 wide  agre~nt that the  ~nthly rental for an  ISDN  termination  I 
I should have  a  aaxiaa- relationship to the .onthly rental for an 
I analogue line.·  For basic access,  with  two B channels,  this 
I .&xi~  should not be .ore than three to five  ti~s the single 
I line analogue  ~ental.  This  figure aay  not  be  cost-covering in 
I Phase 1,  but should be set with a  view to the long-term situation 
·1 in Phase 2,  when  iaproved  equip~nt costs should  result in· the 
I cost of provision of ISDN  service being coaparable with that of 
I analogue· service.  _  .  .  I 
L_  ________________________ ____  .:_,_ _____________  _j 
Action Point  39  ,- -- -·- -~----------- · --~- - ----------------------,---------,------, 
I Siailarly, 'the co-.unity should  try to agree a  llaxiaua relation- I 
I ship between  the  installation charges. for an ISDN  teraination and  I 
1, an analogue line, even  though  this aaxiaua aay not  be cost- 1 
I covering in Phase 1.  I 
L_  ____ -~---------------- ----------------_________ __j 
" 
In  most  countries  the  rental  charges-- for  an  analogue  subscriber 
line  connected  to ·a  PABX  do  not  differ  from · those  for  a  line 
connected- . to  a  single·_  main  sta~i~n.  With  the  introduction  of 
... ,.  -·· ·  ...  "  . . 
-primary  rate ' access· of  \}P. to'.  30  B  channels  in  one  transm1ssion 
- ~ .- : '· , ·{·_- . :_ ;~(1";j~---( 
,  ,  •.  ~,~f,A.f · ... r 
• ; _ ~ ; ;{ r,f~; ; ;: '>  ..  ·~ !'l ' :0 ;_., ,· ..  ,···<.·  .. ' ·  __  .·,·  • 
.IM!t,lleen:h~le'V'e~~~~-' -~~:O.IIilhautJ,~rf.dle :.~  ~tJ:'4!~11eiot}~a :  .~: .0  r'  :~t~i' ) 
··-1·  pr~i8&rfrate . accea~ · 
I acce~s. ·-This  .~buil ·  should 'not ~be  I 
.Ore than · .ten  tl.~s ·the basic I 
ISDN  basic 
.,  access rental  ~  I 
I  _______ ___  .:: ______  .  ~----- -- ~-------- ------~---------- __ __ I-
1·.· '"'  '• 
':_  ;~~ >i:.~<·\~:.t ,.  ~': ;.  · ,_ 
..  ' 
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As  alrt!ady  pointed  out,  the  ISDN  may  be  of  great  importance  to 
small  and  medium  size  PABXs,  and  for  these users,  the capacity of 
30  B channels  would  be  unnecessarily large.  A smaller offering, 
such  as  10  B  channels,  would  be  suitable  for  such  users,  and 
there is some  evidence  that  the cost  of  provision-of  full  primary 
access ·may  not  exceed  that  of  four or five  basic accesses  in most 
cases. 
Action Point  41 
~-----------.,--------- --------------~ 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I~ order to sti.W.ate bar110ny  in the PABX  -rket place and 
encourage  the use of priaary rate access  for  PABXs  of appropriate 
size,  the ~ity  should try to achieve an agre~nt that the 
.anthly rental charges for ISDN  access with io  B channels 
provided at pri  ..  ry rate does  not  exceed five  ti11es  the .antbly 
rental for basic rate access,  even  though this ..  y  not be cost-
I covering in all _ cases.  _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L .  __________ -- ---·---- . _____  ____j 
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ECONOMIC  CONSIDERATlONS 
The  Effect  of Scale 
The  sizes of  the df.fferent  national  telephony  networks  were  given 
in Chapter l,  and  are  summarised  for  convenience  in Table  8.  It 
can  be  seen  that  the  overall  size  of  the  telephon- y  networks  ,in 
the  Community  totals  to  about  lOOM  subscribers.  Over  the  next 
decade,  this  total  is  expected  to  grow  at  a  rate  of  3  - 5%  per 
annum,  but  switching  equipment  replacement  programmes  are 
expected  to  equal,  or  exceed,  this  rate  of  growth,  making  an 
annual  purchasing  requirement  of  6  - 10%  per  annum.  Countries 
with  an  accelerated  programme  of  introduction  of  digital 
- equipm~nt  will  exceed  this  rate  - for  example,  British  Telecom 
has  announced  ordering  programmes  for  digital  switching  alone  of 
over  10%  per  annum  in 'the  immediate  future. 
The  annual  market  for  telephone  switching  equipment  in  the 
t 
Community  is  thus  roughly  10M  lines,  and  most  countries · have 
plans  for  the  bulk · of  equipment  orders  to  be  for  digital 
equipments . within .·. the.  next  few  years.  For  planning  purposes, 
therefore;  this  study assumes  procurements  of  10M  lines per annum 
of digital equip'!lent  in  the  planning period of 1988-93. 
Statement 83 
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TABLI':  8  Seale of  the  ISDN  Common  Plan 
,---~------ I  ----------
I  I  Number  of  I  Proposed  Anttual 
I  I  PSTN  Main  :I  Average  Rate  of 
I  I Lines('83)  I  ISDN  Introduction(!%) 
I  I (Millions)  I  (Thousands) 
I  I 
B  I  2.8  I  28 
D  I  25.0  I  250 
DK  I  2.5  I  25 
F  I  22.0  I  220 
GB  I  20.0  I  200 
GR  I  3.4  I  34 
I  I  16.5  I  165 
IRL  l  0;6  I  6 
L  I  0.14  I  1 
NL  I  5.6  I  56 
I  I 
I  I  Total  985 
L-~~..,---- _____ j_  ___ 
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Total  ISDN 
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...  · .. 
1993  (5%) 
(Thousands) 
140 
1250 
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1100 
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This  shows  that  the  wlde  liar lety  of  awl tchlng  eq·d  pment  types 
throughout  the  Communitf,  identified  in  Chapter  2,  can  still  be 
supported  economically  at  present,  but  that  there  will  be 
economic  pressures  which  may  edge  out  some  of  the  systems  by 
1993. 
For  ISDN  lines,  however,  firm  plans,  Community-wide  would  total 
only a  few  hundred  thousand  lines  per  annum.  This  study  proposes 
a  Common  Plan  which  would  achieve  5%  ISDN  penetration  over  a 
5-year  period.  At  an  annual  rate  of  1%,  this  would  give  a 
procurement  of  1M  ISDN  lines  per  annum  Community-wide. 
It  is  generally  accepted  in  the  field  of  integrated  circuit 
manufacture  that  a  rate  of  Ut  units  per  annum  can  provide 
significant  economies  of  scale,  which  100,000  units  per  annum 
cannot.  Thus,  if a  unified  specification can  be  achieved,  there 
is  an .opportunity  for  terminal  equipment  ~nufacturers to  obtain 
devices  for  the  S-lnterface  at  prices  wich  reflect  significant 
economies  of  scale. 
It  will  not  be  possible  ~o  forecast  accurately  the  numbers  and 
types  of  terminal  equipments  which will  be  taken up  by  ISDN  users 
during  the  5  year  period.  However,  as  an  indication  of  volumes, 
it  ls · assumed  that  each  ISDN  access  will  require  a  Community· 
Voice  ·Terminal  plus  one  o.ther  Commullity  Terminal  or  Terminal 
Adaptor.  This  assumption strikes a  balance  between  potential use 
of multiple  voice  terminals ·behind  a  PABX  access,  or possible  use 
.  .  ~  . 
of  ISDN  access. exclusively foi:  te~ematics terminal  traffic,• . 
S ta  telilent  84 · 
different.  If; the  procurement  rate  of  1M  ISDN  lines  is  split 
between  say  10  different  s~itching  systems,·  then  none  of  the 
·. 
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systems  will  be  able  to  obtain  integrated  circuits  for  the  line 
Lnterface  at  prices  which  are  economic  in  world-market  tet'llls. 
Even  if  manufacturers  could  agree  to  use  a  common  set  of  IC's, 
there  could  be  no  economies  of  scale  whilst  each  country  uses 
IC's  tailored  to  lts  own  particular  local  loop  transmission 
system. 
Statement 85 
~-------- -.------------ ------- -----, 
1 
I 
I 
To  obtain econoaies of scale in switching equl,-ent for  ISDN 
lines in the introduction phase.  the Ca..unity cannot afford 80re 
than  two  local loop  trans~ssion systeas._vhlch preferably should 
I 
I 
I 
I be  adopted  by all count des and all suppliers.  I 
L__  -- ---------------------------------------------------_  _j 
Despite  all  the  technical  discussions  which  elaborate  on  the 
differences  between  rival  transmission  systems  and  their · 
applicable  areas  of  coverage  in  different  countries,  there  must 
be  enough  commonality  in  the  local  area  distribution  techniques 
currently  used  for  a  common  solution  to  be  devised :  which  is 
appllcable  over  a  very  large  part  of  the  Community. 
systems  devised  could _perhaps  be: 
The  two 
1)  an  echo-cancelling  solution,  adaptable  to  a  wide  variety  of 
local  loop characteristics  throughout  the  Community 
2)  a  very  low  cost · system  for  short  local  loops,  (which  might 
also  be  applicable behind  a  PABX) 
'  Economies  of  scale  in  the  loca~  loop  transmission  system  would 
benefit  NTl . costs,  and help · towards  NTl  commonality;  as  well  as· 
benefitting the  switching equipment  costs  • 
. . 
lines,  trunk  excban~s  to  vary  . 
: ' 
·• .·  . !  , ,, ,  r~ ~  .•  ";."-:,:. 
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accordlnr,  to  the  network  topology  involved.  the  additional costs 
of  network  maintenance  equipment  and  centres will  vary  accorrll.ng 
-
to  national  practice.  Signalling  systems  used  will  also 
influence  the  switching  equipment.  For  a 11  these  reasons,  it 
must  be  recognised  that  any  analysis  based  on  cost  per  line must 
be  subject  to  significant  variations  in  different  network 
applications. 
Nevertheless,  in order  to  estimate  Community-wide  infrastructure 
costs  some  approximations  must  be  made. 
Statement  86 
, ------------ ------------------------ _  -----------------, 
I This study ass~s an average price of digital switching  I 
I equi~nt providing conventional  telephony services to analogue  I 
I subscriber; lines as  300  ECU' s  per line• uninstalled.  To allow  I 
I for installation and  a  share of other network costs,  an installed I 
I figure  of  600  ECU' s  per line is ass~d.  I 
L_  _ _ ---- -- ---- ------------__ ___ _____________ ___ ________________  _j 
Enhancements  to  this  equipment  are  required  to  cater  for  ISDN 
working. - A  recent  paper  by  British  Telecom  indicated  that 
. enhancements  to System  X  to allow ISDN  operation were  required  in 
the  Digi.tal  Subscribers  Line  Unit,  Multiplexer  and  Line 
Controllers  of  the  Digital  Subscribers  Switching  Subsystem, 
together  with  Remote  Multiplexor  deve.lopments  and  changes  in  the 
2  Mbit/  s  Line  Module  ~nd Module  Controller,  as  well  as  software 
changes  in  the areas of  the Maintenance. Control Subsystem and  the 
Call  Processing  Subsystem.  'It _ is  clear  that the - development 
costs  involved in introducing  ~SDN wor~ing  ·must  be. 
:-. the 
- .  ,'  :.  :·  "{.:~~:. ,.·  . }'··;!.:;~. ~:  .  /."~(  .. ···  {  ...  ~-~(~'.  ·~  ...  ··  ·~'  .~•.''  .  ' .  .  .  : . ' 
switchlng  systems  which-:are -being· enhanced -for ·ISDN.· ' 
cost~ .  are ~·;no.t .  re~e 'vant;  ,t~ . the: ~nal~sis of·  ~~e CouimonPlan; . as the 
development  programmes  involved  are  already  being  undertaken  by 
. i 
· ·;·, 
~  ' 
··'  l 
.  ~ 
,, . ~-~·t·(·{:;~.:..:  .:i.t;~-~· 
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the  various  switching  equipment  suppliers,  and  are  costs  which 
will  be  incurred  anyway. 
The-additional  equipment  cost  per  subscriber  line is,  however,  a 
figure  which  is directly relevant  to  the  Common  Plan. 
Statement 87 
r-------- · ----- ---------, 
1 Based  on discussions with industry,  an additional cost of 1200  1 
I ECU  per subscriber line is assuaed  for provision of  ISDN 
I facilities in the initial phase.  This fi&ure  includes  the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
network ter.inatlon NTl,  and  the subscribers trans.tsalon systea, 
together with a  share of exchan&e,  national,  and  international 
overhead costs,  such as signalling and aaintenance facilities and 
special transllission  arrange~~ents such as  r~te  working. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  L_  _______  _  __ _j 
The  total  of  1200  ECU  is  of  comparable  magnitude  to  other 
studies,  notably  those  by  Sagatel•  The  breakdown  of  costs 
assumed  is  .roughly  20%  for  network  termination,  50%  for 
subscriber  transmission  system, 
signalling and  other overheads. 
and  30%  for  interexchange 
It is  to  be  expected  that after  the  initial 5  years  of  the  Common 
Plan,  the  additional  costs  for  ISDN  will  have  fallen 
dramatically.  and  several  sources  forecast  that  ultimately  the 
cost  of  provision  of  an  ISDN  line  with  two  channel  basic  access 
will  be  comparable  with  that  of  toda}'' s  S'ingle  analogue  line. 
·This  will  result  partly from  improv:ed  technology  and  partly from 
the :effects  of  lin~  system  savings,  such -as  elimination  of 
ringing  and  high-voltage  feeding,  on  the  overall  switching 
/ . 
equipment  design.  These · lower  costs  will  herald  Phase  2  of  the 
,, 
' '  .  ~· ·, 
• 
_,f  •. ., 
( 
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Statement  88 
I 
~ - ---- - ------- - ----, 
I 
I 
It is expected that in Phase  2  of the ISDN  introduction,  the cost 
of provision of an ISDN  basic access will be coaparable with  that 
I of  today' s  analogue subscriber line. 
I 
I 
I 
L_  _______ _  _ 
---------------- _  _j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Statement  89 
--------------- ·-----------, 
No  ele~nt of additional costs is ass~d for local loop cabling, 
as it is expected that  ISDN  will be  able to exploit existing 
local loops in the aajority of cases,  with only a  few  instances 
requiring regenerators or recabling in the local area. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L_ ~ ------ · ------ - ---------·--- -----_ __j 
The  ability  to  use  already  existing  local  cabling  is  one  of  the 
primary  forces  which  will  enable  the  narrowband  ISDN  to  be 
introduced  world-wide. 
Overall  System ·Costs 
The  overall effect of  the  introduction of  ISDN  to  the  Common  Plan 
of  sr.  penetration  during  the  s  years  from  1988  onwards  is 
estimated  in .Table  9,  based  on  an additional cost of  1200 ·EcU  per 
subscriber  line (see  Statement 87). 
The  basic  IDN  infrastructure,  namely  digital  transmission 
nationwide  between  local  exchanges,  and  the  local  exchange  costs 
to support  analogue  subscriber lines,  will  be  incurred  by  Network 
) 
. Operators ..  according ··  to ,  the·  rate  of  deployment  of  digital 
this 'view. 
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TARI.I•:  9  CoRts  of  the  ISDN  Common  Plan 
~--~--- ---------r--------------------. 
.I  I  Number  of .  I  ISDN  Introduction Costs  I 
I  jiSDN  Accessesj  (additional  to  IDN  costs)j 
I  I  by  1993  I  I 
I  I (Thousands)  I  M.ECU  I 
~  I  - I  -i 
,.. 
I B  I  140  168  I 
I D  I  1250  1500  I  \ 
I DK  I  125  150  I 
I F  I  llOO  1320  I 
, 
I GB  I  1000  1200  I 
I GR  I  170  204  I 
I 
I  I  825  990  I 
I IRL  I  30  36  I 
I L  I  7  8  I 
I NL  I  280  336  I 
I  I  I 
I  I  Total  5912  I  L_  _  _L_  _____  _ _ __j 
...  · .. 
.  ' 
.  -~ 
'  .. . 
• 1, 
.. 
·.· ./: •; 
( 
I  . 
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Statement 90 
,---------------- -- ---- -------------------------- --:------------- --~ 
I The  cost~ for  ISDN  introduction additional  to  the costs of  the  . I 
I basic  IDN  are estiuted at nearly 6,000 M ECU's <=<-unity-vide,  I 
I over the 5-year introductory period.  I 
I  --------- --- _j 
It is not  particularly relevant or helpful  to  try  to relate these 
costs  to  the  costs  which  may  already  have  been  estimated  by 
Network  Operators  for  ISDN  ~ntroduction.  Additional  ISDN  costs 
for  a  Network  Operator  depend  on  the  philosophy  for  ISDN 
introduction  as  well  as  the  philosophy  for  IDN,  as  was  pointed 
out  in Chapter 4.  It is quite  a  feasible  strategy  for  a  Network 
Operator  to  introduce  ION  on  an  economically · justified  piecemeal 
replacement  basis,  thus  improving  the  network  without  the 
subscriber  being  aware  of  the  change.  It  is  also  feasible  for 
the  Network  Qperat~r to delay  the  iritroduction of  ISDN  facilities 
until  such  time  as  the  cost  per  subscriber line  is  equal  to  that 
for  analogue  telephony,  so  that  again  the  facilities  can  be 
.introduced  piecemeal  on  an  econ.omically  justified  basis.  This 
strategy  incurs  none  of  the  additional  costs  of  1200  ECU  per 
subscriber  line  estimated  for ·  ISDN  in  Tabl~  9,  but  it  is 
completely  unacceptable  as  a  Community-wide  strategy  because  it 
adopts  a  delaying  posture,  following  developments  elsewhere,  and 
not  p~oducing the  benefits in potential for  inno~ation,  influence 
on  the  economy  as'.- a  whofe,  industrial  aspects,  and  business 
management  generally: which . represent -. the  whole  . purpose  of  the 
European  Col1llllisslon's. Action  Programme. 
'-·- •  ?._::,  ,,  -~- •,.: 
Statment  91 
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It  is  obviously  the  prerogative  of  the  Network  Operators  to 
relate  the  estimated  additional  costs  for·  ISDN  to  the  scope  of 
their  individual  finances. 
The  scale  of  costs- identified  above  implicitly  assumes  the  same 
relative  positions  of  national  networks  in  terms  of  telecommuni-
cations .penetration.  In  some  countries  additional  costs will  be 
incurred  in  provision  of  the  basic  ION  infrastructure,  which  is 
not  currently  planned  for  implementation  in  a  timescale 
compatible  with  the  Common  Plan.  It may  also  be  considered  that 
additional  expansion  of  the  basic  network  size  is  desirable  in 
some  of  the  less  favoured  regions  of  the  Community. 
Statement  92 
S~  Network Operators aay incur other costs,  in the  provision of I 
basic  IDN  infrastructure or the expansion of  less favoured 
regions.  if they are to be able to .aintain a  balance of tele-
I ca.aunications facilities in their networks. 
1 
I 
I  L  _______  _  _j 
'  These  costs  cannot  be  assessed within  the  scope of  this study. 
Internation~l Working 
The  costs  of  handling  international  traffic  are  assumed  to  be 
included  in  the  ISDN  · estimates  above,  but  not  the  cost  of 
provision  of  . international  digital  ch;cuits.  It  is  useful  to 
estimate  the. number  of  internationat .circu.its  required  for  ISDN 
traffic,  and  this  has  been  done  in>Table  10.  It is assumed  that 
the  ratio  of  international  to  n~tional  traffic  is  the  same  for 
ISDN  users  as  for  telephony,  being  in  the  order  0.5%.  Initial 
I.SD~  users  are  assume_ d . to ·_have ., high  traffic, . possibly  0.20E  per  . 
,  \  ,  - ' •  ,  :  r'  t.t  ~  ~  ~  ~.,  :  , • •  ••  ,  ,  •  \  · ..  ~  . #  •  ,  ~  • 
',  .  ,  . line,  and .the ..  occupa9-CY.:{of ''inter,national :eircuits 'is·.also,assumed · ; .. ,.,.,.'._'  .-'.  i . . • '·!.'  :: .. .. ·;  ·.  :; .. , 
.  ;,  ,  .  -.. · . ·,  ·  ':1  - -~,  ·
4 ·~~) .~:~,~~· ~(c~t~i.;J·:f  .. :.; ··  ..  ·!~:. : ·~,;;.~c.~  lw',  .;~· ,  •  .~:  )  ..  :  .. •.  ~.  ,.·  :.:  .,  •.  ~\··  .  .,. . ;~  ....  ··.·~~·/ ·:' ..  .r:::·::· '..,:.·  ~ -~ - ..  ·,;·,: :: :.~ 
•  ,  ::  •  1 ·:(  t<?  ·be  high .~. ini  ~i~~ly·;r} ,p _~s.~~ -bly'_'::p : 7  5E'}'perr:ctrcui  (~ : :·.;'. This  ~·g~ves  -!.a ·:·: · :::rr:;':;·(!·:·: ~:~<~> ·  .-,·_  .. >;;'~'-{:·.,;·· . 
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TABLE  10  Sc~le of  International Circuit  Provision 
r- ------
I  Number  of  Total  Number  of  I 
I  !ISDN  Accesses!  Digital  International  I 
I  I  by  1993  I  Circuits Required  I  ~ 
I  I (Thousands)  I  I 
~ 
~--+----- --------1 
. . .  I B  I  140  180  I 
I D  I  1250  1660  I 
I 
DK  I  125  160  I 
I F  I  1100  1460  I 
I 
GB  I  1000  1330  I 
I 
GR  I  170  220  I 
I I  I  825  1100  I 
I IRL  I  30  40  I 
I 
L  I  7  9  I 
I 
NL  I 
280 .  . I  370  I  L __  _L ____  _L  ____  I 
;  . ~ 
. .  .  ~ . ;  ..  '  ...  · . 
.. :  ·.··,_·· 
.  •  ,.  l  ····:  c.::.  .. 8 •.  5 
. ··  . ; 
<  ,. 
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is  roughly  4.8%  of  the  1983  ·total  of  30,000  international 
circuits which  Franc~ had  at  that  time.  (It should  be  remembered 
that  'the  Common  Plan  penetration  of  ISDN  is  keyed  to  the  1983 
subscriber base.) 
Statement  93 
r------------ - --------------------, 
1 An analysis of international circuit  requlr~nts indicates a  I 
I significant nuaber of international circuits 
I r~in in step with the eo..Dn Plan. 
-.ust be provided  to  I 
I 
L  ________  _j 
The  implication  of  this  statement  is  that  there  would  be 
insufficient  capacity  available  for  an  international  overlay  to 
be  provided  using satellite circuits exclusively.  A ground-based 
international  infrastructure  is  essential  for  the  major  part  of 
the  Community,  although  satellite  circuits  could  prove 
economically  and  practically  viable  for  those  areas  of  the 
Community  which  are  geographically  isolated,  and  have  lower 
traffl.c  requirements,  namely  Ireland and  Greece • 
. The  ground-based  international  infrastructure  ~ould  be  provided 
by  several  alternative  ·means,  using _ new  provision  of  digital 
radio or optical ftbre carrier systems,  or by converting -existing 
analogue  routes  to digital operation. 
The  costs  incurred  in  providing  .international  digital  circuits 
for  narrowband  ISDN  will  depend  on  :the  transmission  medium 
'  , · .... . 
chosen,  which  in  turn  may  depend  on ~ ~ :the  Corimlunity  view  of 
broadband  ISDN. 
Relationship to Broadband Piroposal-s  ·,.  .. 
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fibre  transmission  systems  are  already  well-developed.  I t her 
aspects of  the  broadband  networ~.  such as subscriber distribution 
systems  and,  most  particularly,- optical  switching  devices  artd 
exchange  systems,  may  still be  many  years  in the future. 
Statement 94 
------ -------, 
Tbe  international traffic for narrowband  ISDN  could fora a  basis  I 
of deaand which aay juatify the provision of an international  I 
infrastructure of broadband  fibre optic transatssion systeas.  I  L_  ______  ___  ______j 
Obviously,  the  economic  justification of  the  use  of  optic  fibre 
systems  rather  than alternatives such  as digital radio  is outside 
the  scope  of  the  present  study.  Nevertheless,  it  seems 
intuitively  correct  to  use  the  opportunity  of  creating  an 
international  infrastructure  for  narrowband  ISDN  as  the  basis  of 
a  \first  step  towards  a  broadband  network  which  will  subsequently 
allow  fuller  exploitation of  the  fibre· optic  medium.  This  would 
be  fully  in line with  the  Community  objective under Action -Line  4 
to  prepare  for  the  creation  of  a  European  optical  fibre  based 
broadband  integrated  communications  network  for  providing  multi-
purpose  videocommunications  services. 
The  user-network  signalling  arrangements  for  narrowband  ISDN 
provide  a  common .- channel  signalling  mechanism  for  call 
establishment.  In this  system,  call set up  messages  are divorced -
from  the  communication  channel  which will ultimately be  used,  and 
the  characteristics  of  that  channel  are  defined  within  the  call 
set  up. message  sequence.  This  technique  has  be~n specified  ~ith 
a  view  to  establishing  broadband  -• communications  connections  ag 
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statement 9 s . '  ·~~% ~~W;~.>~0t~'~i~,j~>\~rti ~~&::.;~;[i,f  .  ;:f~!(;t~ ~t~4~W) 
r----:_ _____  _..: ____  - ___  - __ __  -- .  ~-~ - - ~---------
1 Signalling arrange.ents for narrowband  ISDN  are directly  1 
I applicable for establishing broadband  c~icatiods also.  This  ·1 
I would  enable a  narrowband international network on·fibre optics  j 8.6 
8.6.1 
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I to be gracefully extended  to include broadband channels and  I 
I switching.  f 
I  ____ _  ------------------------------ .  --------------------___ _  _j 
Broadband  national  networks  will  aYso  be  able  to  use  narrowband 
ISDN  signalling arrangements  for call set up,  although  the  use  of 
common  transmission  line  plant  for  narrowband  and  broadband 
circuits  will  be  a  matter  for  Network  Operator  implementation 
planning. 
Scope  for  Community  Economic Activity 
Community  Financial Instruments 
It  is  well  known  that  the  penetration  of  telecommunications 
varies  significantly  between  the  various  countries  of  the 
Community  (figure  12),  and  even  between  different  regions  within 
individual  countries.  Less  favoured  regions  have  been 
significantly assisted  by  the  Community's  financial  instruments, 
as  shown  in  Table  11.  The  European  Regional  Development  Fund 
(EROF)  the  European  Investment  Bank  (EIB),  and  the  New  Community 
' 
Instrument  (NIC)  have  contributed  an  average  of  720  M.EC~  per 
annum  to  telecommunications  infrastructure  projects  in  the  three 
year  period  of  the  Table.  Under  Community  Action  Line  5  -
"Making  full . use  of  modern  telecommunications  t_ echnologies  for 
promoting  the  Communities  least-favoured  regions  and  developing 
their  infrastructure"  _the  contributions  ~n  this  field  are 
intended  to  rise.  They  are  geared  to  .the . future,  in  seeking  to 
exploit  the  potential of  new  telecommunic~tlcns  teC:hnologie~  and 
are  linked  to  projects of  cc;>nimon  European interest. 
Statement  96 
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TABLF.  ll The  Use  of  Community  Financial  Instruments  for 
Telecommunications  Infrastructure Appl1cations,  1981-83 
r----r--------- ----------- --- ---~ 
I 
' 
Approximate  I  I 
I  I  Total  National  I  Community  % Community  I 
I  I  Telecommunications  I  Funding  '81-'83  Support  '81-'83  I 
I  IExpenditure,'Sl-'831  I 
I  I  M.ECU  I  M.ECU  I  .., 
~-+---- -·---- -·----·-----!  ..  ,. 
I  I  I  I  ' 
I GR  I  820  I  368  45%  I 
I IRL  I  1060  I  455  43%  I 
I I  I  8310  I  831  10%  I 
I GB  I  7540  I  264  3.5%  I 
I 
F  I  10640  I  266  2.5%  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  Total  2185  I 
I  I  I  I  L  __ _L_  __L_  ..:_ -----_  __j 
(. 
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Common  Action  on  Research  and  Development 
The  potential  benefits  of  common  R  &  D  solutions  to  the 
implementation  of  ISDN  - particularly in  the  areas  of  integrated 
circuits  and  line  transmission  techniques  - have  already  been 
outlined  earlier  in  this  Chapter.  Potential  benefits  are  also 
available  in areas  of  terminal  equipment,  particularly  in  common 
standards and  techniques  for  the  "Community  Terminals"  identified 
in the  Common  Plan.  Both  these  broad areas  fall within  the  scope 
of  Community  Action  Line  2  - "Common  Action  on  Research  and 
.Development".  There  are  opportunities  for  action  both  in  the 
field  of  exchange  of  information  and  coordination,  and  the  .field 
of  pre-competitive  research.  The  latter  area  would . have  some 
relati6nship  with  ESPRIT  projects,  particularly t6ose  concerning 
microelectronics,  although  the  ISDN  telecommunications 
requirements  are  not  directly  transferable.  More  direct 
relationship  exists  with  the  Community  programme  for  R  &  D  in 
!dvanced  _fommunications  - technologies  for !urope  (RACE). ·  This 
programme  is  very  forward-looking,  and  considers . an  Integrated 
Broadband  Communication  (IBC)  network  for  implementation 
post-1995,  but  nevertheless  the  concern. s ·  of  the  IBC  network 
reference  model  include  the  transiti()n  from  narrowband  ISDN,  in 
which  the  narrowband  international  infrastructure  will  be  of 
~lgnificance,  ~s explained  in Section 8.5  of  this  report. 
If  neither  of  these  major  programmes  are  considered  sufficie~tly 
relevant  to  undertake  work .towards  the  ISDN . Common  Plan,  then  it 
should  be  considered:  whe.ther  ,.  .  t~e  ~ Community ·  can ·'define  other. 
.methods  of . supporting  the  pre-competitive  research ;needed • fo~ 
I 
· effective harmonisation  described 
and  ban10nlsation to  };t c.~~Jb :{~ ~~=!£~~' ...  0~ · ,.~1r~'t~  ~ . 
'-------~ 
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Harmonisation  Programmes 
Under  Action  Line  3,  the  Community  undertakes  "Action  -aimed  at 
opening  up  the  terminals  market  and  developing  Community 
solidarity  towards  the  World  at  large".  The  terminal  equipment& 
proposed  in  the  Common  Plan  would  count  as  category  (a)  (new 
apparatus)  for  which  a  programme  of  common  standards  could  be 
devised  through  joint  activities  of  industry  and  the  standards 
bodies, ·principally  CEPT,  together  with  a  ·harmonised  testing  and 
approvals  programme.  A  high  priority  should  be  given  to  the 
"Community  Terminals"  proposed  in  the  Colll1Don  Plan,  which  will  be 
the  first  new  terminals  to  exploit  the  digital  infrastructure 
Europe-wide. 
Statement 98 
---------'-1 
I 
.I 
eo..unity ha~nisation and  approvals  progra..es will be directly 
relevant  to the intrOduction of the  ec--tmf ty Terainals proposed 
I in the eo-on Plan. 
I 
I 
I  L_  ___  . ________  _  _  _  ___I 
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CONCLUSION 
Placing  the.Study  in Context 
The  European  Commission  in  its  Action  Programme  on  telec~')mmuni­
cations has  recognised  that  telecommunications  plays  a  major  role 
in  the  economies  of  Member  States.  There  is  a  direct effect  in 
its  own  sector,  which  is  comparable  in  size  to  the  largest 
industrial  sectors  such  as  aerospace  or  electric~ty generation, 
involving  an  annual  inves.tment,  Community-wide,  of  over  16,000 
M.ECUs  in  1981.  There  is  an  indirec-t  impact  which  is  also  of 
great  significance,  because  an  increase  in  telecommunications 
facilities  has·  a  multiplier  effect  on  business  generally,  .. 
influencing  the  management  of  business,  its  productivity,  and 
competitiveness. 
The  role  of  telecommunications  will  clearly  increase  with  the 
continuing  innovations  in  technology,  which  are  bringing  new 
methods  and  capabilities  into  all  areas  of  work  and  soct'al 
activities.  The  markets  for  telecommunications  infrastructure, 
terminals,  and  services will  continue  to  grow at  an  accelerating 
rate. 
The  telecommunications  industry  within  the  Community  is  still 
·; trong,  achieving  an  export  surplus  of · 1.  7  billion  ECU  in  1982. 
Neverthele~s,  there are well-known negative  factors  which  prevent 
telecommunications  from  achieving  its  full  potential.  The 
fragmented  nature  .of. the  individual  national  markets,  and  the 
multiplicity  of  suppliers,  ~eads  to  duplication  of  research  and 
development  at  the very  time  when  system complexity is  forcin~ 'up 
the  R  & D-cos'ts, ..  ~nd forcing  do~ the  system  expected  lifetimes  • 
.  Thi~:·::.·~ke·~ ·  the  re.~o~·erv  ··of·_·. R ·  .. · &  · D  . investment  an  ever . more· 
,.  Spe~ul~ti~e  :,··:.~/!ntUr~:~ ·:.  SiilCe·' ··.the.  'market  price  for . ·.equipment -
.,. 
developed·.is.':OJ~~.v.itably. influenced  by·· the. world•. "de  competitive 
.:·  iev~'i~,!~:. ·..  :~;~~:  .. _:?j:JvN,;~V·.:Y_-'  ·  ·  ... 
A  particular. difficulty  identified  by  the  Commission  is  the· 
effect  of  uncertainties  temming  from  lack  of  consultation  on 
common  objectives  at. a  ~ommunity-wide  level.  The  inevitable 
~-
,; 
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uncertainty  of  forecast-ing,  which  of  the  many  possible 
technologies,  products  and  ·services  will  bring  economic, 
industrial  and  social  benefits  within  the  sphere  of  each 
individual  ·network  is  compounded  by  the  dimension  of  inter-
national  competition  and. compatibility.  If  there  is  no  common 
view  of  the  integration of  terminals  and  services within  Europe, 
then,  almost  inevitably,  the  provision  of  those  terminal~  and 
services will differ sufficiently in  the  different  networks  that 
intercommunication  will  be  inefficient, 
impossible. 
or  even  in  some  cases~ 
Against  this  background,  the  Commission  has  devised  its  Action 
Programme  with  the  objectives  of  introducing  new  equipment. and 
services  more  rapidly;  stimulating  European  telecommunications 
production  and  service  industries;  and  supporting  the  introduc-
tion of  new.  technologies. 
The  present  study  fits  within  the  context  of  setting  medium  and 
long  term  strategy  objectives,  and  is  oriented  towards  the 
development  of  new  services  through  the  rapid  launchi~g  of 
narrowband  ISPN  at  European  level  so  as  to  ensure  transnational 
compatible  ·working  for  users,  and  the  earliest  possible 
establishment  of  di~ital  ·connectability  on  a  Community-wide 
basis. 
Statement 99 
,--~--- -------~ 
f  Within the context outlined above,  t,his study bas established  I . 
f  that a  Ca..unity-wide ISDN  ~11 not .e.erge· until at least 1995  I 
l with the current  introdact~on approach, and·that even in this.  I 
1 ti~scale_tbere is oo guarantee of any parttcutar·degree of  1 
f  ne.tw~rk coaJ»atibility.  .  I 
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Action Point  42 
~-----------------------~---------- ---_-------------, 
I The  study outlines in soae detail a  Common  Plan for  ISDN  in  I 
I Europe which offers a  route  to digital connectability,  new  I 
j  terainals and  new  services on a  significant scale, Ca..unity- I 
1 vide,  by  199o  1 
I  _  _J 
Programme  of Activities 
Action Point  43 
~------------------ ---------------, 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
By  .td-1985,  the Ca.aunity should agree to act  jointly for an 
early introduction of  ISDN  on  the lines of the Ca..on Plan.  This 
involves  recognition of infrastructure investment targets  (5% 
telephone subscriber penetration,  80%  geographical coverage,  by 
1993) chosen  to support  a  substantial threshold of subscribers 
which can subsequently lead on  to universal penetration. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  L  ________ _  _  _________  _j-
The  forum  of  the  Group  for  Analysis  and  Forward  Study  (GAP) 
provides  an  opportunity  for  early decision making  to'support  the 
ISDN  introduction plan at an  outline level. 
Action Point  44 
r--- ------------------, 
I By  the end of  1986,  the Comauoity should establish the  det~ils of  j 
J  the Ca.mon  Plan,  i.n  cooperation with industry and CEPT.  The  plan I 
I aust include a  coaplete definition of the network infrastructure,  J 
J  terainals and  services to be supported.  J 
I  --------------~------_j 
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